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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In terms of water production, Madison Water Utility (MWU) is the largest groundwater-sourced 

utility in the state of Wisconsin (Bohnert, 2012). In 2017 alone, MWU pumped 9.42 billion gallons 

of water while consuming 20.3 GWh of electrical energy at a cost of $2.16 million (PSC, 2017). 

Research states that water utilities can attribute over 80% of electrical energy consumption to 

pumping operations (Baniel, 2013; Elliott, 2003; Hamilton, 2009) thus equating to over 16.2 GWh 

at a cost of at least $1.7 million for MWU in 2017. Over the past 8 years, MWU has funded 

research aimed at reducing energy consumption and energy related costs from their pumping 

operation. This study is the latest of that research and focuses on building optimized pumping 

strategies for MWU’s distribution system. 

The objectives of this research were: 

1. Develop procedures to optimize the operational strategies of all pumps within a pressure 

zone in terms of energy and cost. 

2. Estimate annual energy and cost savings potential of optimized operational strategies in 

comparison to typical pump operation. 

3. Estimate the potential energy and cost savings of investments in VFDs used in an optimized 

operational strategy. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Electric utilities typically bill customers for two types of charges: consumptive charges and 

demand charges. Consumptive charges are based on energy use and are usually billed as a cost per 

kilowatt-hour. Demand charges are based on the peak power consumption of a facility averaged 

over a 15-minute period and are usually billed as a cost per kilowatt. Furthermore, as is the case 

with almost all MWU’s pumping facilities, electric utilities often employ time-of-day rate 

structures on customers with heavy consumption and high demands. These time-of-day rate 

structures delineate periods of higher costs, called on-peak periods, and subsequently periods of 
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lower cost, called off-peak periods. In the case of MWU, the on-peak period typically runs from 

10 AM to 9 PM as defined by the on-peak demand charge.   

In response to the high energy related costs and with increasing concern of its energy footprint, 

MWU has funded three previous graduate students with the specific research goal of reducing 

pumping related energy consumption and cost expenditures. Baniel (2013) and Hayes (2015) 

showed that variable frequency drive (VFD) installation on deep well pumps was a potential source 

of significant savings for both energy and energy-related costs.  This was verified by Mancosky 

(2017) at Unit Well 30.  Mancosky also provided a prioritized list of deep well pumps for capital 

improvement planning. 

While prior research at MWU has provided a substantial amount of knowledge regarding the 

energy and cost saving capabilities of individual deep well pumps, recommendations for continued 

research have revolved around the idea of determining optimal operational strategies of multiple 

pump stations in a system.  

 

METHODS 

The methods described in this report detail the process of optimizing Pressure Zone 8 and Pressure 

Zone 6E within MWU for either energy use or cost expenditure. This process was broken into nine 

steps: 

1. Prioritization of pressure zones/regions for optimization 

2. Acquisition of regional information 

3. Development of comparative functions 

4. Creation of objective function components: specific energy and cost functions 

5. Optimization of hydraulic system 

6. Development of daily supply strategies and characteristic day pumping schedules 

7. Modeling annual costs and energy use 

8. Validations of energy models 

9. Impact of capital improvements 

The appropriate regional information including storage capacities, pump characteristic curves, 

efficiency curves, system head curves, and average and maximum daily regional demands was 
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acquired for Pressure Zone 8 and Pressure Zone 6E. Then, the minimized energy and cost 

requirements of all pump groups (defined as the combination of pumps required to energize water 

from the hydraulic grade line of its source to the hydraulic grade line of the pressure zone) were 

determined based on their range of possible productions over the course of a single hour. These 

functions were termed the specific energy and specific cost and served as fundamental components 

of the objective function (Equation 1). The objective function represented the total cost or energy 

use for a single hour of all the pump groups in a region as a function of the volumetric production 

of each individual pump group.  

 
𝑂𝑏𝑗(𝑉) = ∑ 𝑆𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑣𝑖) 1 

Where: 𝑂𝑏𝑗 is the objective function and represents the total energy use or cost expenditure for 

the entire pressure zone for one hour 

 𝑉 is an array of volumetric productions for each pump group (𝑣𝑖) 

𝑆 is the specific energy or cost function for pump group i out of all n pump groups in the 

region of interest 

v is the volumetric production for pump group i out of all n pump groups in the region of 

interest 

 

To reduce total energy or costs in the system, the objective function was minimized by finding the 

optimal production from each pump group for a given hour. A characteristic day was created to 

represent the demand requirements of the pressure zone over the course of month by incorporating 

the average and maximum monthly demands. The characteristic days were modeled to be supplied 

by either a constant supply strategy or an off-peak supply strategy (Figure 1). The off-peak strategy 

was created to limit the pump production during hours of high electric rates in an effort to reduce 

costs. Thus, pumping schedules were created for each month by either optimizing for energy or 

cost and supplying the system in a constant or off-peak supply strategy.  
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Figure 1. An example of an (a) constant supply strategy and (b) an off-peak supply strategy over 

the course of a day.  

 

By calculating the sum of energy and costs for all months out of a representative year, estimated 

cost expenditures and energy consumption were determined using the optimized operational 

strategies. These modeled costs and energy use estimates were compared with baseline data from 

Year 2017 which did not utilize optimized operational strategies. 

Hydraulic modeling was conducted to analyze the hydraulic feasibility of the optimized supply 

strategies. Furthermore, pilot studies using the optimized operational strategies were carried out to 

validate potential cost and energy savings with energy billing data. 

The impact of the installation of VFDs was estimated assuming their integration into the proposed 

optimized operating strategies. Therefore, the proposed best location for VFD installation in each 

pressure zone as well as their expected payback period was determined.  

 

RESULTS 

Pressure Zone 8 

For Pressure Zone 8, two main optimized operational strategies were considered: Strategy A) an 

energy optimized constant supply strategy and Strategy B) a cost optimized off-peak supply 

strategy (Figure 2). Using the estimation procedures described above, Strategy A was estimated to 

reduce energy use by 4.2% and energy related costs by 8.6% versus Year 2017 baseline data. 
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Strategy B was estimated to increase energy use by 0.1% and reduce energy related costs by 40%. 

Approximately 71% of the estimated cost reductions from Strategy B were attributed to demand 

cost reductions while the other 29% was attributed to consumptive cost reductions. Hydraulic 

modeling and subsequent pilot studies of off-peak pumping validated that it was a viable pumping 

strategy for Pressure Zone 8. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the cost expenditures and energy use for different supply strategies 

using characteristic day information from Year 2017 for Pressure Zone 8. All values are 

normalized to the pumping strategy utilized by MWU operators in 2017.   

 

 

A pilot study in Pressure Zone 8 substantiated the modeled cost savings potential. Receipt of bills 

from the electric utilities showed a 37% cost reduction from September to November 2018 while 

utilizing an off-peak operational strategy versus the “typical” operating strategy employed over 

the previous year. While energy consumption was expected to increase by about 1% based on 

modeled results, the off-peak pilot study indicated a decrease in energy consumption by about 13% 

compared to data from the previous year. This was explained by normal process variation, various 

infrastructure changes that occurred over the year, and the fact that the baseline data was obtained 

using a sample size of 3 days per month. 
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Modeling the impacts of VFD installation showed that the deep well at Unit Well 16 was the best 

location to place a VFD if Pressure Zone 8 utilized Strategy A by saving the utility an extra $27,000 

per year versus using Strategy A without the VFD. Unit Well 26 was shown to be the best VFD 

installation location if Pressure Zone 8 utilized Strategy B by saving an extra $11,000 per year 

versus using Strategy B without the VFD. 

Pressure Zone 6E 

In addition to the energy optimized constant supply strategy (Strategy A) and the cost optimized 

off-peak supply strategy (Strategy B), Pressure Zone 6E was modeled with a third cost optimized 

off-peak supply strategy that took advantage of the unique infrastructure of Booster Station 115 

and Reservoir 115 (Strategy C) (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of the cost expenditures and energy use for different supply strategies 

using characteristic day information from Year 2017 for Pressure Zone 8. All values are 

normalized to the pumping strategy utilized by MWU operators in 2017.   

 

Strategy A was estimated to reduce energy consumption by 5.2% and cost expenditures by 17% 

versus Year 2017 baseline data. Strategy B and C were estimated to reduce energy consumption 

by 2.5% and 0.4%, respectively, and reduce cost expenditures by 27% and 30%, respectively, 

versus Year 2017 baseline data. 
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In all strategies considered, the deep well at Unit Well 13 was the best candidate to receive a VFD 

exhibiting additional cost reduction potentials of between $4000 - $6000 per year. 

  

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results from the two case studies at Madison Water Utility, the following conclusions 

were developed: 

• Energy and cost savings potential with operational strategy management were case 

specific. 

o The most energy efficient supply strategy analyzed for the case studies was a constant 

supply strategy. Using this strategy, modeled energy savings ranged from 4 to 5% 

and cost savings ranged from 8 to 17%. 

o The most cost-effective supply strategy analyzed for the case studies was an off-peak 

supply strategy. Modeled energy-related cost savings for the case studies were 30 to 

40% while energy reduction opportunities were less than 2% in this supply strategy. 

In some scenarios, energy use increased but by less than 1%. 

• Electric rate structures using time-of-day billing offered the opportunity to save money by 

pumping more water during off-peak hours and utilizing equalizing storage during the on-

peak hours.  

o Demand charges were found to contribute 71% of the total cost reductions using an 

off-peak supply strategy in Pressure Zone 8. 

o Running a pump for as little as 15 minutes during on-peak hours reduced cost 

savings potential due to the application of an on-peak demand charge.   

 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Recommendations for future work at MWU include: 

• Understand the impact and importance of weekends and holidays in operational strategy 

management. It is recommended to pursue energy optimized constant supply strategies on 

weekends and holidays due to the lack of time-of-day rate structures during these time 

periods. 
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• Consider optimizing mixed source pressure zones using embodied energy (in kWh/MG) 

and embodied cost (in $/MG) to represent the cost of using a booster station that pumps 

water from a region of known energy and cost intensity. As an example, Pressure Zone 3 

receives water from Booster Station 129, Booster Station 115 HI, and Booster Station 215 

(all pumping from Pressure Zone 6E) in addition to Unit Well 25. In order to compare the 

energy use of Unit Well 25 with the booster stations, the energy and cost intensities 

estimated for Pressure Zone 6E must be added to the energy and cost intensities of the 

booster stations. 

• To aid in operating decisions, develop modifications to the optimization program, such as: 

o a user-friendly interface to the optimization program that allows for changing 

parameters such as system head curves, pump curves, and additional pump groups. 

o a water demand predictor for use in the optimization program. Since the operational 

strategy is highly dependent on demand, it is important that the future demand can 

be adequately predicted to provide maximum energy or cost reduction potential. 

o an optimization program that interfaces with a skeleton hydraulic model of the 

distribution system as a means of controlling for hydraulic constraints in the 

optimization program.  

o an optimization model with a SCADA control system to offer and automatic control 

of the pumping strategies. 

o an optimization program that includes water quality because some unit wells may 

contain secondary contaminants (such as iron and manganese) which are typically 

used less often than unit wells of higher quality. Additionally, the consideration of 

water quality would help compensate for the cost of water quality, such as flushing 

operations, the cost of filter installations, and the cost of operating a filter. In this 

way, pump groups such as Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29 would be rewarded instead 

of penalized for their treatment systems in the optimization program. 

o an operational strategy that will utilize booster pumps and deep well pumps at 

different times during on-peak hours. This would reduce the total on-peak demand 

charge from the facility. 

o an optimization program that includes the MWU policy of limiting annual well use 

to 50% of its capacity.  
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o an optimization program that limits the number of pump switches (on-off cycles) 

to encourage longevity of equipment life. 

• Consider purchasing commercial operational strategy optimizing software, such as 

Infowater Scheduler. This software integrates the hydraulic model into its optimizer 

offering hydraulic constraints such as nodal pressures which are otherwise difficult to 

account for. 

• Allow the deep well pumps and the booster pumps to operate at their respective optimum 

flowrates versus using a pump group optimum flowrate in an optimization program to 

further reduce operational costs and energy use. 

• Based on literature reviews, consider developing an optimization program that will 

minimize cost or energy for an entire day, instead of on an hourly basis. This will aid in 

the determination of a true global minimum for cost or energy and eliminate the constraint 

that supply strategies place on objective function minimization. An optimization program 

such as this may require a different method of accounting for demand charges that is 

dependent upon the volume being produced. This also could incorporate a continuous 

output of pump start and stop times not constrained to the hourly timestep. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distributing water in a municipal drinking water system is an energy and cost-intensive process. 

It was estimated that 4% of the energy use in the United States could be attributed to moving and 

treating water and wastewater (EPRI, 2000). In the state of Wisconsin, the energy needs of drinking 

water facilities consumed 0.514% of the state’s total electric supplies. Madison Water Utility 

(MWU), being the largest groundwater supplied utility in Wisconsin (Bohnert, 2012), spent $2.16 

million on 20.3 million kWh to pump 9.42 billion gallons of water in 2017 (PSC, 2017).  

In response to these high costs and with increasing concern of its energy footprint, MWU has 

funded graduate students with the specific research goal of reducing pumping related energy 

consumption and cost expenditures. This report is fourth in the line of these research efforts and 

builds upon the previous knowledge gained. 

Baniel (2013) provided foundational work in understanding the energy use and efficiencies at all 

pumping facilities within MWU’s infrastructure. One recommendation from this work was to 

pursue the use of variable frequency drives (VFDs) to increase the efficiency of pumping sites. 

From this, Hayes (2015) provided an understanding of the important variables in determining the 

impact of VFD installation on the deep well pumps within MWU’s distribution system. Mancosky 

(2017) then prioritized deep well pumps for VFD installation and validated that the installation of 

a VFD on the highest priority pump saved about 180,000 kWh/year and $20,000/year. 

While prior research at MWU has provided a substantial amount of knowledge regarding the 

energy and cost saving capabilities of individual well pumps, recommendations for continued 

research have revolved around the idea of determining optimal operational strategies of multiple 

pump stations in a system.  

The objectives of this research were to: 

1. Develop procedures to optimize the operational strategies of all pumps within a pressure 

zone in terms of energy and cost. 

2. Estimate annual energy and cost savings potential of optimized operational strategies in 

comparison to typical pump operation. 

3. Estimate the potential energy and cost savings of investments in VFDs used in an 

optimized operational strategy.  
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2. BACKGROUND 

 

MWU exclusively pumps its water from the Cambrian-Ordovician regional aquifer system. This 

complex system spans across the states of Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Michigan and consists 

of several aquifers separated by leaky confining units (Olcott, 1992). The lowest confining unit is 

comprised of low-permeability Precambrian crystalline rocks (Parsen, 2016). The stratigraphic 

units in Dane County, which collectively make up a system generalized as the sandstone aquifer, 

are shown in greater detail inTable 2-1. In Wisconsin, wells that penetrate the Mount Simon aquifer 

are generally open to the overlying Cambrian-Ordovician aquifers (Olcott, 1992). Horizontal 

fractures between the Tunnel City Group and Wonewoc Formation have been found to dominate 

the transmissivity of individual boreholes in Madison (Gellasch, 2012). 

Water quality in the Cambrian-Ordovician aquifer is generally acceptable, although it is not used 

in some areas in southwestern Iowa, northern Missouri, central Illinois, and northwestern Indiana 

due to high salinity (Wilson, 2012). Furthermore, radon and radium have been frequently detected 

at concentrations greater than the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), especially in confined 

regions of the aquifer system (Wilson, 2012). For instance, the city of Waukesha in southeastern 

Wisconsin is in the process of switching water supply sources from the Cambrian-Ordovician 

system to a surface water source. Waukesha currently obtains over 87 percent of its water supply 

from the confined St. Peter Sandstone aquifer, which has experienced increased levels of naturally 

occurring radium due to significant decline in aquifer levels (CH2MHILL, 2013). While Madison 

does not experience similar levels of radon and radium, iron and manganese concentrations have 

necessitated filters at three wells (Unit Wells 7, 29, and 31). Holzem (2008) and Scott (2010) 

provided a summary figure (Figure 2-1) of iron and manganese concentrations at MWU’s well 

locations and the relation to Secondary Maximum Contaminant Levels (SMCLs). Beyond iron and 

manganese, high levels of anthropogenic volatile organic compounds have necessitated an air 

stripper at Well 15. Water obtained from the Cambrian-Ordovician aquifer system in Madison 

exhibits very high hardness with ranges between 274 and 454 mg CaCO3/L with a mean hardness 

of 328 mg CaCO3/L (Grande, 2015). 

The 23 deep wells within MWU’s distribution system are drilled to depths ranging from 500 feet 

(Well 23) to 1130 feet (Well 26) with an average depth of 810 feet (PSC, 2017). A typical water 
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well consists of two main elements: a conduit element and an intake element. The conduit element 

serves as a pathway for water to travel from the aquifer to the desired end point and is often cased 

to provide structure to the borehole and prevent water from low-quality aquifers from entering the 

well (Johnson Division, 1974). The intake portion of the well can be constructed of an open 

borehole or a well screen which serves to prevent sands from entering the well and as a structural 

retainer to support loose material (Johnson Division, 1974). MWU does not require the use of well 

screens in any of their well facilities. 

 

Table 2-1. General bedrock stratigraphy of Dane County. 

Adapted from Brown (2013) and Parsen (2016). 

Age Stratigraphic Name 
Key Geologic and Hydrologic Features 

Era Period Group Formation 

Quaternary 

Deposits 
  Patchy loess deposits and glacial sediment 

P
al

eo
zo

ic
 

Ordovician 

 
Maquoketa 

Shale, present only in Blue Mounds State 

Park 

Sinnipee 

Galena 

Dolomite and shaley dolomite Decorah 

Platteville 

Ancell 

Glenwood Sandstone, siltstone, and/or shale 

St. Peter 
Medium-grained quartz sandstone overlying 

shale, sandstone, and chert conglomerate 

Prairie du 

Chien 

Shakopee Dolomite, minor sandstone, cherty dolomite 

– largely removed due to erosion in central 

Dane County, generally above water table Oneota 

Cambrian 

Trempealeau 

Jordan Quartz sandstone, dolomitic siltstone, silty 

dolomite, and sandy dolomite, the lower 

formation exhibits low vertical hydraulic 

conductivity while the upper acts as a minor 

aquifer 

St. 

Lawrence 

Tunnel City 

Lone Rock Medium- to very fine-grained quartz and 

glauconitic sandstone, moderate yield 

aquifer 
Mazomanie 

Elk Mound 

Wonewoc 
Medium- to fine-grained quartz sandstone, 

high yield aquifer 

Eau Claire 

Shale and siltstone in upper portion forms 

aquitard overlying fine-grained silty 

dolomitic quartz sandstone 

Mount 

Simon 

Coarse-to medium-grained sandstone, major 

aquifer 

Precambrian Unnamed units 
Crystalline bedrock, low porosity and low 

hydraulic conductivity 
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Figure 2-1. Unit well concentrations of iron and manganese in 2009 with American Water Works Association (AWWA) guidelines and 

EPA secondary maximum contaminant levels (SMCL). Unit wells from the shaded region are shown in the inset in the upper left. Note 

that concentrations from UW 29 are from the effluent of the granular pyrolusite filter train, while UW 7 data is obtained prior to the 

2015 installation of filters. Obtained from Scott (2010).
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Surface level electric motors power vertical turbine pumps that are suspended within the wells in 

MWU’s system to deliver water from the aquifers. When the pump is not operating, the distance 

between the water table, or piezometric surface, and the ground surface is called the static water 

level (see Figure 2-2). The pumping water level describes the depth to the piezometric surface after 

the pump is activated. The difference between the pumping water level and the static water level 

is called the drawdown of the pump. The specific capacity of a well is determined as the quotient 

of the yield over the drawdown, measured in gallons per minute per foot of drawdown. For 

example, if the pumping rate is 2000 gpm and the drawdown is 100 feet, the specific capacity of 

the well is 20 gpm/ft. The specific capacity is dependent upon the permeability and thickness of 

local geologic formations, and can change over time due to incrustations or interference effects of 

other wells (Johnson Division, 1974). A typical, although oversimplified, assumption is that 

specific capacity defines the slope of a linear relationship between yield and drawdown. Therefore, 

specific capacity can be applied to determine drawdown at various pumping flowrates.  

 

 

Figure 2-2. Diagram of typical well including important well elements and various terms 

associated with well pumping. Adapted from Johnson Division (1974). 
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Madison Water Utility, then called Madison Waterworks, first turned on its pumping system in 

late 1882 to supply 150 customers through its 12 miles of mains (Smith, 1935). In 2017, some 135 

years later, MWU supplied 67,000 customers (or over 250,000 people) through over 890 miles of 

mains (PSC, 2017). The water is supplied by 23 deep wells, each containing a vertical turbine 

pump powered by an electric motor. The power ratings of these motors range from 50 HP (Unit 

Well 14) to 350 HP (Unit Well 20 and Unit Well 26). Additionally, MWU utilizes 61 booster 

pumps to energize water to the required hydraulic grade line (HGL) – or the summation of the 

elevation and pressure head (Methods, 2007). A detailed listing of the pumping equipment can be 

found in Table 2-2. 

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, under administrative code chapter NR 811, 

places minimum and maximum pressure limits in water mains as 35 psi and 100 psi, respectively 

(WDNR, 2017). MWU sets a minimum pressure goal of 40 psi to ensure compliance with the 35 

psi minimum. Due to the topography of the Madison area, these requirements necessitate the 

division of the distribution system into 11 pressure zones, or regions of dissimilar hydraulic grade 

lines (HGLs). Each pressure zone can be assumed to be hydraulically isolated, although booster 

pumps and pressure reducing valves are often used to move water between zones. A map of the 

MWU distribution system and pressure zones is shown in Figure 2-3. 

A unit well is a common facility within the MWU distribution system. It typically consists of a 

deep well pump, a ground level reservoir, and booster pumps (see Figure 2-4). Generally, the 

ground level reservoir requires a booster pump to lift the water to the desired HGL. Pressure zones 

that are directly supplied by at least one unit well include Pressure Zones 3, 4, 6E, 6W, 7, 8. In 

Pressure Zones 3, 6E, and 6W, the elevated reservoir that defines the hydraulic grade line of a 

pressure zone is at a remote location from the unit wells, such as Reservoir 106 in Pressure Zone 

6W and Reservoir 229 in Pressure Zone 6E. 

For Pressure Zones 4, 7, and 8, the ground level reservoir at a unit well defines the HGL of the 

pressure zone without booster pumping. The relevant unit wells are Unit Well 9 for Pressure Zone 

4, Unit Well 20 for Pressure Zone 7, and Unit Well 26 for Pressure Zone 8. All other unit wells in 

these pressure zones match the typical unit well described above. 
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Table 2-2. Summary of facilities and pumping infrastructure within MWU as of 1/15/2019. 

 

Res. 

Capacity

[MG] VFD HP gpm VFD HP gpm VFD HP gpm VFD HP gpm VFD HP gpm

6 UW 6W CG-2 0.16 200 2300 x 150 2100

7 UW 6E CG-2 0.50 x 200 2200 x 150 2100 x 150 2100

8 UW 6E CG-4B 0.14 125 1700 150 1303

9 UW 4 CG-4B 3.0* 150 1750 100 2000

11 UW 6E CG-2 0.15 100 2200 x 150 2100

12 UW 7 CG-2 0.15 250 2350 x 150 2025

13 UW 6E CG-2 0.15 250 2400 x 200 2098

14 UW 6W CG-4B 0.15 50 2400 150 1801

15 UW 6E CG-2 0.15 x 150 2200 x 150 2100

16 UW 8 CG-2 0.28 250 2250 x 100 1650 x 125 2150

17 UW 6W CG-4B 0.38 x 150 2300 x 150 1250 x 200 2175

18 UW 6W CG-2 0.48 200 2200 x 125 1800 x 150 2050

19 UW 6W CG-2 3.0 150 2000 125 1400 150 2100 150 2100

20 UW 7 CG-2 4.2* 350 2200 x 75 1200 x 75 1300

23 UW 6E CG-4B 0.10 x 60 1200 60 1050

24 UW 6W CG-4B 4.0 150 2100 x 100 1225 x 150 2100 x 200 3000

25 UW 3 CG-2 0.33 x 200 2200 x 100 1400 x 150 2100

26 UW 8 CP-1B** 4.0* x 350 2250 x 50 1000 x 100 2000

27 UW 6W CG-2 0.32 200 2200 125 1500 150 2100

28 UW 8 CP-1** 0.34 250 2200 x 125 1400 x 150 2100

29 UW 6E CG-4B 0.41 x 250 2200 x 125 2200 x 125 2200

30 UW 6W CG-2 0.41 x 250 2100 x 150 2100 x 150 2100

31 UW 9 CG-4B 1.5 x 300 2200 x 200 2200 x 200 2200 x 200 2200

106 BS 6W/7 CG-4A 6.0* x 100 2100 x 100 2100

113 Res 6E -- 1.0*

115 BS 3/6E CG-4B 3.0 x 150 2100 x 150 2100 x 60 2100 x 60 2100

118 BS 7 CG-4A -- x 75 1000 x 75 1000 x 75 1000

120 Res 9 -- 0.40*

125 BS 3 CG-5 -- 10 N/A 5 N/A 25 N/A 25 N/A

126 Res 10 -- 0.25*

128 BS 11 GS-1** -- x 15 224 x 15 225 50 500 50 500

129 BS 3 CG-4A -- 10 300 10 300 30 900 30 900

213 BS 5 CG-3 -- x 15 300 x 20 500

215 BS 3 CG-4A -- x 40 N/A x 50 N/A

225 Res 3 -- 0.50*

228 Res 11 -- 1.0*

229 Res 6E -- 6.0*

313 Res 5 -- 0.30*

315 Res 3 -- 0.50*

UW = unit well; BS = booster station; Res = reservoir; PZ = pressure zone; Res. Capacity = reservoir capacity in MG

HP = rated horsepower of pump motor; gpm = pump capacity in gpm

*Designates a floating reservoir, or one that defines the HGL of a pressure zone

**Denotes electricity supplied by Alliant Energy, otherwise electricity is supplied by MG&E.

Booster Pump

#2

Booster Pump

#3

Booster Pump

#4
Building 

ID
Type PZ

Electric 

Rate 

Structure

Deep Well

Pump

Booster Pump

#1
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Figure 2-3. Map of MWU distribution system indicating well, booster station, reservoir locations, and delineated pressure zones.
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Figure 2-4. Diagram of a typical unit well in the MWU distribution system which includes a deep 

well pump, a ground level reservoir, and a booster pump. 

 

Another pump arrangement common in the MWU system is a booster station, which lifts water 

from a relatively low HGL to a higher HGL. While a booster station does not necessarily include 

a well, it may be located in the same facility, such as Booster Station 126 which is located within 

Unit Well 26. A diagram of a typical booster station is shown in Figure 2-5. These facilities serve 

as the primary source of water to Pressure Zones 5, 9, 10, and 11 and as supplementary sources of 

water to Pressure Zones 3 and 7. 

MWU utilizes a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system as a means of remotely 

controlling many of the key processes within the system, including pump operation. An operator 

has command over the SCADA system to manage the water supply to the distribution system. 

Typical operation of the system utilizes tank levels, pump station discharge pressures, and pump 

station flowrates and controls. Many automatic controls are in place to turn on and off pumps and 

valves based on predefined set points. For example, a booster pump in a unit well may be 

controlled by the level of the elevated reservoir. Once the level of the reservoir dips below a set 

point, the booster pump will turn on and run until it reaches a high-level set point. During this 

process, the ground level reservoir may fall below its lower limit triggering the deep well to 

activate. The deep well will remain on until the reservoir reaches the high-level set point. In 
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addition, individual system operators have much control and utilize operating strategies based on 

their own experiences. 

 

Figure 2-5. Diagram of a typical booster station in the MWU distribution system. This station lifts 

water from a low to a high hydraulic grade line. 

 

 

In 2014, the global water sector demanded about 820 terawatt-hours of electric energy (about 4% 

of total electricity consumption) which is almost equivalent to the electricity consumption of 

Russia (Kesicki, 2016). The United States’ portion of electricity consumption attributed to the 

water sector echoes that of the globe at 4% (EPRI, 2000), while drinking water facilities in the 

state of Wisconsin consumed 0.514% of the state’s electric power supply (Bohnert, 2012). This 

section highlights MWU’s trends in energy and water use as Wisconsin’s largest groundwater-

sourced utility (Bohnert, 2012). 

In the paragraphs below, all uncertainties in means are expressed as a 95% confidence interval. 

From the year 2001 to 2017, MWU’s annual energy use decreased by about 17% as shown in 

Figure 2-6b. During the same time period, the water supplied by MWU decreased by about 21% 

(Figure 2-6a). In fact, the 9.42 billion gallons of water supplied in 2017 is the lowest MWU has 

pumped in 50 years (Mesch, 2018). The decrease in water pumpage can be attributed to various 
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water conservation efforts as well as several large industrial consumers leaving the Madison area 

(Phillips, 2019).  

Energy and water use can be normalized in a term called energy intensity. This term describes the 

amount of energy required to supply the distribution system with a fixed quantity of water and is 

often written in the units of kWh/MG. During the years 2001 - 2017, MWU had an average energy 

intensity of 1987 ± 32 kWh/MG (Figure 2-6c). This value is on par with Bohnert’s (2012) 

calculation of 2010 kWh/MG for Wisconsin groundwater utilities during the years 2000-2010.  

 

Figure 2-6. Water supply (a), energy (b, c), and energy cost statistics (d-f) for MWU during the 

period 2001-2017. All data obtained from (PSC, 2018). A linear regression line and slope are 

displayed if the coefficient of determination is greater than 0.60, otherwise the mean of the data is 

displayed. Uncertainties in the slopes and means are expressed as a 95% confidence interval. All 

costs are shown adjusted for inflation using the Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI inflation calculator 

(BLS, 2018). 

While energy use and pumpage have decreased, inflation-adjusted energy costs have remained 

relatively constant at $2.2 ± 0.096 million between the years 2001-2017 (Figure 2-6d). The 

observed energy cost rate in Figure 2-6e is the quotient of the energy cost and the energy 
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consumed. This includes not only the rate structures from the electric utilities, but also how MWU 

utilizes its facilities. MWU experienced an increase of about 48% in the observed energy cost rate 

from 2001 to 2017 (Figure 2-6e). The cost value can be normalized in terms of pumpage to describe 

the energy related costs of supplying the distribution system with a fixed quantity of water. During 

the years of interest, the normalized inflation-adjusted cost of pumping increased by about 41% 

(Figure 2-6f). 

 

Research states that drinking water utilities can attribute well over 80% of electrical energy 

consumption to pumping operations (Baniel, 2013; Elliott, 2003; EPRI, 2000; Hamilton, 2009). It 

is therefore critical to understand the elements that contribute to energy consumption in a pumped 

system. Equation 2.1, derived from the basic equation for work, is used to define the energy 

requirement of a single pump (Jones, 2008). The components of this equation will be explored in 

detail to understand how they can be related to the distribution system for MWU. 

 
𝐸ℎ =

𝑉𝛾ℎ

𝜂
 2.1 

Where: 𝐸ℎ is the hydraulic energy required 

𝑉 is the volume of water pumped  

𝛾 is the specific weight of water ℎ is the total dynamic head 

 𝜂 is the wire-to-water efficiency 

Assuming the specific weight of water is constant (62.4 lbf/ft3), the important independent 

variables in this equation become volume, head, and efficiency. Equation 2.2 is a unit specific 

expression of Equation 2.1. and includes the constant values for specific gravity. 

 
𝐸ℎ = 3.144 × 10−6

𝑉ℎ

𝜂
 2.2 

Where: 𝐸ℎ is the hydraulic energy required [kWh] 

 𝑉 is the volume of water pumped [gal] 

 ℎ is the differential head [ft] 
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 𝜂 is the wire-to-water efficiency [unitless] 

The major components of Equation 2.2, which are the largest contributors to energy consumption 

in a pumped hydraulic system, are described in greater detail in Sections 2.4.1 - 2.4.3. 

 

For a simple system that includes only one pump and a distribution system (Figure 2-7a), the 

volume supplied by the pump is largely dependent upon the volume demanded from the 

distribution system. This simple system is represented by the mass balance shown in Equation 2.3 

(note for incompressible fluids like water, the density does not change and therefore simplifies the 

mass balance).  

 

 
Figure 2-7. Schematics of a) a simple pumped system with one pump and b) a more complicated 

system with multiple pumps and reservoirs. 

 

 𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 = 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 2.3 

 

The term 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 represents the volume lost in the system, usually due to leaky pipes and main breaks. 

The World Energy Outlook estimated that if all countries could reduce water losses to 6% of total 

supply (as seen in countries such as Japan and Denmark), the energy saved would be nearly 

equivalent to the electricity needs of Poland (Kesicki, 2016). As a reference, water loss in the 
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United States is estimated to be 12% (Kesicki, 2016). If the water loss in the United States 

decreased to 6%, it would be expected that water utilities would require 6% less energy, thereby 

decreasing their energy needs from 4.0% to about 3.8% of the national energy supply. Water loss 

at MWU was reported to be 10.3% ± 0.80% between the years 2001 and 2017 (PSC, 2018).  If 

MWU cut their water loss to 6%, they would reduce pumpage by about 460 MG per year, reduce 

energy consumption by about 920 MWh per year, and spend about $95,000 less per year. However, 

these improvements would likely come at an increased capital and labor cost. 

The volume demanded in a system varies at a monthly, daily, and hourly timescale. Generally, 

water demand peaks in the summer months because customers are likelier to engage in water 

intensive activities than during the winter months. Rainy days, weekends, and holidays typically 

result in diminished water demands. At the hourly scale, there are generally spikes in demand in 

the morning and evening followed by less water being consumed at night (Figure 2-8). These 

variations are also highly dependent upon the customer makeup of the region of interest. Given 

the variability of water demand, the water supply likewise experiences variability over multiple 

time scales (Figure 2-9). 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Peaking factor representing the diurnal demand pattern on January 10, 2017 in 

MWU’s combined Pressure Zones 8, 10, and 11. It is used to scale the average daily demand over 

the period of one day. For example, at 7AM, one could expect about 1.5x the demand that occurs 

at 2PM. 

 

 

A real distribution system is generally more complicated than indicated in Figure 2-7a as it 

includes multiple pump systems and storage capacity, such as the schematic shown in Figure 2-7b. 
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The volume supplied by a single pump is still dependent on the demand of the system, but it is 

now additionally dependent upon the volume supplied by the other pumps and the differential 

storage within the reservoirs (Equation 2.4). 

 𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 = 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠− 𝑉𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑠 +  ∆𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 2.4 

The term ∆𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 refers to differential storage and represents the change in volume within the 

reservoirs of the distribution system. It is usually assumed that over the time scale of a single day 

the ∆𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is negligible. This assumption holds true given the reservoirs return to their original 

level over the course of 24 hours under the premise that the system is neither gaining nor losing 

water. Over the course of a few hours however, it becomes necessary to understand the ∆𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 

term as a buffer from variations in water demands and as a means for storing energy. 

 

 

Figure 2-9. Daily water supply in MGD for the combined Pressure Zones 8, 10, and 11 in MWU 

for the years 2012-2017. Individual dots represent the daily demands while the black diamonds 

represent the daily demand averaged for each month. Note the extreme demands in July 2012 

during a long hot and dry spell. 

 

The term 𝑉𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑠 in Equation 2.4 is used to describe the volume supplied by other pumps 

within the region of interest. This effect is discussed in greater detail within the methods and results 

chapters. 
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In general, the volume supplied in a hydraulic system is a function of two variables: the volumetric 

flow rate and the pump run time. For example, a pump moving 1000 gallons per minute (gpm) for 

30 minutes will have pumped 30,000 gallons. The minimum and maximum flowrates supplied by 

the pump are largely dependent upon the specific pump and motor combination as well as the 

differential head the pump must lift the water. The relationship between the flowrate of a pump 

and the pump head is described by a pump characteristic curve described in Section 2.4.2. 

 

A term that is ubiquitous within the field of hydraulics, head is a means of expressing the total 

energy associated with a fluid per unit weight of the fluid. It is defined as the summation of the 

elevation head (potential energy), velocity head (kinetic energy), and pressure head (internal 

pressure energy) as shown by Equation 2.5 (Methods, 2007).  

 
ℎ𝑇 = 𝑧 +

𝑝

𝛾
+

𝑣2

2𝑔
 2.5 

Where: ℎ𝑇 is the total head 

𝑧 is the elevation head [ft] 

𝑝 is the pressure of the fluid [psi] 

𝛾 is the specific weight of the fluid (0.036 lbf/in3 for water) [lbf/in3]  

𝑣 is the velocity of the fluid [ft/s] 

𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/s2) [ft/s2] 

 

In Equation 2.5 the elevation, pressure, and velocity are all written in terms of head, often measured 

in feet in the United States. The elevation head, 𝑧, is the height of the fluid above a datum point. 

The pressure head, 𝑝 𝛾⁄ , is the height that a confined fluid would rise in a piezometer, or open 

tube. The velocity head, 𝑣2 2𝑔⁄ , can be measured by a pitot tube as the height a moving fluid 

would rise at stagnation. 
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𝑧1 +

𝑝1

𝛾
+

𝑣1
2

2𝑔
= 𝑧2 +

𝑝2

𝛾
+

𝑣2
2

2𝑔
+ ℎ𝑓 + ∑ ℎ𝑚 2.6 

Where: ℎ𝑓 is the energy dissipated by friction between points 1 and 2 in terms of head [ft] 

 ∑ ℎ𝑚 is the sum of energy lost due to turbulence in pipe fittings in terms of head [ft] 

The conservation of energy of a fluid flowing between two points is described by the Bernoulli 

Equation (Equation 2.6) and is depicted visually in Figure 2-10. Note that the hydraulic grade line 

is the sum of the elevation and pressure head and is measured as the elevation of the fluid in a 

piezometer. The energy grade line is the summation of the elevation, pressure, and velocity head 

and is measured as the elevation of the fluid in a pitot tube. 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Representation of the terms of Equation 2.6 (Jones, 2008). 

 

The Hazen-Williams equation (Equation 2.7) is an empirical formula that is commonly used in the 

United States to calculate headloss due to friction (Jones, 2008). The value 𝐶 is called the C-factor 

and describes the roughness of the pipe ranging from about 80 (very rough) to 150 for smooth 

pipes. Tables are often utilized to estimate the C-factor for a given pipe system. 

 
ℎ𝑓 = (

149𝑄

𝐶𝐷2.63
)

1.85

 2.7 
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Where: ℎ𝑓 is the headloss due to friction in feet per 1000 feet of pipe length [ft] 

𝑄 is the volumetric flowrate through the pipe [gpm] 

𝐶 is the C-factor, a unitless description of the roughness of the pipe [unitless] 

𝐷 is the nominal pipe diameter [in] 

 

Another component to headlosses within a pipe is called minor losses, or losses due to hardware 

such as valves, bends, tees, reducers, and other appurtenances. These losses are typically computed 

by multiplying the velocity head by a minor loss coefficient (Equation 2.8).  

 
∑ ℎ𝑚 = ∑ 𝐾𝐿

𝑣2

2𝑔
 2.8 

Where: ∑ ℎ𝑚 is the total minor headloss, or summation of all minor headlosses [ft] 

𝐾𝐿is the minor loss coefficient, values are typically tabulated [unitless] 

𝑣 is the velocity of the fluid [ft/s] 

𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/s2) [ft/s2] 

 

To properly size a pump, the Bernoulli equation is rearranged in Equation 2.9 to determine the 

change in head between two points, or the total dynamic head (ℎ). A schematic of the hydraulic 

grade line for a pumped system is displayed in Figure 2-11 as a visual representation of Equation 

2.9. An important consideration with a well pump is that the initial elevation, 𝑧1, changes due to 

the drawdown within the aquifer thereby adding elevation head that the pump must overcome. 

 
ℎ = (𝑧2 − 𝑧1) +

1

𝛾
(𝑝2 − 𝑝1) +

1

2𝑔
(𝑣2

2 − 𝑣1
2)+ℎ𝑓 + ∑ ℎ𝑚 2.9 

Equation 2.9 illustrates that the total dynamic head required by a pump is dependent upon the fluid 

velocity. Given that the volumetric flow rate (𝑞) of incompressible fluids is the product of the 

cross-sectional area (𝐴) and average fluid velocity (𝑣) as shown in Equation 2.10, it can be 

determined that the total dynamic head is also dependent upon the volumetric flow rate. The total 

dynamic head as a function of volumetric flow rate for a specific pipe system is represented by the 
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system curve as shown in Figure 2-12. Note that the system curve for a deep well pump must 

incorporate the drawdown within the well, which is dependent upon flowrate by means of the 

specific capacity (Mancosky, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 2-11. Schematic displaying a representation of the total dynamic head of a pumped system. 

Adapted from Methods (2007). 

 

 𝑞 = 𝐴𝑣 2.10 

The total dynamic head that a centrifugal pump can lift is also dependent upon the flow rate. This 

relationship is depicted in the pump characteristic curve. The intersection of the system head curve 

and the pump characteristic curve is known as the operating point and represents the flow rate and 

head that the pump will produce.  

 

 

𝑞1

𝑞2
=

𝑛1

𝑛2
 2.11 

 
ℎ1

ℎ2
= (

𝑛1

𝑛2
)

2

 2.12 

Where: 𝑞 is the flow rate 

𝑛 is the rotational speed of the pump shaft 

ℎ is the total dynamic head 
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Affinity laws (shown in Equations 2.11-2.12) are used as the governing equations for defining the 

operation of centrifugal pumps at different rotational speeds (Jones, 2008). The affinity laws allow 

for the pump characteristic curve to be shifted and therefore new operating points to be determined 

along the system head curve. An example of a system head curve, pump characteristic curve, 

shifted pump characteristic curves based on affinity laws, and operating points are shown in Figure 

2-12.  

 

 
Figure 2-12. An example of a system curve, a pump characteristic curve, and the operating point 

for a pumped system. 

 

 

The wire-to-water efficiency describes the overall efficiency of a pumped system and thus 

incorporates the efficiency of the pump, the motor, and the motor drive as defined in Equation 

2.13. The pump, motor, and motor drive efficiencies are described in further detail in this section. 

 𝜂𝑇 = 𝜂𝑝 ∙ 𝜂𝑚 ∙ 𝜂𝑑 2.13 

Where: 𝜂𝑇 is the total system efficiency, or wire-to-water efficiency 

𝜂𝑝 is the pump efficiency 

𝜂𝑚 is the motor efficiency 

𝜂𝑑 is the drive efficiency 
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The efficiency of a centrifugal pump is determined as the ratio of the power output from the pump 

over the power input to the pump. The pump output power is the useful work delivered to the fluid 

with respect to time as defined by Equation 2.14 and is referred to as hydraulic power. The input 

power, called brake power, delivered to the pump shaft is defined by Equation 2.15. Energy losses 

in a pump can be categorized into three groups: volumetric, mechanical, and hydraulic losses. 

Volumetric losses arise from leakage of fluid between the pump casing and the rotating element, 

mechanical losses are attributed to friction in the bearings and fluid shear, and hydraulic losses are 

caused by frictional and eddy losses within the fluid passages (Jones, 2008). Pump efficiency, like 

total dynamic head, is dependent upon the flow rate of the pump. The best efficiency point (BEP) 

is the point on the pump characteristic curve where efficiency is maximized as shown in Figure 

2-13. A properly sized pump will have an operating point near the BEP of the pump, although 

recommendations from Hayes (2015) and Mancosky (2017) suggest a maximum operating point 

to the right of the BEP to minimize energy use with the installation of a VFD. 

 𝑃ℎ = 𝑞𝜌𝑔ℎ 2.14 

 
𝑃𝑏 =

𝑞𝜌𝑔ℎ

𝜂𝑝
 2.15 

Where: 𝑃ℎ is the hydraulic power, or useful power delivered to the fluid 

𝑃𝑏 is the brake power, or input power delivered to the pump shaft 

𝑞 is the flow rate 

𝜌 is the density of the water 

𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity 

ℎ is the total dynamic head 

 𝜂𝑝 is the pump efficiency 
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Figure 2-13. An example of a pump characteristic curve showing the BEP based on the efficiency 

curve. 

 

 

The affinity laws also approximate the relationship between power and the rotational speed of the 

pump shaft as shown in Equation 2.16 (Jones, 2008).  

 

 

𝑃1

𝑃2
= (

𝑛1

𝑛2
)

3

 
2.16 

Where: 𝑃 is the power input to the pump shaft 

𝑛 is the shaft rotational speed 

 

While an assumption used in the affinity laws is that the efficiency remains constant at varying 

pump speeds, Sarbu and Borza propose Equation 2.17 as a correction for the constant efficiency 

assumption (1998). However, for pump efficiencies greater than 60% and for 𝑛1/𝑛2 ratios of 

greater than 0.75 (which represent some of the lower operating conditions for MWU), the 

corrections proposed by Equation 2.17 are negligible. 

 
𝜂2 = 1 − (1 −  𝜂1) (

𝑛1

𝑛2
)

0.1

 2.17 

Where: 𝜂 is the pump efficiency 

𝑛 is the shaft rotational speed 
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The efficiency of the motor is also determined as the ratio of the output to input power. At MWU, 

almost all motors convert 480 volt, 3-phase, alternating current (AC) electrical energy into 

mechanical energy used to pump water. In the process of converting electrical energy into 

mechanical energy, the motor will experience thermal losses due to friction and windage, core iron 

losses, stator losses, rotor losses, and stray load losses (U.S. DOE, 2014a). Generally, AC 

induction motors have efficiencies that range from 83% to 97% at full load (U.S. DOE, 2014a) and 

a previous studies conducted at MWU concluded that all of the motors in operation have an 

efficiency greater than 91% (Baniel, 2013). Equations that can be used to estimate the efficiency 

of an AC 3-phase motor are shown in Equations 2.18 – 2.21 (U.S. DOE, 2014b).  

 

 

𝑃𝑖 =
𝑉 × 𝐼 × 𝑃𝐹 × √3

1000
 

2.18 

 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑟 = 𝐻𝑃 ×
0.7457

𝜂𝑓𝑙
 

2.19 

 

 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑖𝑟
 × 100% 

2.20 

 

 

𝜂𝑚 =
0.7457 × 𝐻𝑃 × 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑃𝑖
 

2.21 

Where: 𝑃𝑖 is the 3-phase input power in kW 

𝑉 is the RMS voltage, line-to-line of 3 phases 

𝐼 is RMS current, mean of 3 phases 

𝑃𝐹 is the power factor of the motor, calculated as the cosine of the phase angle between 

the voltage and current, and is a measure of how effectively the electrical energy is 

being used 

𝑃𝑖𝑟 is the input power at full rated load in kW 
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𝐻𝑃 is the nameplate rated horsepower of the motor 

𝜂𝑓𝑙 is the motor efficiency at the full rated load 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 is the output power as a % of nameplate rated power 

𝜂𝑚 is the efficiency of the motor at operational conditions 

 

 

While there are several types of drives and speed controls, the focus of this report is pulse width 

modulation variable frequency drives, or VFDs. The installation of a VFD enables a pump to 

operate at different rotational speeds, thereby changing the flowrate and head delivered from the 

pump. VFDs are often used at MWU to assist in system operation, but they can also substantially 

reduce the amount of energy required by a system (discussed further in section 2.6.1.). A VFD 

converts a constant frequency and constant voltage input power into an adjustable frequency and 

voltage source for industrial AC motors (WEG Electric Corp, 2018). The most commonly used 

type of VFD will rectify an incoming AC current into direct current (DC), then modulate the 

voltage pulse width to simulate an AC waveform (Novak, 2009). The process of converting this 

frequency results in thermal losses, or the dissipation of heat energy (ABB Drives, 2011). This 

results in inefficiencies that are dependent upon the drive/motor size and the percent of motor load. 

At MWU, drive sizes are usually greater than 50 HP and they are typically operated at motor loads 

of greater than 50%. For these drive sizes and operating conditions, VFD efficiencies can be 

expected to be between 95% and 97% (U.S. DOE, 2012). 

 

MWU has 31 remote pumping facilities, each of which is treated as a separate entity by the electric 

utility and therefore is billed independently. The facilities within the MWU distribution system are 

serviced by one of two electric utilities: Madison Gas and Electric (MG&E) or Alliant Energy. 

The rate structure that defines the electric cost is chosen based on the energy and power 

requirements of the facility. A list of the facilities and the rate structures is shown in Table 2-2 

with further detail of the rate structures shown in Table 2-3. A breakdown of the various rate 
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structures can be found in Appendix A. While the electric utilities and rate structures may vary, 

there are several items on an electric bill that remain consistent.  

 

Table 2-3. Electric rate structures for MWU pumping facilities 

Utility 

Rate 

Structure  Rate Structure Title 

Maximum 

Demand 

Limits 

 Number of 

MWU Pump 

Facilities on 

Rate Struct. 

MG&E  CG-2 
Commercial & Industrial Lighting 

and Power Time-of-Use Service 
>200 kW 13 

MG&E  CG-3 
Small Commercial & Industrial 

Optional Time-of-Use Service 
<20 kW 1 

MG&E  CG-4A 
Commercial & Industrial Time-of-

Use Service 

>20 kW and 

<75 kW 
4 

MG&E  CG-4B 
Commercial & Industrial Time-of-

Use Service 

>75 kW and 

<200 kW 
9 

MG&E  CG-5 
Small Commercial & Industrial 

Lighting and Power Service 
<20 kW 1 

Alliant  CP-1 
Industrial Power at Primary or 

Secondary Voltage 
>200 kW 1 

Alliant  CP-1B 
Industrial Power at Primary or 

Secondary Voltage* 
>200 kW 1 

Alliant  GS-1 General Service  < 75 kW 1 

*Includes Interruptible Rider which allows for a lower on-peak demand charge for service that is 

deemed interruptible. 

 

One common cost included on an electric rate structure is known as the consumptive cost. This 

cost is directly related to the amount of energy consumed by the facility and is usually written in 

terms of dollars per kilowatt-hour ($/kWh). For example, if a 100 kW pump is run for 1 hour and 

is billed at $0.10/kWh, the total consumptive cost will be $10.00. Many rate structures for 

industrial applications include time-of-day (TOD) charges and increase the consumptive charges 

during on-peak hours. 

Another cost typical of large industrial facilities is known as the demand cost. This cost is 

associated with the maximum electric demand, or power, of a facility and is typically has units of 

$/kW. A typical rate structure includes a customer demand charge and a peak demand charge. The 

customer demand charge is often billed based on the maximum demand sustained for a 15-minute 

period during the current and previous 11 billing periods. The peak demand charge is usually billed 
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based on the maximum demand sustained for a 15-minute period during on-peak hours of the last 

billing cycle. The peak demand charge is typically an order of magnitude larger than the customer 

demand charge. The demand charges have recently been discovered to be a large contribution to 

the overall energy bill. For example, the demand charge contributed 46% of the overall energy 

bills in Pressure Zones 8 and 10 in 2017. 

Other billed items are independent of the energy or power use of the facility. These charges cover 

the cost of being connected to the local electricity grid including meters, poles, and wires, as well 

as customer care services such as billing, record-keeping, and information services (MG&E, 

2019).  

Figure 2-14 is an example of an electric bill for a CG-2 rate structure from MG&E. The 

consumptive charges on this bill make up about 65% of all charges while the demand charges 

account for about 29% of all charges. 

The breakdown of the component costs of an electric bill for Pressure Zones 8 and 10 for the year 

of 2017 is displayed in Table 2-4. 

 
Figure 2-14. Example of a bill from the billing dates April 2, 2018 – May 1, 2018 for Unit Well 

11, which is serviced by MG&E and utilizes a CG-2 rate structure. The consumptive charges are 

highlighted in yellow while the demand charges are shown in blue. Other charges not 

highlighted are independent of energy or power use. The ‘Fuel Cost Surcharge’ is used by the 

electric utility to compensate for variable fuel costs and is insignificant with respect to total bill 

(<1%). 
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Table 2-4. Breakdown of energy bill charges in Pressure Zones 8 and 10 in 2017 

Charge 
% of Electric 

Bill 

Consumptive 50% 

Demand 46% 

Other 4% 

 

 

 

 

 

MWU has provided funding for three previous studies to investigate the potential to reduce energy 

consumption and energy related costs: Baniel (2013), Hayes (2015), and Mancosky (2017).  

Baniel’s work (2013) revolved around finding the site efficiencies of each of the unit wells within 

the distribution system including the booster pump and well pump average efficiencies. He was 

able to conclude that over 99% of the daily energy use at a pumping facility was a direct result of 

the pumping operations. In addition, he concluded that utilizing deep well sites with low pumping 

levels and high efficiencies is the simplest way for MWU to reduce the system energy 

consumption. His recommendations included looking further into the use of VFDs on pumping 

efficiency and developing operating strategies that consider energy use and efficiency. 

Hayes (2015) followed up Baniel’s work by investigating various methods to reduce system energy 

consumption including VFD installation, flow distribution between pumping sites, hydraulic grade 

line management, and pipe modifications. In addition, Hayes investigated the possibility of off-

peak pumping. His research suggested that sites with lower specific capacities had the greatest 

potential for head savings with the addition of a VFD. By lowering the pump speed and flowrate, 

the VFD would also reduce the amount of head that a pump would need to lift thereby reducing 

its energy requirements. Some well sites were determined to have a payback time for a VFD of 

less than 10 years. Hayes concluded that hydraulic grade line management and pipe modifications 

to reduce head loss were not economically feasible for MWU to pursue as a means of reducing 

system energy consumption. Hayes’s research also determined the optimal pumpage between two 
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pumps in a small pressure zone based on the energy requirements of the two unit wells. One of his 

suggestions was to consider off-peak pumping, or utilizing the lower energy rates during off-peak 

hours to pump a majority of the system daily water demands. He concluded that off-peak pumping 

would increase energy use by about 1%, but would reduce energy costs by about 6% in the small 

pressure zone. He recommended that off-peak pumping be considered in other similar pressure 

zones.  

As shown in Equation 2.2, volume (comprised of flowrate and runtime), total dynamic head, and 

efficiency are the necessary parameters in determining the energy use of a pump, all of which can 

be affected by the installation of a VFD. For a given pumped volume, the installation of a VFD 

can reduce the flowrate, increase the runtime, reduce the total dynamic head, and possibly increase 

the efficiency of the pump. These parameters are highly specific to the features of the well, the 

pump, and the operating point of the pump with respect to the best efficiency point. Mancosky 

(2017) established a procedure to best represent these variables by creating an energy intensity 

(kWh/MG) versus flowrate curve for each deep well pump in MWU. The energy intensity curves 

for UW18 and UW30 shown in Figure 2-15 highlight the energy savings potential of each well 

pump via a reduction in flowrate. The strongest deep well candidates for VFD installation were 

identified by this method and a VFD was placed at the highest prioritized site, UW30. It was 

estimated that the VFD installation at this site would save approximately 180,000 kWh per year in 

energy contributing to an energy cost reduction of $20,000 per year, or a payback period of 1.5 to 

2 years. After VFD installation at this site, billing data was used to confirm the predicted energy 

reduction and payback period. Mancosky also recognized the importance of the demand charge in 

the facility bill, noting that it was as much as 40% of the bill at UW18. In addition to the continued 

installation of VFDs at MWU’s deep wells, Mancosky recommended managing on-peak demands 

as a potential cost reduction strategy.  

 

While prior research at MWU has provided a substantial amount of knowledge regarding the 

energy and cost saving capabilities of individual well pumps, recommendations for continued 

research have revolved around the idea of determining optimal operational strategies of multiple 

pump stations in a system.  
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Figure 2-15. Comparison of energy intensity and the potential savings with the reduction of 

flowrate for UW18 and UW30. Obtained from (Mancosky, 2017). 

 

One example of an operating strategy that is commonly discussed is the idea of off-peak pumping, 

or utilizing elevated storage tanks as a means of storing energy to shift pumping operations during 

times when energy prices are lower (Abkenar, 2015). In 1979, Chao suggested that it is probable 

that existing systems may have infrastructure capable of solely utilizing off-peak hours for 

pumping (Figure 2-16), but it is highly dependent upon the specific characteristics of the 

distribution system (Chao, 1979).  

If the requisite water demands cannot be met with exclusively off-peak pumping, secondary 

pumping at a lower rate during on-peak hours may be required (Chao, 1979). For example, in 

Philadelphia off-peak pumping schedules and storage modifications were enacted on two of their 

raw water pumping stations (Aptowicz, 1987). In the winter time, the facilities were able to manage 

a larger percentage of the daily pumping during off-peak hours than in the summer season of high 

demand. These improvements were found to reduce electrical power costs by 2.6%, or a savings 

of about $8.75/MG (Aptowicz, 1987). The distribution system was rather simplistic, however, and 

the findings are not easily applied to more complicated systems.  
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Figure 2-16. Exclusive pumping during 10-hour off-peak period in example system showing 

average diurnal demand pattern and pumping rates. In this example, the off-peak pumping rate 

would need to be 240% of the average day hourly consumption rate. Obtained from Chao(1979). 

An example of a more complicated system, and one that more adequately represents MWU’s 

distribution system, is discussed by Jowitt and Germanopoulos of the Thames Water Authority 

and Buckinghamshire, England (1992). This system, like MWU’s unit wells, contains well pumps 

and booster pumps separated by a contact tank, it utilizes numerous pumping stations, and is 

supported by several elevated reservoirs. Utilizing linear programming, the authors were able to 

optimize the pumping schedules to reduce energy costs under two criteria: 1) optimizing for 

consumptive charges, and 2) optimizing for consumptive plus demand charges. Jowitt and 

Germanopoulos were able to deduce that energy costs could be reduced by 7.7% by optimizing for 

consumptive charges and 15.6% by optimizing for consumptive and demand charges (1992). 

Like the example considered by Jowitt and Germanopoulos, optimization programming is often 

considered when developing operational strategies for complicated distribution systems. The goal 

of most optimization schemes has been to reduce electrical energy consumption or costs while 
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maintaining certain hydraulic parameters, such as tank levels or nodal pressures across the system. 

Complicating factors are that hydraulic systems are usually quite complex, can differ substantially 

from each other, and depend on combinations of non-linear continuous variables (such as pump 

curves, system head curves, and hydraulic losses) and discrete variables (such as the status of a 

pump as on or off). An additional feature is the variable nature of water demand over time, which 

means that the optimal solution is continually changing (Abkenar, 2015).  

Optimization of water distribution systems also commonly suffers from the “curse of 

dimensionality.” For example, given a typical optimization timeline of 24 hours with a 1 hour 

timestep, the solution space for 8 fixed speed pumps (which can either be off or on during each 

time step) is 2(8  x 24), or greater than 1057 (Abkenar, 2015). This is further complicated if variable 

speed pumps are considered. In addition, energy rate structures, especially demand charges, add 

another variable that must be considered to properly optimize a system from a cost perspective 

(Nitivattananon, 1996). 

The intense computational requirements of optimizing pumping operational strategies has directed 

researchers to pursue various optimization techniques. Linear programming is a common 

technique used in optimization and was utilized in the 1992 case study of Buckinghamshire, 

England (Jowitt & Germanopoulos, 1992). While linear programming is typically able to 

accommodate a high degree of dimensionality and guarantees global optima, the main 

disadvantage of this technique is it can lead to a loss of information through the linearization of 

non-linear relationships (Methods, 2007). Nonlinear programming, while computationally more 

intensive than linear programming, has also been used in several studies to a level of success 

(Bagirov, 2013; Brion & Mays, 1991; Shu, 2010). Genetic algorithms have also been shown to be 

an effective method of optimizing pump schedules in several studies (Abkenar, 2015; Wu, 2001). 

Genetic algorithms are particularly useful with discontinuous and non-differentiable functions that 

may have multiple local optima within the solution space, but they can also be quite 

computationally intensive and may produce suboptimal solutions (Bagirov, 2013; Methods, 2007). 

Table 2-5 highlights studies that have focused on operational strategy optimization within water 

distribution systems.
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Table 2-5. Studies containing research on the optimization of operational strategies for water distribution networks 

Study 

Optimization 

method 

Objective 

function⁺ 

Includes: 

Case study results Notes VSPs 

Demand 

charges 

(Jowitt & 

Germanopoulos, 

1992) 

LP 
Pumping 

energy costs 
 X 

Reduced energy related 

costs by up to 15.6% for 

Buckinghamshire, UK 

Optimizing for demand charges improved cost 

savings vs. optimizing for consumptive charges 

alone. 

(Ormsbee, Walski, 

Chase, & Sharp, 

1989) 

DP 

Total 

operating 

costs 

    

Reduced energy related 

costs by 6.7% in 

Washington, DC  

Defines the optimal tank trajectory approach. 

Utilizes a hydraulic model to solve constraints. 

(Nitivattananon et 

al., 1996) 
DP 

Pumping 

energy costs 
  X 

Model predicted savings 

that averaged up to 20% 

in City of Pittsburgh 

Decomposes complex system into several 

subsystems. Intended for real time operation by 

producing a pump schedule within a relatively 

short time. 

(Ulanicki, Kahler, & 

See, 2007) 
DP 

Total 

operating 

costs 

X    N/A 

Incorporates the hydraulic model to feed in 

hydraulic parameters, such as head at nodes and 

tank levels. 

(Brion & Mays, 

1991) 
NLO 

Pumping 

energy costs 
    

Model indicates 

pumping cost reductions 

of up to 17.3% in a 

pressure zone in Austin, 

TX 

Interfaces with hydraulic model to solve 

hydraulic parameters. Penalty terms apply limits 

on junction pressures and tank levels. 

(Bagirov et al., 

2013) 
NLO 

Pumping 

energy costs 
     N/A 

Utilizes EPANET for hydraulic and water quality 

simulation. Pumping start and end times are 

continuous instead of binary variables. 

(Giacomello, 

Kapelan, & Nicolini, 

2013) 

LP and 

greedy 

algorithm 

hybrid 

Pumping 

energy costs 
     N/A 

Hybrid optimization technique offers fast 

calculations for on-line operation. Applied in 2 

case studies. Interfaces with EPANET 2. 

(Wu et al., 2001) GA 
Pumping 

energy costs 
X X N/A  

Offers real-time control of multi-source, multi-

tank distribution systems. Interfaces with 

H2ONET Analyzer as a hydraulic simulator.  
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Study 

Optimization 

method 

Objective 

function⁺ 

Includes: 

Case study results Notes VSPs 

Demand 

charges 

(Abkenar et al., 

2015) 
GA 

Energy 

demand, 

energy cost, 

& pollution 

emissions 

X    N/A 

Pumping start and end times were tested as 

continuous and discrete variables; 

continuous solutions generated a high 

number of infeasible solutions. 

(Shu et al., 2010) 

Genetic 

simulated 

annealing 

(hybrid) 

Operating 

costs 

(treatment & 

pumping) 

X   
Reduced electrical 

energy use by 6.04% 

Incorporates minimum pressure at various 

nodes through use of a hydraulic model. 

(Pezeshk & Helweg, 

1996) 

Adaptive 

search 

algorithm 

(ASA) 

Pumping 

energy use 
X* X**   N/A 

ASA generates a solution fast enough for 

real time system control. 

(Wegley, Eusuff, & 

Lansey, 2000) 

Particle 

swarm 

optimization  

Pumping 

energy costs 
X    N/A 

Utilizes EPANET as a hydraulic solver. 

Maintains lower system pressure with 

VFDs.  

(López-Ibáñez, 

Prasad, & Paechter, 

2008) 

Ant colony 

optimization 

Pumping 

energy costs 
  X**  N/A 

Interfaces with EPANET for hydraulic 

solving. Does not require penalty function 

to handle constraint violations. 

(El Mouatasim, 

Ellaia, & Al-

Hossain, 2012) 

Combin-

atorial 

optimization 

Operating 

costs 

(treatment & 

pumping) 

     N/A 

Explores the conversion of a combinatorial 

problem into a global optimization problem 

using a penalty function. 

 

VSPs = variable speed pumps; LP = linear programming; DP = dynamic programming;  

NLO = non-linear optimization; GA = genetic algorithms 

⁺All studies sought to minimize the objective functions. 

*Variable speed pumps were discretized at 13 cams, or speeds. 

**While the specific case studies investigated did not utilize demand charges, the paper indicates the modifications that are required to 

incorporate demand charges. 
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3. METHODS: OPTIMIZING PUMPING OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

The optimization of a pump system’s operational schedule is based on many parameters, variables 

and constraints that can become overwhelming. To help organize these factors, this chapter 

considers the optimization process in nine steps: 

1. Prioritization of pressure zones/regions for optimization 

2. Acquisition of regional information 

3. Development of comparative functions 

4. Creation of objective function components: specific energy and cost functions 

5. Optimization of hydraulic system 

6. Development of daily supply strategies and characteristic day pumping schedules 

7. Modeling annual costs and energy use 

8. Validations of energy models 

9. Impact of capital improvements 

At the end of this chapter, Sections 3.11 and 3.12 describe the application of this 9-step process to 

Pressure Zones 8 and 6E, respectively. 

 

An optimized pumping schedule was developed for subsets of the MWU distribution system: 

Pressure Zones 8 and Pressure Zone 6E. A single pressure zone is the smallest subunit of a 

distribution system that was considered for optimization. At this level, the production of pumps 

within the zone are highly dependent upon each other yet have limited dependence on the 

production of pumps outside the zone.  

The creation of optimized pumping strategies can be time-intensive and perhaps include expensive 

capital projects. Therefore, regions within the MWU distribution system were prioritized in terms 

of their optimization potential. This section will detail the selection of Pressure Zone 8 and 

Pressure Zone 6E for optimization. 
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One simple parameter that was used to prioritize regions within a distribution system for 

optimization is the daily water demand. Since the energy use and cost are dependent upon the 

volume of water pumped, a region that has higher daily demand will consume more energy and 

thus has potential for a greater magnitude of energy savings versus a region with less daily demand. 

Since the average daily demand is a complicated summation of tens of thousands of demand points 

(each customer, for example), water supply was used as a simple approximation of the demand. 

Fortunately, since the objective of this research project was the energy and cost reduction of the 

pumping system, the water supplied was a better representation of the objective than the water 

consumed.  

Calculating the average daily estimated demand of a pressure zone was simply the summation of 

the water pumped into the pressure zone from all possible pump stations and from higher elevation 

pressure zones. For instance, the average daily estimated demand for Pressure Zone 8 was 

calculated using Equation 3.1.  

 𝐷𝑃𝑍8 =  𝑉16 + 𝑉26 + 𝑉28 − 𝑉126 − 𝑉128  3.1 

Where: 𝐷 is the average daily estimated demand of Pressure Zone 8 

 𝑉16 is the average daily volume pumped from Unit Well 16 

 𝑉26 is the average daily volume pumped from Deep Well 26 

 𝑉28 is the average daily volume pumped from Unit Well 28 

 𝑉126 is the average daily volume pumped from Booster Station 126 

 𝑉128 is the average daily volume pumped from Booster Station 128 

 

In Equation 3.1, note that water leaves Pressure Zone 8 via Booster Station 126 and Booster Station 

128 into Pressure Zones 10 and 11, respectively. This equation does not incorporate any storage 

terms as they become negligible over the timespan of multiple days. Equations to estimate average 

daily demand were created for the remaining pressure zones within the MWU distribution system.  
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Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 show the relevant pump stations that supply or withdraw water from all 

pressure zones for MWU. 

Table 3-1. Unit wells (UW) and booster stations (BS) as inputs and outputs of Pressure Zones 3, 

4, 5, 6E, and 6W as of February 24, 2019. 

 Pressure 

Zone 3 

Pressure 

Zone 4 

Pressure 

Zone 5 

Pressure 

Zone 6E 

Pressure 

Zone 6W 

Inputs UW 25 UW 9 BS 113 UW 7 UW 6 

 BS 129 UW 31  UW 8 UW 14 

 BS 215   UW 11 UW 17 

 BS 115*   UW 13 UW 18 

    UW15 UW 19 

    UW 23 UW 24 

    UW 29 UW 27 

    BS 115* UW 30 

Outputs    BS 129 BS 106 

    BS 215 BS 118 

    BS 113  

*BS 115 has infrastructure to pump into Pressure Zone 3 and Pressure Zone 6E. 

 

Table 3-2. Unit wells (UW) and booster stations (BS) as inputs and outputs of Pressure Zones 7, 

8, 9, 10, and 11 as of February 24, 2019. 

 Pressure 

Zone 7 

Pressure 

Zone 8 

Pressure 

Zone 9 

Pressure 

Zone 10 

Pressure 

Zone 11 

Inputs UW 12 UW 16 BS 120 BS 126 BS 128 

 UW 20 UW 28    

 BS 118 UW 26    

 BS 106     

Outputs BS 120 BS 126    

  BS 128    

 

Using daily supply data obtained from Year 2017, the average daily estimated demand was 

calculated for each pressure zone and compared against each other. This method was used to 

estimate the zones which use the most energy and therefore have the largest potential for energy 

use reductions.  

 

While the average daily estimated demand was used as a proxy for the energy savings capabilities 

in a zone, the nominal hydraulic residence time (HRT) of a pressure zone was used in determining 

the cost reducing potential of utilizing an off-peak pumping strategy. The HRT is the ratio between 
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the storage capacities of a system and the daily volume of water moving through the system, or, in 

the case of a water distribution system, the ratio between the reservoir volumes in a pressure zone 

over the daily water demand in that pressure zone (Equation 3.2). A pressure zone with a larger 

HRT exhibits a higher potential to be able to manage off-peak pumping strategies used to reduce 

energy related costs. 

 
𝐻𝑅𝑇 =  

𝑉𝑃𝑍

𝐷𝑃𝑍
 3.2 

Where: 𝐻𝑅𝑇 is the nominal hydraulic retention time of a pressure zone [day] 

 𝑉𝑃𝑍 is the volumetric storage capacity within the pressure zone [MG] 

 𝐷𝑃𝑍 is the daily volumetric water demand of the pressure zone [MGD] 

 

The storage capacities of the pressure zones were separated into two categories: floating and 

pumped. The elevation of the water surface in a floating reservoir defines the hydraulic grade line 

(HGL) of the pressure zone and therefore uses gravity to supply pressure to the pressure zone. A 

pumped reservoir, on the other hand, has an elevation that is below that of the HGL and must 

utilize mechanical (pumped) energy to supply pressure to the pressure zone. Table 3-3 and Table 

3-4 show the floating and pumped reservoirs in the MWU system. Similarly, the HRT of the 

pressure zones were calculated based on floating and pumped storage capacities (Equations 3.3 – 

3.5).  

 
𝐻𝑅𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  

𝑉𝑃𝑍,𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐷𝑃𝑍
 3.3 

 
𝐻𝑅𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 =  

𝑉𝑃𝑍,𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑

𝐷𝑃𝑍
 3.4 

 𝐻𝑅𝑇 =  𝐻𝑅𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐻𝑅𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 3.5 

 

The HRT of a pressure zone provided insight into the ability of the pressure zone to be operated 

in an off-peak pumping strategy which is an established method to reduce energy related costs (see 

Section 2.6.2) For example, a region with a large floating HRT was deemed more likely to be able 

to be operated without any pumps during on-peak hours furthering the potential for cost savings.   
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Table 3-3. Floating and pumped reservoirs and capacity within Pressure Zones 3, 4, 5, 6E, and 

6W as of 2/24/2019. 

  
Pressure 

Zone 3 

Pressure 

Zone 4 

Pressure 

Zone 5 

Pressure 

Zone 6E 

Pressure 

Zone 6W 
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G
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Pumped 115* 3 31 1.5    115* 3 19 3 

  25 0.33       7 0.5 24 4 

           8 0.14 6 0.16 

           11 0.15 14 0.15 

           13 0.15 17 0.38 

           15 0.15 18 0.48 

           23 0.1 27 0.32 

              29 0.41 30 0.41 

Floating 225 0.5 109 3 313 0.3 229 6 106 6 

  315 0.5         113 1     

*BS 115 has infrastructure to store water for PZ 3 and PZ 6E. 

 

Table 3-4. Floating and pumped reservoirs and capacity within Pressure Zones 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 

as of 2/24/2019. 

  
Pressure 

Zone 7 

Pressure 

Zone 8 

Pressure 

Zone 9 

Pressure 

Zone 10 

Pressure 

Zone 11 
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G

] 
Pumped 12 0.15 16 0.28         

      28 0.34             

Floating 20 4.2 26 4 120 0.4 126 0.25 228 1 

 

 

Some pressure zones obtain water from a single source, such as from the deep wells or from 

another pressure zone. These types of pressure zones were termed single-source pressure zones 

(SSPZ), while pressure zones that obtain their water supply from deep wells and from other 

pressure zones were termed multi-source pressure zones (MSPZ). MSPZs become difficult to 

optimize because one must understand the energy requirements of the multiple sources to develop 
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an optimization strategy. Simplified schematics of two types of SSPZs and an MSPZ are shown in 

Figure 3-1. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Schematics of a) a SSPZ using the aquifers as a source, b) a SSPZ using another 

pressure zone as a source, and c) a MSPZ utilizing both aquifers and another pressure zone as 

sources. 

 

Pressure Zone 7, for example, is supplied water by four facilities: two unit wells (Unit Wells 12 

and 20) and two booster stations that pump from Pressure Zone 6W (Booster Stations 106 and 

118). Since Pressure Zone 7 obtains water from the wells in addition to another pressure zone, it 

is an MSPZ. The deep wells are straightforward to analyze, in that the utility has not put any energy 

into the water before the deep well pump is activated. However, the booster stations receive water 

which has already been energized by other MWU facilities in Pressure Zone 6W. This ‘embodied 

energy’ and resultant ‘embodied cost’ that MWU has expended to raise the water to the HGL of 

Pressure Zone 6W must be estimated before one can optimize between the 4 supply sources in 

Pressure Zone 7. For this reason, Pressure Zone 7 and other MSPZs were not explored in this 

thesis. 

A basal single-source pressure zone is a specific type of SSPZ that obtains water exclusively from 

deep wells (Figure 3-1a). This pressure zone is unique in that its water supply is completely 

independent of other pressure zones. However, boosted SSPZs (Figure 3-1b) or MSPZs (Figure 

3-1c) may often be dependent on basal SSPZs. Distinguishing pressure zones by their sources is a 

critical portion of operational optimization as it can identify the basal and boosted SSPZs that must 
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be optimized prior to optimizing the dependent MSPZs. Figure 3-2 breaks down the MWU system 

into basal SSPZs, boosted SSPZs, and MSPZs. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Dependency tree of pressure zones within MWU highlighting basal single-source 

pressure zones, boosted single-source pressure zones, and multi-source pressure zones. MSPZs 

are difficult to optimize without first optimizing the zones on which they are dependent. 

 

It should be noted that it is possible to optimize a dependent MSPZ prior to optimizing the zones 

it is dependent on. For instance, if one wished to optimize Pressure Zone 7 before optimizing 

Pressure Zone 6W, an estimate of the embodied energy and embodied cost of lifting water to the 

HGL of Pressure Zone 6W would need to be calculated. This could be done by examining billing 

information or by modeling average-day supply information. However, if Pressure Zone 6W were 

to later be optimized operationally, the embodied energy and embodied costs would likely change 

thereby affecting the optimal operation of Pressure Zone 7. Thus, the optimization of basal SSPZs 

was prioritized over any dependent SSPZs and MSPZs to better inform potential capital investment 

decisions.  

Pressure zones were grouped into regions based on their interzonal dependencies (Figure 3-2). 

This is important as the deep wells in the BPZs must provide enough water to supply the dependent 

zones. As such, their average daily demands, reservoir volumes, and thus HRTs can be calculated 

as regions to simplify prioritization. 
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Another way that regions were prioritized was to understand unique case studies that would be 

worth considering. For instance, an interesting case study considered was Pressure Zone 8 and the 

optimal way to pump into the 4.0 MG reservoir at Unit Well 26. Both Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 

28 pump into this reservoir by utilizing both a deep well and a booster pump. However, the deep 

well at Unit Well 26 pumps directly into the reservoir. This presents a hydraulic arrangement that 

is applied elsewhere, such as at Unit Well 20. Another potentially interesting case study considered 

Reservoir 115, a 3 MG reservoir that can be boosted to either Pressure Zone 6E or to Pressure 

Zone 3. It was in the best interest of the utility to understand how they should utilize this reservoir 

in both Pressure Zone 6E and Pressure Zone 3. These examples of unique characteristics of a 

region affected the prioritization of optimization. 

 

The pressure zones in MWU were prioritized based on their HRT as shown in Figure 3-3. This 

figure also displays the average daily demand of each region. Pressure Zone 6W has the highest 

daily pumpage at 8.7 MGD in the system while Pressure Zone 5 has the lowest daily pumpage at 

0.1 MGD. However, Pressure Zone 11 has the greatest total HRT at 4.7 days while Pressure Zone 

10 has the lowest total HRT at 0.3 days. 

To simplify prioritization, each pressure zone was grouped based on dependent pressure zones, as 

shown in Figure 3-2.  The average daily demand and HRTs were calculated for each region defined 

by one of the four basal SSPZs: Pressure Zone 4 (defining Region A), Pressure Zone 6E (defining 

Region B), Pressure Zone 6W (defining Region C), and Pressure Zone 8 (defining Region D). 

Figure 3-4 shows that Region A has the highest HRT but the lowest daily demand while Pressure 

Region C (comprised of Pressure Zone 6W, Pressure Zone 7, and Pressure Zone 9) has the lowest 

HRT and the highest daily demand. 
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Figure 3-3. Prioritization of pressure zones based on HRT. Average daily demand data are also 

displayed for each pressure zone using the axis on the right. Demand data, used for average daily 

demand and HRT calculations, is obtained from 2017 and storage information is current as of 

12/1/2018. Note that Reservoir 228 is included in the Pressure Zone 11 HRT calculation, but the 

demand data is calculated prior to Reservoir 228 installation and restructuring of pressure zones 

which occurred in December 2018. 

 

While Pressure Zone 4 had the most potential for off-peak pumping based on its HRT, it was also 

a relatively simple pressure zone supplied entirely by Unit Well 9 (until the middle of 2018, when 

Unit Well 31 came online). Based on the simplicity and relatively low daily demand of Pressure 

Zone 4, Region D, being the next highest HRT, was first prioritized for optimization.  

Region D, and more specifically the basal Pressure Zone 8, represented a balance of complexity 

and simplicity (with 3 unit wells) as well as high potential for off-peak pumping (a floating 4 MG 

reservoir and a floating HRT of 1.6 days). 
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Figure 3-4. Prioritization based on HRT of pressure zone regions defined by basal SSPZs. Average 

daily demand data for each region are displayed using the vertical axis on the right. Demand data, 

used for average daily demand and HRT, is obtained from 2017 and storage information is current 

as of 12/1/2018. Note that Reservoir 228 is included in the Pressure Zone 11 HRT calculation, but 

the demand data is calculated prior to Reservoir 228 installation and restructuring of pressure 

zones which occurred in December 2018. 

 

Pressure Zone 6E, as the basal zone in Region B, was prioritized for optimization after Pressure 

Zone 8 because it had the next highest HRT and relatively high daily demand (7.8 MGD). Pressure 

Zone 6E was a much more complex system (comprised of 7 unit wells and 1 booster station) to 

test the limits of optimization. Pressure Zone 6E also presented the unique case study with 

Reservoir 115 and the booster stations that draw from this reservoir.  

 

 

Once a pressure zone or region was selected for optimization, a substantial amount of critical 

information was obtained as discussed in the following sections. 
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The pump characteristic curves for each pump within the chosen region are one piece to the puzzle 

in determining the operating head and flowrate of the pump (Section 2.4.2.). Affinity laws can be 

used to represent the pump characteristic curve at different rotational speeds. These curves are 

therefore highly critical in the optimization of a pumped system. This section presents three 

methods that were used in the determination of the pump characteristic curves. 

 

The first method used to determine the pump characteristic curve was to do so empirically. This 

method was useful if the manufacturing curve was not provided, it was suspected that the pump 

has worn or the impeller has been trimmed, or as a means of corroborating expected pump curves. 

The premise of this method was to determine multiple points along the pump characteristic curve 

by changing the system head curve (Figure 3-6). 

The methods described herein were adapted from the methods described in Baniel (2013) and 

replicated by Hayes (2015) and Mancosky (2017). The following methods were applied to the four 

booster pumps servicing Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 28.  

The experimental set up involved the connection of TELOG hydrant pressure transducers 

(“pressure meter”) to the suction and discharge side of the pumps (see Figure 3-5). Hose bib 

attachments were added to the taps on both the suction and discharge side of the pumps to allow 

for the connection of the pressure meters. These pressure meters, along with relative elevation 

information of the pressure meters and the hose bib connection points, enabled the determination 

of the differential pressure and therefore the total dynamic head (TDH) across the pump for a 

single operating point (Figure 3-5). Each facility had a permanent magnetic flowmeter in place (a 

Sparling Tiger Mag EP at Unit Well 28 and a Toshiba Magmeter at Unit Well 26) from which flow 

information was obtained. The flowmeters recorded information in the SCADA historian database 

and the data was downloaded after the experiment had finished. 
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Figure 3-5. Experimental setup at Unit Well 28 for determining pump characteristic curves, system 

head curves, and efficiency curves of pumps. 

 

The booster pump being considered was brought up to 100% speed on the VFD to obtain the 

maximum operating point. A valve on the discharge side of the pump was then throttled slowly 

until a predetermined flowrate was met. The throttling of the valve increased the minor losses of 

the system and therefore shifted the system head curve (see Figure 3-6). This forced the pump to 

lift against a greater TDH resulting in a new operating point, which occurs at the intersection of 

the pump curve and the shifted system head curve. Further throttling of the valve enabled 

additional points along the pump characteristic curve to be determined. Each operating point was 

maintained at stability for about 5 minutes and the values for TDH and flowrate were averaged 

over that time span.  

Each pump motor utilized a VFD which enabled further pump characteristic curves to be 

determined at lower pump speeds. The pump characteristic curves at lower speeds can be closely 

approximated using affinity laws (see Section 2.4.2).  

Resultant empirical pump characteristic curves for the booster pumps in Pressure Zone 8 are shown 

in Appendix I. 
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Figure 3-6. Determination of a pump characteristic curve through valve throttling to alter the 

system head curve. 

 

Although not conducted in this study, the empirical pump curve determination method can be 

similarly followed for deep well pumps, although the suction side pressure cannot be measured by 

a TELOG pressure meter. Instead, the pumping water level must be known and estimates of the 

friction losses in the well column must be calculated in order to estimate the TDH of the pump. 

Mancosky gives detailed methods for this procedure in Section 3.3.1 of his thesis (2017). 

 

It is typical that a pump manufacturer provides pump characteristic curves upon purchase, usually 

based on testing that was done prior to pump installation. Manufacturer pump curves were used 

heavily in corroboration with empirical data provided in the SCADA historian system as an 

estimate for pump curves. While convenient, this information was difficult to find for a given 

pump, especially as some pumps within MWU’s infrastructure are over 50 years old. Furthermore, 

old pump characteristic curves may not reflect the actual performance of the pump as it is likely 

to have worn over time or the impeller could have been trimmed. In some instances, pump curves 

were given for multiple impeller diameters, but the diameter of the pump impeller in operation 

was unknown. In these cases, SCADA historian data (flowrate and discharge pressures) were used 

to help shift manufacturer pump curves if they had worn or been trimmed or to estimate the 

impeller diameter based on manufacturer provided curves. 
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Utilizing the work of Baniel (2013), Hayes (2015), and Mancosky (2017) was also beneficial in 

determining or finding pump curves as they have conducted many empirical analyses and 

estimations of various pumping information. In addition, the hydraulic model maintained by MWU 

contains pump characteristic curve information for each pump in the distribution system. Again, 

these curves were corroborated with SCADA historian data to ensure accuracy. 

 

The system head curves for each pump are the second piece to the puzzle in determining the 

operating head and flowrate of the pump.  

 

In the way that pump characteristic curves were determined empirically, the same was done for 

system head curves. This method was the preferred method in finding the system head curve in 

that it was likely to be the most accurate, although it does present several limitations. The first 

limitation was that the pump must be run on a VFD or similar device to enable the speed of the 

pump to change. Another problem was that the system head curve varies with system conditions, 

including the status of other pumps in the region, pipe velocities due to water demand, and 

reservoir levels. For this reason, it is beneficial to repeat this analysis under several system 

conditions to get a more accurate representation of the system head curve. The third limitation is 

that this method required that assumptions were made about suction side pressure to determine the 

system head curve of a deep well pump. Finally, this method was time consuming in comparison 

with other methods considered. 

The empirical methods for system head curve development were utilized for the booster pumps at 

Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 28. This experiment included the same materials and set-up as 

described in Section 3. The two pressure meters were set up to measure the differential pressure, 

or TDH, of the pump as shown in Figure 3-5. The flowmeters at both sites were used to determine 

the flowrates being produced from each pump. The flowrate and TDH determine the operating 

point under the given pumping conditions. Each operating point was maintained for approximately 

5 minutes and the flowrate and TDH values were averaged during that timeframe. 
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With the discharge valve on the pump 100% open, a VFD was used to decrease the pump speed. 

The new operating point represented the intersection with the system head curve and the pump 

characteristic curve at the lower pump shaft speed. The shaft speed, which is directly proportional 

to the frequency of the output current from the VFD, was measured using an Extech Laser 

Tachometer Model 461920. At lower pump shaft speeds, the pump characteristic curves were 

adequately approximated using affinity laws (see Section 2.4.2). Multiple operating points at lower 

pump speeds were retrieved to identify the system head curve of each pump (see Figure 3-7). 

Resultant system head curves for all booster pumps in Pressure Zone 8 are shown in Appendix I.  

 

 

Figure 3-7. Determination of system head curve by altering the speed of the pump to alter the 

effective pump curve. 

 

 

While the empirical method allowed for accurate development of a system head curve, it does 

exhibit limitations. These limitations include the inability to empirically develop a system head 

curve in the absence of a VFD and the lack of adequate representation of all possible system head 

curves based on different system operating conditions. To account for these limitations, system 

head curves were estimated using a hydraulic model of the distribution system. 

MWU maintains a hydraulic model using Innovyze Infowater (Infowater) software overlaid on an 

ArcGIS platform. Infowater uses the computational engine EPANET as a hydraulic solver to 

determine head losses across the distribution system. The MWU system contains over 19000 nodes 

to represent the hydraulics of the MWU distribution system. In this program, one of the analyses 
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conducted was the development of system head curves for a given pump. The system head curve 

analysis was conducted under different operating conditions, such as turning other pumps in the 

region on, altering tank levels, or changing the water demand. Minimum, average, and maximum 

system head curves were determined using these different operating conditions. 

Hydraulic modeling was used to validate empirical curve calculations and to understand the typical 

operating range of the system head curves for each pump. 

 

System head curves were also estimated based on the piping diameter and length, valving, and 

other appurtenances in the system. In this method, energy balance equations were used, and head 

losses and friction coefficients are estimated (see Section 2.4.2). The system head curve was then 

approximated using the estimates of elevation head, pressure head, and head losses. This method 

is especially applicable to deep well pumps as their infrastructure is usually poorly modeled in a 

hydraulic model. Mancosky (2017) used this method in the determination of system head curves 

for all deep well pumps within MWU. For the purposes of this study, facility drawings and energy 

balance equations were most often used in the estimation of suction side pressures on pumps in 

corroboration with empirical methods for the determination of system head curves. 

 

The final method for determining the system head curve was to utilize the efforts of Baniel (2013), 

Hayes (2015), and Mancosky (2017). As mentioned previously, Mancosky estimated system head 

curves for all deep wells. This information is displayed in charts in Appendix C of Mancosky’s 

thesis (2017) and was heavily referenced in the determination of system head curves using the 

other methods stated previously. It should be noted that as pressure zone boundaries or 

infrastructure changes in the future, the system head curve may also change. Furthermore, key well 

parameters such as static water level and specific capacity can also change over time which can 

diminish the accuracy of the estimation of the system head curve. 

 

The efficiency information is essential in understanding the energy requirements of a pumped 

system. As described in Section 2.4.3 and displayed in Figure 3-8, the efficiency of a pump varies 
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with respect to the flowrate. This information for the pumps considered in this analysis was 

determined using a combination of the three methods described in this section. 

 

Figure 3-8. Relationship between pump curves, system head curve, efficiency curve, operating 

points, and the best efficiency point. 

 

 

The first method was to conduct a field test at the pumping facility to determine the wire-to-water 

efficiency as a function of flowrate. The test setup was derived from the methods described by 

described in Section 4.3.2 of Baniel’s report (2013). Baniel’s methods describe a means of 

obtaining the efficiency of a pump, however power meters were utilized to determine the electrical 

power entering the motor. The booster pumps at Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 28 fortunately utilize 

VFDs which monitor the load side power output of the drive (in units of kilowatts) and store the 

data in the SCADA historian system. Consequently, the complicated power meter set up and 

analysis was omitted in favor of using the SCADA historian data. Furthermore, magnetic 

flowmeters were utilized at all tested sites and so flowrate calculations did not need to be obtained 

as described by Baniel in Section 4.3.2b (2013).  
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The experimental set-up entailed the installation of pressure meters on the suction and discharge 

sides of the pump as described in Section 3.3.1 and shown in Figure 3-5. The pressure meters were 

used to determine the differential pressure across the pump and therefore TDH. Magmeter 

flowmeters were utilized to obtain the flowrate. Flowrate and TDH describe the operating point 

for a pump under the given conditions and were used to estimate the total hydraulic power input 

the pump produces to lift the water via Equation 3.6.  

The SCADA historian system recorded VFD “load side” power use, which is a function of the 

hydraulic power delivered to the water and the motor and pump efficiencies. Using VFD output 

power data from SCADA historian, the combined motor and pump efficiency was determined 

using Equation 3.7. Rearranging Equation 3.7 allowed for the combined motor and pump 

efficiency to be estimated. The wire-to-water, or system efficiency was calculated as the product 

of the of the VFD, the motor, and the pump efficiencies. VFD efficiencies typically range from 

95%-97% for the size used at MWU, allowing for the determination of the wire-to-water efficiency 

shown in Equation 3.8 (U.S. DOE, 2012). 

 𝑃ℎ = 𝑞𝜌𝑔ℎ 
3.6 

 
𝑃𝑉𝐹𝐷,𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  

𝑃ℎ

𝜂𝑚𝜂𝑝
 3.7 

 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 = 0.97 × 𝜂𝑚𝜂𝑝 
3.8 

Where: 𝑃ℎ is the hydraulic power, or useful power delivered to the fluid 

𝑞 is the volumetric flowrate 

𝜌 is the density of the water 

𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity 

ℎ is the total dynamic head 

𝑃𝑉𝐹𝐷,𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 is the power on the load side of the VFD, or power input to the motor 

𝜂𝑚 is the efficiency of the motor 

𝜂𝑝 is the efficiency of the pump 

𝜂𝑊2𝑊 is the wire-to-water efficiency 
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By changing the speed of the VFD or throttling the discharge valve, the operating point of the 

pump was altered. The wire-to-water efficiency was calculated at each operating point and was fit 

to a binomial regression with respect to flowrate.  

Resultant empirically developed wire-to-water efficiency curves for all booster pumps in Pressure 

Zone 8 are shown in Appendix I. 

 

Along with pump characteristic curves, pump manufacturers often include pump efficiency 

information in the purchase of a pump. Typically, the information is provided in a format that 

shows the dependency of pump efficiency on head and flowrate. In order to determine the pump 

efficiency at different flowrates, the system head curves were overlaid on the manufacturer 

efficiency curves as displayed in Figure 3-9. Since the pump is constrained to operate along the 

system head curve, the efficiency becomes solely dependent upon flowrate. The individual 

efficiency points from the manufacturer’s curve were fit with a binomial regression to create a 

pump efficiency curve. VFD and motor efficiency were assumed to be constant values of 97% and 

94%, respectively, to be consistent with prior research (Baniel, 2013; U.S. DOE, 2014b, 2012). 

The overall wire-to-water efficiency curve is thus shown in Equation 3.9. 

 

 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 = 0.97 × 0.94 × 𝜂𝑝 3.9 

Where: 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 is the wire-to-water efficiency 

 𝜂𝑝 is the pump efficiency 

 

 

As Baniel (2013), Hayes (2015), and Mancosky (2017) conducted many empirical studies on 

pumps in the MWU distribution system, it can be useful to compare data against their results. It 

should be noted that infrastructure may have changed since their studies, and pumps can decrease 

in efficiency over time as they experience wear. 
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Figure 3-9. An example of a system head curve (red) overlaid on a manufacturer pump curve and 

efficiency curves. From this information, the efficiency at different flowrates was determined. 

Source: Crane Pumps (2007). 

 

 

 

The time horizon of an optimization routine was viewed from many scales. For instance, an 

operator of the distribution system may be concerned with an hour by hour analysis while a 

manager may be interested in the annual cost of the operational strategy. The balance of these two 

viewpoints is achieved by developing a schedule for a “characteristic day.” A characteristic day 

was designed for the development of an operating schedule that is detailed at the hourly level but 

can represent the needs of the system for an extended period of time. In this analysis, a 

characteristic day was chosen to represent the timeframe of a month because a month is the typical 

length of a billing period. In most situations, an operational strategy should not change over the 

course of a billing period due to the possibility of negating any cost savings potential.  

 

The main data provided by the creation of a characteristic day was the average and maximum daily 

water demands that occur during the representative period, herein referred to as a month. This 

information was used to develop an operational strategy for each demand with the intent being that 
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most of the month would be operated utilizing the average day operating strategy and the pump 

operation would not need to exceed the values displayed in the maximum day operating strategy. 

For instance, if the average day and maximum day operating strategy state that Pump X should not 

be utilized during on-peak hours, the operator would take care in ensuring that Pump X does not 

turn on. However, if the average day operating strategy depicts Pump Y not being utilized during 

on-peak hours but the maximum day operating strategy utilizes Pump Y during on-peak hours, the 

operator can be more flexible with utilizing Pump Y during on-peak hours. 

The average daily demand and maximum daily demand were determined using historic values. 

SCADA was utilized to look at average daily discharge rates from all supply points in the region 

of interest. For example, in Pressure Zone 8, average daily discharge rates (in gallons per minute) 

for Deep Well 26, Unit Well 16, and Unit Well 28 were found for the years 2012-2017 using the 

SCADA historian and multiplied by 1440 minutes/day. Note that this method also included the 

water supplied to Pressure Zone 10 and 11 as these zones are both boosted SSPZs that are 

dependent upon Pressure Zone 8 for water (Region D as shown in Figure 3-2). The Year 2012 was 

included since Madison experienced drought and high temperatures during the summer months 

which resulted in high water demands. The average daily demand and associated standard 

deviation for each month was then determined using data from 2012-2017 (Equations 3.10 – 3.11). 

The maximum daily demand was meant to represent a daily demand that would typically be the 

maximum for the month and was calculated as the sum of the average daily demand and two times 

the standard deviation (Equation 3.12). In this way, the maximum daily demand represented a 

demand that was greater than 97.6% of the demands experienced from 2012-2017, but it removed 

outliers. While not covered in this study, this method can be used as a predictor of future demands, 

although more robust demand models can be utilized if this method proves to be dissatisfactory. 

 
𝐴𝐷𝐷 =

∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑛 ∙ 𝑚
 3.10 

   

 

s = √
∑ ∑ (Dij − ADD)

2n
j=1

m
i=1

n ∙ m − 1
 3.11 
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 𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 𝐴𝐷𝐷 + 2𝑠 3.12 

Where: 𝐴𝐷𝐷 is the average daily demand in MGD 

𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the daily demand for day of month 𝑖 in year 𝑗 in MGD 

 𝑚 is the number of days in the month 

 𝑛 is the number of years considered 

 𝑠 is the standard deviation of the daily demand in MGD 

 𝑀𝐷𝐷 is the maximum day demand in MGD 

 

Additionally, the average daily demand and maximum daily demand were used as a means for 

conducting a cost savings analysis. In an optimized schedule, the average daily demand was 

applied in the calculation of the energy consumption and electric consumptive charge calculations 

for the system while the maximum day demand was applied in the calculation of electric demand 

charges. Utilizing demand data from 2017 exclusively, average and maximum daily demands were 

obtained. This information was used to construct optimized pumping schedules for 2017 to 

compare against actual energy consumption and cost expenditures.  

 

Water demand not only changes at the monthly time scale, but also at the hourly time scale (refer 

to Section 2.4.1). This information was summarized in a diurnal demand pattern that defines the 

demand peaking factor (multiplier) at various times throughout the day. As water demand 

increases, flowrates in pipes generally increase resulting in larger system head losses. This could 

result in locally low pressures below DNR requirements of 35 psi during periods of high demand 

(WDNR, 2017). The diurnal demand pattern was thus crucial in understanding this and other 

hydraulic limitations of optimized operational strategies. 

Diurnal demand pattern information was well approximated utilizing supply information from 

SCADA historian. In calculating the hourly demand, unlike the calculations for average daily 

demands, it was critical to understand the differential volume of the reservoirs. The formula shown 
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in Equation 3.14 for Pressure Zone 8 is a simple mass balance, but the system boundary includes 

all of Region D (Figure 3-2). Since SCADA records a low resolution of 0.1 feet on tank levels, 

this creates large noise in the diurnal demand curve that was accounted for using smoothing 

(moving average) functions. Diurnal demand patterns were summarized for each month by 

comparing at least three historic patterns from 2017 data. One of the patterns that best represented 

the three samples (decision factors included peaking factor height and time of day) was selected 

to be the characteristic demand pattern for the respective month. Averaging of diurnal demand 

patterns was avoided to eliminate attenuation of peak heights. 

 𝐷𝑃𝑍8 =  𝑉16 + 𝑉26 + 𝑉28 − ∆𝑉𝑅26 3.13 

Where: 𝐷𝑃𝑍8 is the estimated volumetric demand in Pressure Zone 8 during time scale ∆𝑡 

 𝑉16 is the production from Unit Well 16 during time scale ∆𝑡 

 𝑉26 is the production from Deep Well 26 during time scale ∆𝑡 

 𝑉28 is the production from Unit Well 28 during time scale ∆𝑡 

 ∆𝑉𝑅26 is the change in volume in Reservoir 26 during time scale ∆𝑡 

 

 

The electric rate structure at each pumping facility varies by the electric requirements of the 

pumping facility as well as by the electric provider as discussed in Section 2.6. A complete 

breakdown of the various electric rate structures for MWU pumping facilities is shown in Table 

2-3. Due to the complexity of the rate structures, a method was developed to organize information 

in a way that can be accessed by optimization software. All electric rate charges were first split 

into two categories: consumptive and demand. 

Consumptive charges are comprised of all electric rate charges that are dependent upon the amount 

of energy consumed during a billing period (see Section 2.5). These charges were incorporated 

into this study by including the base energy charge, time-of-day energy adders, and a distribution 

charge. Fuel adjustment and tax credit charges were not included in this study as they are difficult 

to predict and are usually at least an order of magnitude less than base energy charges. The sum of 
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the consumptive charges (base energy, time-of-day energy, and distribution charge) were 

summarized in a facility-specific table that has a column for each month of the year and a row for 

each hour of the day. This table accounts for all possible temporal variations in an electric rate 

structure for a specific facility as shown in the example in Table 3-5 for a MG&E CG-2 rate 

structure. Additional consumptive charge tables can be found in Appendix C. 

The demand charges were summarized in a similar table. As noted in Section 2.5, electric demand 

is broken into two charges: customer demand and on-peak demand. As a means of simplification 

and to enable comparison with consumptive charges, these charges were converted to the unit of 

$/kW-hr. For example, an on-peak demand charge of $13.70/kW in a month with 31 days was 

recalculated as a charge of $0.0184/kW-hr. A table with the summation of the demand charges 

was created for each facility with a column for each month of the year and a row for each hour of 

the day. An example table for a MG&E CG-2 rate structure is shown in Table 3-6.  Note that the 

customer demand charge and the on-peak demand charge were both included for on-peak hours. 

Additional demand charge tables can be found in Appendix C.
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Table 3-5. Table of the summation of all consumptive charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-2 rate structure 

(effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kWh (cents/kWh). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

1-2 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

2-3 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

3-4 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

4-5 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

5-6 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

6-7 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

7-8 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

8-9 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

9-10 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

10-11 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

11-12 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

12-13 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

13-14 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

14-15 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

15-16 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

16-17 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

17-18 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

18-19 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

19-20 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

20-21 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

21-22 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

22-23 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

23-24 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 
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Table 3-6. Table of the summation of all demand charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-2 rate structure 

(effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kW-hr (cents/kW-hr). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

1-2 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

2-3 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

3-4 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

4-5 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

5-6 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

6-7 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

7-8 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

8-9 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

9-10 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

10-11 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

11-12 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

12-13 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

13-14 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

14-15 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

15-16 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

16-17 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

17-18 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

18-19 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

19-20 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

20-21 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

21-22 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

22-23 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

23-24 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 
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Each pressure zone exhibits unique pumping characteristics which was compared using the 

determination of pump groups. A pump group is defined herein as a combination of pumps 

required to energize the water from its initial condition (either an aquifer or lower pressure zone) 

to the HGL of the pressure zone. For instance, Pressure Zone 8 was broken up into 5 pump groups 

as displayed in Figure 3-10. Typically, a pump group consisted of a deep well and a booster pump 

that must both be utilized to lift water to the desired HGL, although a pump group was also made 

up of just a deep well (as in Deep Well 26 for Pressure Zone 8) or just a booster pump (such as 

Booster Station 115 in Pressure Zone 3 and 6E). The facilities within Pressure Zone 6E were 

similarly broken down in terms of pump groups (refer to Section 3.7.1). 

 

Figure 3-10. Schematic of the intrazonal pumping characteristics of Pressure Zone 8. There are 

five pump groups that pump into Pressure Zone 8: Unit Well 16 – 1 (the deep well plus Booster 

Pump 1), Unit Well 16 – 2 (the deep well plus Booster Pump 2), Unit Well 28 – 1 (the deep well 

plus Booster Pump 1), Unit Well 28 – 2 (the deep well plus Booster Pump 2), and Deep Well 26 

(solely the deep well).  
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To relate the characteristics of each pump with its energy consumption, a formula was developed 

between the power use of the pump and the flowrate output of the pump. This relationship was 

developed given the following information obtained in Section 3.3: the pump characteristic curve, 

the system head curve, and the wire-to-water efficiency curve. Equation 3.14 was used to estimate 

the electric requirements of each pump at a given flowrate and head. 

 
𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 = CF

𝑞ℎ

𝜂𝑊2𝑊
 3.14 

Where: 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 is the electric power required by the pump in kW 

 CF is a conversion factor equal to 1.89 × 10−4 in kW gpm-ft⁄   

𝑞 is the flowrate of the pump in gpm 

 ℎ is the total dynamic head of the pump in feet 

 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 is the wire-to-water efficiency of the pump  

 

To create a function of power versus flowrate, the TDH and the wire-to-water efficiency was first 

represented as a function of flowrate. The TDH of an operating point relates to flowrate solely by 

the system head curve as shown in Figure 3-7. The system head curve was modeled by a second-

order polynomial regression as shown in Equation 3.15 using data obtained from the methods in 

Section 3.3.2. 

 ℎ = 𝐴𝑞2 + 𝐵𝑞 + 𝐶 3.15 

Where: ℎ is the total dynamic head in feet 

 𝑞 is the flowrate in gallons per minute 

𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 are coefficients in a binomial regression for the system head curve assuming 

flow control valves are fully open 
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Wire-to-water efficiency as a function of flowrate was also modeled as a binomial regression 

(similar to how efficiency curves are modeled in Infowater hydraulic simulation software) using 

efficiency and flowrate data obtained from the methods described in Section 3.3.3. This 

relationship is depicted in Figure 3-6 and was represented by Equation 3.16.   

 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 = 𝐷𝑞2 + 𝐸𝑞 + 𝐹 3.16 

Where: 𝜂𝑊2𝑊 is the wire-to-water efficiency of the pump, motor, and drive combination 

 𝑞 is the flowrate in gallons per minute 

 𝐷, 𝐸, and 𝐹 are coefficients in a binomial regression for wire-to-water efficiency curve 

 

Substituting Equation 3.16 and Equation 3.15 into 3.14 will derive the model used to determine 

electric power requirements for a pump as a function of flowrate (Equation 3.17). The power 

function was well approximated with a binomial regression as shown in (Equation 3.18). 

 
𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 = CF 

𝑞(𝐴𝑞2 + 𝐵𝑞 + 𝐶)

(𝐷𝑞2 + 𝐸𝑞 + 𝐹)
 3.17 

 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 =  𝐺𝑞2 + 𝐻𝑞 + 𝐼 3.18 

Where: 𝐺, 𝐻, and 𝐼 are coefficients in a binomial regression for electric power curve 

 

Power binomial coefficients for all pumps investigated in this study for Pressure Zone 6E and 

Pressure Zone 8 can be found in Table 3-6 and Table 3-7, respectively. 

It should be noted that while a VFD is required to substantially and practically change the flowrate 

from a pump, this analysis was conducted for any pump regardless of the whether or not a VFD 

was installed. In this way, the possible benefits of installing a VFD were subsequently modeled.  
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Table 3-6. Power binomial coefficients for all pumps in Pressure Zone 6E. 

 Power Binomial Coefficients 

Pressure Zone 6E G H I 

Unit Well 7 
Deep Well 3.10E-05 -4.15E-02 75.3 

Booster Pump 1&2 9.92E-06 1.07E-02 32.7 

Unit Well 8 
Deep Well 1.74E-05 -4.19E-03 19.9 

Booster Pump 1 7.66E-06 1.34E-02 38.0 

Unit Well 11 
Deep Well 1.61E-05 -6.02E-04 11.9 

Booster Pump 1 0.00E+00 4.02E-02 35.0 

Unit Well 13 
Deep Well 1.34E-05 -4.54E-04 11.5 

Booster Pump 1 2.20E-06 3.67E-02 20.1 

Unit Well 15 
Deep Well* 2.07E-05 -1.88E-02 55.8 

Booster Pump 1 0.00E+00 2.64E-02 28.5 

Unit Well 23 
Deep Well 2.93E-05 -1.08E-02 10.6 

Booster Pump 1 1.73E-05 1.63E-02 12.3 

Unit Well 29 
Deep Well 6.92E-05 -6.34E-02 52.8 

Booster Pump 1&2 5.43E-06 1.23E-02 15.6 

Booster Station 115 Booster Pump 1&2 0.00E+00 1.12E-02 4.5 

*Modeled value includes power draw of one blower (30 kW) 

 

Table 3-7. Power binomial coefficients for all pumps in Pressure Zone 8. 

 Power Binomial Coefficients 

Pressure Zone 8 G H I 

Unit Well 16 

Deep Well 1.93E-05 1.02E-02 36.31 

Booster Pump 1 0.00E+00 3.94E-02 0.34 

Booster Pump 2 0.00E+00 4.24E-02 -1.29 

Unit Well 26 Deep Well 2.18E-05 4.40E-02 51.78 

Unit Well 28 

Deep Well 2.71E-05 -1.89E-03 38.99 

Booster Pump 1 0.00E+00 4.64E-02 16.51 

Booster Pump 2 0.00E+00 5.83E-02 -10.13 

 

 

 

The power model was applied in estimating the energy use of a pump or multiple pumps based 

solely on the flowrates and runtimes of the pumps. Furthermore, if the rate structure and time of 

day is known, estimated cost expenditures can be made for each pump. This method was used to 

model the energy use and cost expenditure of Pressure Zone 8 for Year 2017 in a comparison with 

billing data for Year 2017. To do so, 3 days that experienced water demands closest to the average 
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daily demand for the moth were selected out of each month for a total of 36 days. SCADA 

Historian was used to obtain pumping flowrates for each of the 36 days at 5-minute intervals. 

Using this information in conjunction with rate structure and the power function of each pump, 

expected energy use and cost for each modeled day were obtained. The energy use and costs were 

averaged over the 3 days in each month and extrapolated for monthly expenditures. This 

information is recorded in Table 3-8. A comparison between the modeled data and actual billing 

data is shown in Table 3-9. The modeled energy and cost of the system was used as a baseline to 

compare to projected energy and cost expenditures based on optimized operating strategies. 

 

The power curve for each pump derived from Equation 3.17 is a powerful tool in the development 

of relationships between pumps since a power curve for one pump can be directly compared with 

the power curve of another pump in a pressure zone. The power curve was also be used in the 

creation of energy intensity and cost intensity curves, both of which provided a means for 

normalizing energy or cost information across a range of flowrates. These curves can be used in 

the optimization of a very simple pumped system and were used as an aid in the optimization of 

complex systems. 

The concept of energy intensity was explored in detail by Mancosky (2017). Energy intensity 

represents the energy expenditure of a pump in the production of a standard volume, usually one 

million gallons. This was estimated at a range of flowrates and displayed in an energy intensity 

curve. In his study, Mancosky was able to utilize energy intensity curves to prioritize investments 

in VFDs for deep well pumps at MWU. Energy intensity is estimated as a function of flowrate 

using Equations 3.19 and 3.20. 

 
𝑡 =

1,000,000 gal

𝑞 × 60 min/hr
 3.19 

 𝐸𝐼 = 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 × 𝑡 3.20 

Where: 𝑡 is pump runtime (in hours) to produce 1 million gallons 

 𝐸𝐼 is energy intensity of a pump group in kWh/MG 
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Table 3-8. Modeled energy and cost data for Pressure Zone 8 based on daily pumping strategies 

and data from Year 2017. 

Month 

Monthly 

Average   

Demand 

[MGD] 

Date 

in Year 

2017 

Date 

Demand 

[MGD] 

Average 

Energy 

[kWh/day]  

Summary 

Cost 

[$/day] 

January 3.4 

1/9 3.4 

6461 $753 1/10 3.4 

1/26 3.3 

February 3.4 

2/2 3.4 

6639 $776 2/23 3.4 

2/23 3.4 

March 3.4 

3/3 3.4 

6564 $660 3/16 3.4 

3/17 3.3 

April 3.4 

4/11 3.3 

6546 $749 4/18 3.4 

4/21 3.3 

May 3.7 

5/15 3.7 

7182 $798 5/30 3.7 

5/31 3.6 

June 4.1 

6/5 4.1 

8091 $893 6/26 4.1 

6/28 4.0 

July 4.3 

7/5 3.8 

7863 $880 7/13 4.0 

7/27 3.9 

August 4.3 

8/4 4.3 

8500 $907 8/16 4.3 

8/18 4.3 

September 4.4 

9/8 4.3 

8650 $938 9/13 4.4 

9/26 4.4 

October 3.5 

10/10 3.5 

7371 $732 10/12 3.5 

10/30 3.6 

November 3.5 

11/6 3.5 

7012 $776 11/18 3.5 

11/27 3.6 

December 3.5 

12/21 3.5 

6165 $699 12/22 3.5 

12/28 3.5 
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Table 3-9. Comparison between modeled energy and cost data and energy and cost data from 

bills for Pressure Zone 8 during Year 2017. 

    
Energy 

[kWh/yr] 

Cost 

[$/yr] 

Modeled Annual Data   2,648,000  $291,000 

Data from Bills   2,715,000  $305,000 

 

For the purposes of this study, energy intensity curves were created for each pump in the region 

of interest. Additionally, pumps were separated into pump groups (as described by Section 3.3.6). 

Since each pump group is capable of lifting the water to the HGL of the pressure zone, an energy 

intensity curve of each pump group (the summation of deep well and booster pump curves 

typically) was derived and compared with other pump groups in the pressure zone. 

Cost intensity curves were created in the same vein as energy intensity curves, although they are 

additionally dependent upon time-of-year and time-of-day parameters. To account for the time-of-

year dependencies, different cost-intensity curves were created for different months out of the year. 

To account for time-of-day dependencies, consumptive charges were estimated as a weighted 

average and it was assumed that the pump must run during on-peak demand hours (Equations 3.21 

and 3.22). These assumptions were modified (for off-peak only pumping, for instance) to fit the 

needs of the analysis. 

 
𝑐̅ =

∑ 𝑐𝑖
24
𝑖=1

24
 3.21 

 𝐷𝑇 = 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡 + 𝐷𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 3.22 

Where: 𝑐̅ is the weighted average of the consumptive charges in $/kWh 

 𝑐𝑖 is consumptive charges at hour 𝑖 in $/kWh 

 𝐷𝑇 is the total demand charges in $/kW-day 

 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡 is the customer demand charge in $/kW-day 

 𝐷𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the peak demand charge in $/kW-day 
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Using the assumptions shown in Equations 3.21 and 3.22, the cost intensity as a function of 

flowrate was modeled using Equation 3.23. Equation 3.23 highlights that, unlike energy intensity, 

cost intensity is not directly proportional to the amount of production from a pump (1 MG) due to 

the inclusion of the demand charge. This underscores the difficulty of modeling demand charges 

as a portion of the electric costs. 

 𝐶𝐼 = (𝐸𝐼 × 𝑐̅) +  (𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 × 𝐷𝑇) 3.23 

Where: 𝐶𝐼 is cost intensity for a pump group in $/MG (assuming the volume is pumped in 1 day) 

 

Cost intensity, like energy intensity, was computed for pump groups as the summation of the cost 

intensity curves of the pumps that make up the pump group. 

 

 

While energy intensity and cost intensity curves are sufficient in the minimization of cost or energy 

in simple systems with one or two pump groups, the optimization of a complicated system utilized 

a more sophisticated technique. 

In Equation 3.17, electric power for a pump group was modeled solely dependent upon flowrate. 

Therefore, energy consumption (product of power and elapsed time) was modeled as a function of 

flowrate and runtime. Assuming the rate structure is also known and remains constant, cost for a 

pump group can also be modeled solely as a function of flowrate and runtime (Equation 3.24). The 

largest timescale during which the rate structure remains constant is one hour. Coincidentally, a 

one-hour timescale corroborates well with the needs of system operators for an operational strategy 

and was therefore used as the time interval of the optimization routine. 

 𝐸 𝑜𝑟 𝐶 = 𝑓(𝑞, 𝑡) 3.24 

The subsequent paragraphs describe the process of creating a specific cost curve, but a specific 

energy curve was created in the same manner. Equation 3.24 was represented as a surface plot for 

cost by allowing runtime to vary between 0 and 1 hours and flowrate to vary between a minimum 

and maximum flowrate (constrained by hydraulic and mechanical parameters such as check valve 
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cracking pressure, minimum head requirements, and resonance with pump shaft) (Figure 3-11). 

The solid curves on Figure 3-11 represent curves of constant production and are related to cost 

intensity curves (cost per unit volume) as shown in Figure 3-12a (Equation 3.25). The minimum 

of each curve of constant production, shown with a circle, provides the optimal flowrate and 

runtime to pump the given volume.  

 

 

Figure 3-11. Surface plot of cost versus runtime and flowrate for Deep Well 26, using the electric 

rate structure for June from 5-6PM. The solid lines represent constant production volumes. Each 

circle on the line represents the minimum cost for the production volume while the presence of a 

diamond indicates the lowest feasible cost due to the constraint of minimum pump flowrates 

(which, for Deep Well 26 is at 1200 gpm). The lowest feasible costs per production value is a 

function of both flowrate and runtime. 
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The specific cost was calculated as the minimum cost to pump a given volume from a pump group 

as shown in Equation 3.27 (Figure 3-12b). Therefore, the specific cost curve was used to determine 

the minimum cost for a pump group to produce a given volume of water. The specific energy 

curve, calculated in a similar way, was used to determine the minimum energy for a pump group 

to produce a given volume of water. These curves were created for each pump group in the system. 

 
𝐶𝐼(𝑞, 𝑡) = (

𝑉

𝑡 × 60
𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 × 𝑐) +  (𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 × 𝐷)  3.25 

 𝑉 = 𝑓(𝑞, 𝑡) 3.26 

 𝑆𝐶(𝑉) = min (𝐶𝐼(𝑉)) 3.27 

Where: 𝐶𝐼 is the cost intensity of a pump group in $ per unit volume 

 𝑉 is the volume pumped by a pump group in gallons 

 𝑆𝐶 is the specific cost (cost to pump a given volume) of a pump group in $ over the time 

interval of 1 hour 

 

 

Figure 3-12. Charts showing modeled costs for Deep Well 26 using rate structures from June 

during the hours of 5-6 PM. a) The cost intensity curves for Deep Well 26 using increments of 

20,000 gallons of production. Obtained using information from Figure 3-11.  b) The specific cost 

as a function of volume of Deep Well 26 showing the minimum cost to pump a given volume. 

Information obtained from the minimum values at each cost intensity curve shown in Figure 3-12a.   
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For the purposes of this study, the specific costs or energy curves were modeled as a cubic spline 

interpolation using the MATLAB function ‘csapi().’ Using a spline interpolation instead of a 

regression function allowed for a high degree of accuracy over the bounds of the function. An 

accurately modeled specific cost or energy function is of high importance in the optimization of a 

system since these functions serve as foundational components of the objective function. 

The consideration of VFDs was critical in the determination of the specific cost or energy curve. 

Without the installation and use of a VFD, a pump was assumed to operate at a single flowrate. A 

pump group consisting of a deep well and a booster pump will have 4 possible VFD combinations: 

1) neither pump has a VFD, 2) the deep well pump has a VFD, 3) the booster pump has a VFD, or 

4) both pumps have a VFD. The specific energy was therefore modeled with the following four 

methods: 

1) If neither pump has a VFD, they must both operate at a constant, 100% speed flowrate 

based on hydraulic and mechanical parameters of the system. To pump a given 

volume, the only variable that can change is the runtime of each pump. 

2) If the deep well pump has a VFD, the deep well pump can run at any flowrate between 

a minimum and maximum flowrate based on hydraulic and mechanical parameters of 

the system. The booster pump must operate at a constant, 100% speed flowrate based 

on hydraulic and mechanical parameters of the system. For the production of a given 

volume, the deep well pump and booster pump might operate at different flowrates for 

different runtimes.  

3) If the booster pump has a VFD, the booster pump can run at any flowrate between a 

minimum and maximum flowrate based on hydraulic and mechanical parameters of 

the system. The deep well pump must operate at a constant, 100% speed flowrate 

based on hydraulic and mechanical parameters of the system. For the production of a 

given volume, the deep well pump and booster pump might operate at different 

flowrates for different runtimes.  

4) If the booster pump and the deep well pump have a VFD, then they can each operate 

at any flowrates between a minimum and maximum flowrate based on hydraulic and 
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mechanical parameters of the system. However, the deep well and booster pump are 

confined to run at the same flowrate and runtime over the time interval. 

The preceding method of modeling the VFDs was confined to allowing no differential storage 

between the deep well pump and the booster pump over the time interval of one hour. This means 

that over the time interval, the volume pumped from the deep well pump was equal to that of the 

booster pump. In most cases this was an adequate representation as there is often limited storage 

capability between the deep well and booster pump. In other situations, this assumption was 

undesirable. This situation is addressed in the case study associated with Booster Station 115 in 

Section 1013.7.4. 

A function named ‘getSpecificEC’ was created to determine the specific energy or cost of a given 

pump group in MATLAB using the methods described in this section. A flowchart of this function 

is shown in Figure 3-13 and the code for this function can be found in Appendix D. 

 

Cost is discussed as the minimization parameter in this section, but energy can be used in the same 

manner. Given the time-of-day and time-of-year, the specific cost functions were generated for all 

pump groups within a system. Therefore, for all pump groups pumping into the system during the 

one-hour time interval, the total cost to the system during this interval is the summation of their 

specific cost functions. The objective function for minimizing the cost of a pumped system would 

therefore be a minimization of the sum of the specific cost functions (Equation 3.28).  

 
min 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑆𝐶𝑖(𝑉𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 3.28 

Where: 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total energy related cost for the region of interest in $ over a given hour 

𝑆𝐶 is the specific cost function in $ of pump group 𝑖 out of all pump groups n supplying 

the pressure zone 

𝑉 is the production in gallons from pump group 𝑖 out of all pump groups n supplying the 

pressure zone 
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Figure 3-13. Structure of ‘getSpecificEC’ function for the development of specific cost or energy 

functions. 
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The objective function shown in Equation 3.28 is subject to a linear constraint and several bounds. 

The linear constraint is a mass balance and was modeled by the summation of the production of 

the pumps which must equal the amount supplied to the system during this hour (Equation 3.29). 

The supply of the pumps in Equation 3.29 applies to a single hour and is discussed further in 

Section 3.2. The production of each individual pump group was constrained to a lower bound and 

an upper bound during the time interval of one hour. A lower bound of 4000 gallons was 

implemented to eliminate the impracticality of using a pump group for only a few minutes out of 

the hour. The upper bound of the hourly production of a pump group was usually constrained by 

the flowrate limit of a pump within the pump group. For instance, if a pump group contains a pump 

that can produce 1000 gpm, then the upper bound of the pump group hourly production would be 

60,000 gallons. However, while not used in this manner for this study, the upper bound constraint 

can also be used as a means of limiting the hourly, and thus daily production of a pump group. The 

upper bound constraint can therefore be used to meet annual well yield limits of 50% as imposed 

by the water board for MWU. 

 
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 = ∑ 𝑉𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 3.29 

 

Minimization of the objective function was accomplished using the MATLAB function ‘fmincon’, 

a non-linear minimization function. This function returned the production (in gallons) of each 

pump group considered in the system by minimizing the objective function (either cost or energy) 

(Equation 3.28). The inputs to ‘fmincon’ were the objective function, the linear mass balance 

constraint, the lower and upper bound of pump production, and initial values for optimization. The 

initial value was found to be largely inconsequential, providing it is a non-zero positive number. 

The fact that the initial value had little impact on the optimization results provided confidence that 

the global minimum was obtained for each hour interval. 

While the ‘fmincon’ function is theoretically obtaining a global minimum, practically this was 

not actually true. Since the specific cost functions do not provide a cost of zero when the 

production value is zero (observed the potential y-intercept of Figure 3-12b), the actual optimal 

pumping strategy may not be obtained. To account for this, pump groups were optimized in 

combinations and pump groups that were not running were forced to have 0 as their specific cost 
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value. Pump group combinations were developed using the function ‘getPumpCombos’ written 

in MATLAB (see Appendix D for code). Each pump group combination was then optimized and 

the minimum of all possible pump group combinations was used as the optimal pumping strategy 

(Equation 3.30). For example, Pressure Zone 8 has 5 different pump groups from 3 different 

facilities (see Figure 3-10) and each facility cannot have more than one pump group operational 

at a time. This means that there were 17 possible combinations of pump groups considered to 

supply Pressure Zone 8 as shown in Table 3-10. 

 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = min(𝑂𝐹𝑖, … , 𝑂𝐹𝑛) 3.30 

Where: 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the minimum cost of all possible objective functions 

𝑂𝐹 is the objective function (Equation 3.28) for pump group combination i of all possible 

pump group combinations n 

 

A function named ‘hrOpt’ was created in MATLAB to find the optimal production from each 

pump group over an hour time interval given either cost or energy as an optimization parameter. 

The production values were related back to flowrate and runtime values for each pump group based 

on information obtained in the ‘getSpecificEC’ function. The ‘hrOpt’ function enables the user to 

determine the maximum number of facilities utilized during each time interval (for instance, during 

on-peak hours it is desirable to limit the number of facilities pumping to reduce demand charges). 

Further, the user can specify that the program should only optimize between specific pump groups. 

This feature proved useful if a pump is down for maintenance or is known to have bad water 

quality. The ‘hrOpt’ function can be visualized as a flowchart in Figure 3-14 and the code for this 

function can be found in Appendix D.  
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Table 3-10. Table of pump group combinations considered for supplying Pressure Zone 8. 

Combination DW16 + BP1 DW16 + BP2 DW28 + BP1 DW28 + BP2 DW26 

1 X     

2 X  X   

3 X   X  

4 X    X 

5  X    

6  X X   

7  X  X  

8  X   X 

9   X   

10   X  X 

11    X  

12    X X 

13     X 

14 X  X  X 

15 X   X X 

16  X X  X 

17  X  X X 
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Figure 3-14. Structure of ‘hrOpt’ function for the optimization of a single hour based on specific 

cost or energy curves. 
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The next step in the process was to roll up the hourly information into a daily pumping schedule 

utilizing the characteristic day information developed in Section 3.3.4. To do so, there were two 

daily supply strategies chosen: a constant supply strategy and an off-peak supply strategy. The 

hourly supply information found in the following two sections is used in the mass balance linear 

equality constraint in the optimization program (refer to Equation 3.29). 

Since the output of the hourly optimization function ‘hrOpt’ is the flowrate and runtime for each 

pump within a system for each hour of the day, the characteristic day supply strategy can be utilized 

to determine the flowrates and runtimes for each pump over the period of one day. As the 

characteristic day is designed to represent the demands of the system over one month, the 

information was extrapolated for the number of days in the month to estimate the total expected 

energy use and total cost for that month under a given operational strategy. The equation for pump 

power (Equation 3.17) was applied in the determination of energy consumption, electric 

consumptive charges, and electric demand charges in a method similar to that described in Section 

3.4.2. The average day water demand schedule was used in the calculation of energy use and 

consumptive costs while both the average and maximum day water demand schedule were used in 

the calculation of the electric demand costs.  

 

The constant supply strategy is a very simple strategy and is utilized in many applications. In 

general, the goal of a constant supply strategy is to supply the system with 1/24 of the daily demand 

for each hour of the day (Equation 3.31). In addition to the average day demand, note that Equation 

3.30 was also used for the maximum day demand as part of the characteristic day.  

 
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 =

𝐴𝐷𝐷

24
 3.31 

Where: 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 is the hourly supply required to be met by the pump groups in a system 

 𝐴𝐷𝐷 is the average day demand of the system based on the characteristic day 
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As there is diurnal variation in demand, equalizing storage capacity in reservoirs is utilized to 

ensure the proper level of service to customers. Unlike cost expenditures, energy consumption is 

independent of time-of-day. Therefore, the constant supply strategy was used when looking to 

minimize energy use although it can be readily used with cost as a minimization parameter. The 

constant supply strategy, as utilized for a 24-hour characteristic day, is shown in Figure 3-15. 

 

Figure 3-15. A constant supply strategy utilized for a 24-hour period with the pump production on 

the y-axis as a percent of the average day hourly consumption. Maximum day demand can also be 

used in the formation of a constant supply strategy. 

 

A constant supply strategy script named ‘ConstantStrategy’ was written in MATLAB. The basic 

structure of this script is displayed Figure 3-16 and the code can be found in Appendix D. 

 

An off-peak supply strategy is one that favors pumping during off-peak hours, specifically 

referring to hours of the day where the facility’s electric demand does not count towards the peak 

demand charge. Typically, the off-peak hours referred to 9PM to 10AM for facilities serviced by 

MG&E while the off-peak hours refer to 10PM to 10AM for facilities serviced by Alliant. The 

goal of this supply strategy was to minimize the amount of on-peak pumping, therefore two 

different hourly supply rates are used in the formation of this strategy: an off-peak rate which will 

be greater than the consumption (demand) rate, and an on-peak rate which will be less than the 

consumption rate as displayed by Figure 3-17.  Equation 3.32 shows the calculation of the off-

peak hourly supply rate using a term called the “off-peak supply capacity.”  
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Figure 3-16. Structure of the script ‘ConstantStrategy’ to create optimize the operation of pumps 

in a system under a constant supply strategy. 
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Figure 3-17. An example of an off-peak supply strategy utilized for a 24-hour period with the pump 

production on the y-axis as a percent of the average day hourly consumption. Maximum day 

demand can also be used in the formation of an off-peak supply strategy. It is possible for a system 

to not require any on-peak pumping. 

 

 
𝑂𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 = min (

𝐴𝐷𝐷

𝑛
,
𝑂𝑃𝐶

𝑛
 ) 3.32 

Where: 𝑂𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 is the hourly off-peak supply amount in gallons 

 𝐴𝐷𝐷 is the average daily demand in gallons 

 𝑂𝑃𝐶 is the off-peak supply capacity in gallons 

 𝑛 is the number of off-peak hours in a day 

 

The off-peak supply capacity was a catch-all term that represents the physical limit that can be 

supplied during off-peak hours. In some zones, it can be limited by the supply capacity of the 

pumps, while other zones can be limited by the usable capacity of the floating reservoirs, and in 

other zones it can be limited by nodal pressures in the distribution system. This term is defined 

more rigorously in Section 3.7.3.   

Note that Equation 3.32 was also used in the development of a maximum day demand schedule by 

substituting the variable 𝐴𝐷𝐷 with 𝑀𝐷𝐷. When the minimum value in Equation 3.32 was the 

𝐴𝐷𝐷, then it was insinuated that the average day could be supplied entirely during off-peak hours 
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and the system would utilize floating reservoir storage during on-peak hours. Equation 3.33 

reinforces this idea in the calculation of the on-peak hourly supply. 

 

 
𝑂𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 =

𝐴𝐷𝐷 − 𝑂𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

24 − 𝑛
 3.33 

Where: 𝑂𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 is the hourly on-peak supply amount in gallons 

 𝐴𝐷𝐷 is the average daily demand in gallons 

 𝑛 is the number of off-peak hours in a day 

 

Since the off-peak supply strategy is designed to reduce or eliminate costly demand charges, it was 

used in conjunction with cost as the objective function in the hourly optimization function. 

A script named ‘OffPeakStrategy’ was written in MATLAB to optimize the pumping strategies of 

a pressure zone under an off-peak supply strategy. The basic structure of this script is displayed in 

Figure 3-18 and the code can be found in Appendix D. 

 

Disregarding hydraulic constraints such as minimum limits on nodal pressures, the important 

parameters in providing an estimate of a system’s ability to be pumped in an off-peak capacity 

were total system water storage, total pump capacity, diurnal demand patterns, and daily demands. 

The total system water storage was broken into two groups: unavailable storage and equalizing 

storage. The unavailable storage is storage that cannot be used in the typical operation of the 

distribution system and is comprised of dead storage and emergency or fire flow storage (HDR 

Engineering, 2001). The equalizing storage is the storage that is used by the system when demand 

outpaces the supply from pumps (HDR Engineering, 2001).  
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Figure 3-18. Structure of the script ‘OffPeakStrategy’ to optimize the operation of pumps in a 

system under an off-peak supply strategy. 
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Under a constant supply strategy in which 100% of the average hourly demand is supplied every 

hour, an example of the equalizing storage is shown in Figure 3-19. In this example of an October 

diurnal demand pattern for the combined Pressure Zones 8, 10, and 11, approximately 11% of the 

daily demand is required in equalizing storage. Assuming a daily demand of 4 MG, the equalizing 

storage required in a constant supply strategy would be about 440,000 gallons with the October 

demand pattern. Note that a typical value used for estimating equalizing storage under a constant 

supply strategy is about 22% (HDR Engineering, 2001), but is highly dependent on the demand 

pattern for a pressure zone. For instance, in a relatively flat diurnal demand pattern, it would be 

expected that the equalizing storage required would be less that for a diurnal demand pattern with 

significant peaks and valleys. 

 

Figure 3-19. Equalizing storage for a constant supply strategy for an October diurnal demand 

pattern in Pressure Zones 8, 10, 11. 

 

Equations 3.35 – 3.37 generalize calculations to estimate the required total system floating storage 

volume and total system pump supply to achieve off-peak pumping.  

 

 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 + 𝐸𝑆 × 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 3.34 
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𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

24 hours

𝑂𝑃
 3.35 

 
𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 ×

1000000 [gal/MG]

1440 [min/day]
× 𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 3.36 

Where: 𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔is the pumping capacity required as a fraction of the average hourly demand 

𝑂𝑃  is the number of off-peak hours according to the electric rate structures 

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the total system floating storage volume required to achieve off-peak pumping 

in MG 

𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 is the storage volume required for dead storage and emergency/fire flow 

storage in MG 

 𝐸𝑆 is the equalizing storage represented as a percentage of the daily demand 

 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 is the daily demand in the system in MG 

 𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the total pump supply required to achieve off-peak pumping in gpm 

 

Using the same demand curve as that of Figure 3-19, Figure 3-20 shows the equalizing storage 

needed to move completely to an off-peak supply strategy under two assumptions: a) that there is 

a 12 hour on-peak period from 10AM to 10PM and b) that this is an 11 hour on-peak period from 

10AM to 9PM. The shorter on-peak period reduced the required pumping capacity from 2 to 1.85 

times the average hourly demand. Meanwhile, the equalizing storage also decreases from 55% to 

51% of the average daily demand for the two on-peak periods. As an example of the system 

requirements for off-peak pumping in a 12-hour on peak period, a 4 MG demand would require 

equalizing storage capacity of 2.2 MG and a pumping capacity of 5140 gpm during off-peak hours. 
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Figure 3-20. Equalizing storage for an off-peak supply strategy for an October diurnal demand 

pattern in Pressure Zones 8, 10, 11 for (a) a 12 hour on-peak period and (b) an 11 hour on-peak 

period. 

 

Solving Equations 3.35 for demand (and renaming it as the storage off-peak supply) Equation 3.38 

was obtained. This enabled the determination of the available off-peak supply possible due to 

restrictions in storage volume that were in the system. Additionally, solving Equations 3.36 and 
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3.37 for demand (and renaming it as the pumping off-peak supply), Equation 3.39 was obtained. 

This enabled the determination of the available off-peak supply possible due to restrictions in 

pumping capacity of the system. The minimum of these two values was the off-peak supply 

capacity in the system (Equation 3.40). 

 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 − 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝐸𝑆
 3.37 

 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑞𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔
×

1440 [min/day]

1000000 [gal/MG]
 3.38 

 𝑂𝑃𝐶 = min (𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔) 3.39 

Where: 

 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the off-peak supply possible with available storage [MG] 

 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 is the available operating storage volume in the region of interest [MG] 

𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 is the volume required for dead storage and emergency/fire flow storage [MG] 

 𝐸𝑆 is the equalizing storage represented as a percentage of the daily demand 

 𝑞𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 is the available pumping capacity in the region of interest [gpm] 

𝐶𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔is the pumping capacity required as a fraction of the average hourly demand 

𝑂𝑃𝐶 is the off-peak pumping capacity [MG] 

 

In Pressure Zone 8, the unavailable storage was found to be 1.75MG out of a total floating storage 

available of 4 MG in the reservoir at Unit Well 26. Therefore, with an equalizing storage of 55% 

of daily demand, the maximum demand this system could handle off-peak was (4 MG – 1.75 MG) 

/ 0.55, or 4.1 MGD. Meanwhile, the supply capacities from Unit Well 16, Unit Well 26, and Unit 

Well 28 were 2150 gpm, 2000 gpm, and 2100 gpm respectively. During a 12-hour off-peak period, 

these wells can produce 4.5 MGD. This shows that the limiting factor in this pressure zone was 

the storage capacity and thus the off-peak supply capacity was limited to 4.1 MG. If MWU were 

interested in increasing their storage capacity to allow for their pumping capacity, a demand of 4.5 
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MGD can be plugged into Equation 3.35 to retrieve a required total system floating storage volume 

of 4.2 MG (an increase of 0.2 MG) in Pressure Zone 8. Note that storage capacities in Pressure 

Zone 10 and Pressure Zone 11 only impact the off-peak supply capacity in their respective zones 

and do not influence the ability of Pressure Zone 8 to run off-peak.  

However, under current infrastructure, if Pressure Zone 8 were to experience demand of 4.5 MGD 

the pumping strategy would require on-peak pumping due to the off-peak supply capacity of 4.1 

MG determined by storage limitations (Figure 3-21). In this case, the equalizing storage available  

is about 46% of the daily demand and the off-peak pumping would be 1.82 times the average 

hourly demand based on the requirement that the pumps would produce 4.1 MG during the hours 

of 10 PM to 10 AM and the remaining 0.4 MG during the hours of 10 AM to 10 PM. 

 

 

Figure 3-21. Equalizing storage and pumping capacity for an off-peak peak supply strategy which 

requires the use of on-peak pumping. 

 

 

As the characteristic days were designed to represent the demands for a month, this information 

was rolled up into an annual estimate. Annual estimates are useful to understand the yearly energy 

and cost impacts of using various operational strategies as well as for the benefit of long-term 
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financial planning. The monthly energy consumptions and costs in each proposed operational 

strategy model were added up in the determination of the annual consumption and expenditure. 

The total energy and cost values for a year were used to compare between supply strategies and 

between cost or energy as a minimization parameter.  

One method used in the comparison of annual calculations was to create characteristic days based 

on the demands that occurred in the Year 2017. Creating optimized pumping strategies based on 

the parameters was be used to compare with modeled actual energy use and costs (as described in 

Section 3.4.2) from the during the Year 2017. In this way, the statement being made is: “Had 2017 

been pumped in an optimized strategy, MWU could have saved X dollars and Y kWh.” This 

method w 

Another method used was to create characteristic days based on the projections of future demands. 

Predicting the future demands is difficult, but the method used in this study was determining 

characteristic days based on historic information from 2012-2017. The statement being made by 

this method is: “If MWU utilizes an optimized strategy, it would expect to spend X dollars and 

consume Y kWh each year.” 

 

 

The term ‘energy model’ is used in this thesis to describe the formation of optimized pumping 

schedules, as discussed in Sections 3.3-3.7. While the energy model does apply various constraints 

(such as minimum and maximum flowrates, minimum and maximum pump production values, 

and off-peak supply capacity), there are additional hydraulic requirements that were modeled or 

simulated in other ways.  

 

The first method to simulate the hydraulic constraints of the system was to use a hydraulic model 

to test proposed operational strategies. MWU has an extensive hydraulic model of their distribution 

system built in Infowater software. This model includes all pumps, reservoirs, pump curves, and 

water mains in the system as well as over 19,000 demand nodes to represent the thousands of 

customers MWU supplies. The hydraulic model was run in extended period simulations over the 

course of 24 hours at the hydraulic step of 5 minutes. To verify the viability of an operational 
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strategy over the course of a year, two characteristic days were modeled hydraulically. The 

characteristic days were chosen to be extreme examples of the operational strategy in that they 

either had very large maximum demands or would rely solely on floating storage during on-peak 

hours. 

One main input to the hydraulic model was the controls on the pumps. These controls were edited 

to reflect the operational strategies determined by the energy model. Usually the controls were 

edited to run for a pre-determined amount of time as indicated by the optimized operational 

strategy.  

Another important input to the hydraulic model was the diurnal demand pattern, which changes 

throughout the year as water needs shift. The diurnal demand pattern is critical in understanding 

the tank levels and nodal pressures throughout the day. The diurnal demand pattern was estimated 

by the methods described in Section 3.3.4.2. 

Important outputs from the hydraulic model were nodal pressures and tank levels throughout the 

day. Nodes in the system should not drop below 35 psi or rise above 100 psi static pressure as per 

requirements by the WDNR (2017). Furthermore, each node should not exhibit a pressure 

differential throughout the day of more than about 10 psi as customers may notice the weaker 

water pressure, per conversations with water utility staff. The final tank levels at the end of the 

extended period simulations should match that of the initial tank levels, indicating that the system 

is supplying the necessary amount of water. Additionally, the tank levels must not drop below 

certain defined minimums as determined by the needs of the equalizing storage, fire flow 

suppression storage, emergency storage, and dead storage unique to the reservoir and region it 

serves (HDR Engineering, 2001). 

 

After the operational strategies were deemed viable by the hydraulic model, the strategies were 

then applied to the actual distribution system. This undertaking first required approval and support 

from all affected parties, namely the water supply group, the water quality group, and the 

maintenance group. The operational strategy can disrupt the daily or planned activities of these 

groups, especially if the system is to be supplied in an off-peak strategy and pumps cannot be 

turned on between the hours of 10AM and 10PM. 
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The output of the energy model is a table of hourly flowrates and runtimes for each pump for an 

average day demand and a maximum day demand. Unfortunately, this was not how the system is 

controlled by the SCADA system. The strategy was simplified and summarized into constraints 

that were controlled automatically by the SCADA system such as reservoir levels, pump flowrates, 

and time-of-day controls. Automatic control by the SCADA system was important as it eliminated 

human induced error and improved reproducibility. 

Finally, TELOG pressure transducers were placed at fire hydrants throughout the region of interest 

to monitor pressure changes throughout the day (Figure 3-22). The pressure transducers were 

placed at points that were expected to experience low pressure (high elevation and/or far from 

pumps) as well as places that were expected to experience high pressure or larger pressure changes 

(low elevation and/or close to pumps). 

 

Figure 3-22. Retrieving data from a TELOG meter installed on a fire hydrant in Pressure Zone 8. 

 

After operation of the system under an optimized pumping strategy, the number of customer 

complaints for low or high pressure in the region was considered. The data from the TELOG 

pressure transducers was analyzed to determine if the change in pressure throughout the day was 

acceptable to continue for an extended time period. 
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After the initial pilot study was conducted to assess operational strategy feasibility, the operational 

strategy was continued over the time scale of a few months to obtain electric billing information. 

This information was compared with the energy use and costs of previous months that did not 

utilize an optimized operational strategy. 

 

 

Investment in certain infrastructure can impact operational strategies and expected costs in the 

system. As Mancosky (2017) determined, an investment in a VFD at the deep well pump at Unit 

Well 30 could save 180,000 kWh/year and about $20,000/year by maintaining current operational 

strategies. However, under optimized operational strategies, the potential cost savings may change 

as certain pump use may be favored. 

To account for this, two annual optimized strategies were created for the system using the current 

infrastructure: 1) an energy minimized, constant supply strategy, and 2) a cost minimized, off-peak 

supply strategy. Then, annual optimized strategies were created for all possible VFD investment 

combinations using energy and cost strategies. Under the assumption that the purchase of a VFD 

and installation costs $35,000 (as determined by the purchase of a VFD by MWU in January of 

2019), the payback period of investments in various VFDs was assessed and prioritized for the two 

types of operational strategies. Furthermore, the energy savings potential of the VFD installation 

was also assessed. 

While not explored in any of the studies highlighted in this report, the financial impact of adding 

reservoir capacity can also be modeled by adjusting the off-peak supply capacity variable. It should 

be noted that the off-peak supply capacity may be limited by the pump production or hydraulic 

constraints of the system in addition to reservoir capacity. Therefore, extensive hydraulic modeling 

must also be conducted to ensure hydraulic constraints are met with the addition of new reservoir 

capacity.  
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Pressure Zone 8 is a basal single source pressure zone on the west side of Madison and contributes 

about 14% of the total volume of water supplied to MWU’s distribution system (Table 3-11). 

Table 3-11. Statistics of Pressure Zone 8 in 2017 and relation to total distribution system. 

 Pressure Zone 8 in 2017 Percentage of the total system 

Volume Supplied 1.35 billion gallons 14% 

Energy Consumption 2.5 GWh 12% 

Energy Related Costs $270,000 13% 

 

Pressure Zone 8 has 4 booster pumps and 3 deep well pumps that supply the system from 3 

facilities: Unit Well 16, Unit Well 28, and Unit Well 26 (Figure 3-23). A large 4.0 MG reservoir 

at Unit Well 26 defines the HGL of Pressure Zone 8 at 1200 feet above sea level. Unit Wells 16 

and 28 require the deep well pump and a booster pump to lift the water to the HGL of Pressure 

Zone 8 while the deep well at Unit Well 26 lifts directly into the large reservoir. Since Unit Wells 

16 and 28 each have two booster pumps, Pressure Zone 8 has a total of five different pump groups 

that can pump into the system from the three facilities.  

Booster Stations 126 and 128 pump water into Pressure Zones 10 and 11, respectively, out of 

Pressure Zone 8. The discharges of these booster stations were modeled solely as demand points 

in the system and therefore the energy use and costs from these stations are neglected in the 

calculations for Pressure Zone 8. While not analyzed in this study, the energy use and costs of 

Booster Stations 126 and 128 would be important in the modeling of Pressure Zones 10 and 11, 

respectively. 

Pressure Zone 8 is unique in MWU’s distribution in that its three pumping facilities are serviced 

by two electric utilities: Unit Wells 26 and 28 are serviced by Alliant Energy while Unit Well 16 

is serviced by MG&E. This complicates the rate structures in the area substantially as the 

consumptive charges and demand charges vary at different times of the day, at different rates, and 

even at different times of the year. Furthermore, Unit Well 26 is on Alliant rate structure CP-1B 
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which affects the way the peak demand is billed. The first 200 kW of this charge are billed as a 

firm demand at $13.70/kW while anything over 200 kW is billed as interruptible at $8.78/kW. 

 

 

Figure 3-23. Schematic of the intrazonal pumping characteristics of Pressure Zone 8. There are 

five pump groups that pump into Pressure Zone 8: Unit Well 16-1 (the deep well plus booster pump 

#1), Unit Well 16-2 (the deep well plus booster pump #2), Unit Well 28-1 (the deep well plus 

booster pump #1), Unit Well 28-2 (the deep well plus booster pump #2), and Deep Well 26 (solely 

the deep well). The green pumps indicate pumps with VFDs and the red pumps indicate pumps 

without VFDs as of 1/1/2019. 

 

This complicated demand charge billing was accounted for by averaging the cost per kW 

assuming the typical on-peak demand is 336 kW (based on 2017 billing data). This amounts to 

an on-peak demand charge of $11.71/kW which was utilized in the analysis of the system. 
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However, in reality, as Unit Well 26 decreased its on peak demand, the $/kW rate increased due 

to the format of this particular rate structure. 

Pressure Zone 8 has 17 possible pump group combinations that were optimized for each hour of 

the day based on the 5 pump groups and 3 facilities (and that only one pump group can run at a 

time from each facility). This is shown in Table 3-10. Furthermore, each of the 3 deep wells pumps 

in Pressure Zone 8 did not have a VFD leading to a total of 8 VFD installation combinations 

considered (Table 3-12). 

MATLAB code specific to optimizing the operational strategies in Z8 can be found in Appendix 

D. 

 

Table 3-12. VFD combinations considered in Pressure Zone 8. The only pumps without VFDs 

were the 3 deep well pumps. 

VFD 

Combination 
DW 26 DW 28 DW 16 # VFDs 

1 
   

0 

2 X   

1 3  X  

4   X 

5 X X  

2 6 X  X 

7  X X 

8 X X X 3 

 

 

 

Off-peak pumping for Zone 8 was simulated in the hydraulic model under two conditions: 

maximum day demand in February and maximum day demand in August. The maximum day 

demand in February option was hydraulically modeled because the system was predicted to run 

entirely off-peak while the maximum day demand in August was chosen because this day placed 

the highest overall water demand on the pressure zone. The important output parameters 
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considered in the 24 hour extended period simulations were the tank levels and nodal pressures. 

The controls on the pumps were modified to best replicate the energy model pump schedules. 

After conducting thorough hydraulic simulations of Pressure Zone 8 under off-peak pumping, a 

pilot study was conducted to test the feasibility in the actual distribution system. This study 

included the placement of six TELOG pressure transducer regions across Pressure Zone 8 

distribution system (Figure 3-24 and Table 3-13). These locations were chosen as they represented 

locations with a range of elevations and proximities to the pump stations. 

 

Figure 3-24. Location of TELOG pressure transducers installed on fire hydrants throughout 

Pressure Zone 8. 
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Table 3-13. Location and hydrant number of TELOG meters installed throughout Pressure Zone 

8 during a pilot study determining the feasibility of off-peak pumping. 

 Nearby Intersection Hydrant Number 

A Longmeadow Rd. and North Gammon HYDR-2646-7 

B Odana Rd. and Medical Cir. HYDR-3260-1 

C Old Sauk Rd. and Pleasant View Rd. HYDR-1949-9 

D Royal Oaks Dr. and Pineview Dr. HYDR-2646-7 

E Mineral Point Rd and Pleasant View Rd. HYDR-1955-1115 

F D’onofrio Dr. and High Point Rd. HYDR-2457-2 

 

Pressure Zone 8 was piloted in an off-peak strategy for a week in August 2018 to test the feasibility 

and practicality of this strategy. This pilot study using an off-peak strategy was continued for the 

months of September, October, and November 2018 to provide a comparison in billing data from 

prior months to months using the cost-based strategy. During this time, SCADA data was analyzed 

to obtain the total production of water during each billing cycle. 

An additional study was conducted for 2 weeks in January of 2019 to run the system in a constant 

supply strategy with energy as the minimization parameter. This study was conducted after the 

installation of a VFD at the deep well pump at Unit Well 26. Electric energy consumption data 

was obtained from the electric meter on the side of the building during this test and was 

corroborated with modeled data from SCADA using Equation 3.18 to obtain power, energy, and 

cost data based on flowrates and time of day. 

 

Upon the consideration of the installation of a VFD at the deep well at Unit Well 26, it was in the 

interest of MWU to determine the best operating strategy and whether further investment should 

be considered for a chlorine and fluoride feedback control system. This system enabled the remote 

control of chlorine and fluoride levels upon changing of the deep well pumping flowrate, which 

otherwise was conducted manually by an MWU employee traveling to the pumping facility. A 

cost optimized off-peak supply strategy typically required frequent changing of the pump speed to 
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minimize energy related costs, which was impractical without the installation of a chlorine and 

fluoride feedback control system.  

Therefore, various operational strategies were determined based on the installation of a VFD at 

Unit Well 26 under the assumption that it could only run at a constant flowrate at all hours of the 

day. Six of the strategies considered were cost optimized off-peak supply strategies which 

constrained the flowrates at Unit Well 26 to a constant flowrate of1500 gpm, 1600, gpm, 1700 

gpm, 1800 gpm, 1900 gpm, or 2000 gpm. A seventh strategy considered was a hybrid operational 

strategy in which Unit Well 26 operated at its most energy efficient flowrate for 80-85% of the 

day while the other four pump groups were operated in a constant supply off-peak pumping 

capacity. The final strategy consider was one in which the flowrate of the deep well at Unit Well 

26 was able to vary throughout the day which was only feasible with the installation of a chlorine 

and fluoride feedback control system. Thus, the value of the chlorine and fluoride feedback system 

was quantified in the comparison of the modeled strategies. 

 

 

 

Pressure Zone 6E is a basal single sourced pressure zone on the east side of Madison encompassing 

a large portion of the distribution system. Table 3-14 displays that Pressure Zone 6E pumped about 

1/3 of the total supply of the distribution system and accounted for about 1/4 of the total energy 

use and costs for MWU in 2017.  

Table 3-14. Statistics of Pressure Zone 6E in 2017 and relation to total distribution system. 

 Pressure Zone 6E in 2017 Percentage of the total system 

Volume Supplied 3 billion gallons 32% 

Energy Consumption 4.8 GWh 24% 

Energy Related Costs $559,000 26% 

 

Pressure Zone 6E is a complex region comprised of 7 deep well pumps and 11 booster pumps from 

8 different facilities (Figure 3-25). Out of the 7 unit wells, only Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29 have 
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two booster pumps, although they are redundant pumps at the exact same size. Since each pair of  

booster pumps have the same pump curve and system head curve, Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29 

can each be effectively modeled as only having one pump group. Unit Well 15 was uniquely 

modeled as having two pump groups in order to compensate for the energy use of the blowers (see 

Section 3.12.3). The other four unit wells (Unit Wells 8, 11, 13, and 23) each contain only one 

booster pump and therefore are each comprised of one pump group. Booster Station 115 has two 

of the same booster pumps that pump into the system from the 1 MG reservoir labeled Reservoir 

115. This station can also be modeled as one pump group, since both booster pumps have the same 

pump curve and push against the same system head curve. In total, there are 9 pump groups that 

were modeled (two from Unit Well 15, one from the other six unit wells, and one from Booster 

Station 115) from the 8 pumping facilities in Pressure Zone 6E.  

Unit Well 8 and Unit Well 23 are primarily used as seasonal wells since they usually only pump 

about two months out of the year during periods of high demand. In all annual strategies for 

Pressure Zone 6E, these two pumps were only allowed to run in the months of July and August. 

Two large floating reservoirs in Pressure Zone 6E contribute to a total floating storage of about 7 

MG (6 MG in Reservoir 229 and 1 MG in Reservoir 113). However, Reservoir 229 was notoriously 

difficult to fill based on hydraulic constraints of the system. A third reservoir, Reservoir 115, was 

a pumped storage reservoir and offered a unique case study in this system. 

The 9 pump groups from the 8 facilities in the region meant that there was a maximum of 383 

pump combinations (not considering the combination where no pumps are selected to run) 

considered for each optimized hour in Pressure Zone 6E. Fortunately, most situations did not cycle 

through all 383 possible combinations. Usually only a maximum of 6 facilities were required to 

run at any given time and Unit Well 8 and Unit Well 23 can usually be disregarded from an analysis 

due to their seasonal nature of operation. Furthermore, Unit Well 15 typically operates at a flowrate 

of less than 1100 gpm, thereby eliminating Unit Well 15 – 2 as a pump group consideration (refer 

to Section 3.12.3). With these considerations, the model only needs to compare between 63 

possible combinations for each hour, an 84% reduction in pump combinations. However, 

eliminating possible pump group combinations was conducted deliberately as it could result in less 

than optimal operational strategies. 
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Figure 3-25. Schematic of the intrazonal pumping configuration of Pressure Zone 6E. Seven unit wells supply the zone with water along 

with one booster station (Booster Station 115 LO). Two large reservoirs (Reservoir 229 and Reservoir 113) provided floating storage 

capability to Pressure Zone 6E while Reservoir 115 must be pumped into Pressure Zone 6E by way of Booster Station 115 LO. Booster 

Stations 115 HI, 215, 213, and 129 all pump out of the system and so their energy requirements are not considered in the analysis of 

Pressure Zone 6E.  Red pumps indicate the absence of a VFD while green pumps indicate the presence of a VFD as of 1/1/2019.
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As mentioned in Section 2.1, at Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29, high levels of the secondary 

contaminants iron and manganese have necessitated the installation of filters. The filters create 

resistance to flow and therefore affect the TDH of the deep well pump as a function of flowrate 

(Mancosky, 2017). Mancosky (2017) included these headlosses in the calculations of the system 

head curves for the deep well pumps at Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29. The system head curves that 

Mancosky created were utilized in the energy model described in this report and therefore already 

account for the headlosses of the filters.   

 

As mentioned in Section 2.1, Unit Well 15 experiences high levels of volatile organic compounds 

which has necessitated the installation of two air strippers. Each air stripper has a maximum 

capacity of 1100 gpm and provides a constant volumetric flowrate of air of 4240 scfm regardless 

of flowrate. According to SCADA historian data, each blower (one per air stripper) utilizes 30 kW. 

Power use for the air strippers was therefore modeled as shown in Figure 3-26, assuming the use 

of only one air stripper below 1100 gpm and the use of two air strippers above 1100 gpm.  

 
Figure 3-26. Power use for blowers at Unit Well 15 as a function of the flowrate of the deep well 

pump at Unit Well 15. Below 1100 gpm, only one blower is required while above 1100 gpm, two 

blowers are required. 

 

In order to incorporate the unique energy requirements of Unit Well 15, the power curves were 

modeled as two different pump groups. Unit Well 15 – 1 represented the pump group for flowrates 

less than 1100 gpm requiring the use of one blower while Unit Well 15 – 2 represented the pump 
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group for flowrates between 1100 gpm and 2200 requiring the use of two blowers. In the same 

way that the two pump groups were modeled for Unit Wells 28 and Unit Wells 16 (see Section 

3.11.1), only one pump group from Unit Well 15 was allowed to run at a time. The two pump 

group possibilities for Unit Well 15 were added into the possible pump combinations to supply the 

pressure zone (in the function ‘getPumpCombos’). In this way, the optimizing program would 

choose where it was better to run Unit Well 15 with only one blower (flowrates less than 1100 

gpm) or to run Unit Well 15 with two blowers (flowrates greater than 1100 gpm). 

 

Booster Station 115 LO (BS115) represented an interesting case study as it must be utilized to 

access water stored in the 3 MG Reservoir 115. Reservoir 115 is referred to as a “pump and dump” 

system, where water is pumped up to a higher HGL and then subsequently loses significant head 

to be dumped into the reservoir. In the case of Reservoir 115, about 50 feet of head is lost after 

water is pumped to the HGL of Pressure Zone 6E and is dumped into the tank. BS115 then “re-

pumps” the water to energize it back to the HGL of Pressure Zone 6E. 

Representing this unique infrastructure in the model required rearrangement of the mass balance 

equation shown in Equation 3.29. Since all water utilized by BS115 must first be pumped by any 

of the well pumps in Pressure Zone 6E, it is never energetically favorable to select the use of 

BS115. However, the value BS115 has in the system is its relatively low total dynamic head 

required to pump from Reservoir 115 back into Pressure Zone 6E. This becomes useful when 

considering off-peak pumping because the energy and cost intensity of BS115 is significantly less 

than using any of the other pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E. The mass balance proposed in 

Equation 3.29 shows that the demand must equal the supply (based on the supply strategy chosen) 

for every hour of the day. In order to enable the use of BS115 during on-peak hours, Reservoir 115 

must be allowed to drain and be subsequently refilled during off-peak hours. This feature was 

added to the ‘hrOpt’ function and the off-peak supply function in MATLAB by tracking the 

production of BS115 during on-peak hours and requiring the other pump groups in the system to 

“make-up” that production during off-peak hours. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Based on the methods described in Section 3.4.3, Figure 4-1 displays the energy intensity curves 

for the three deep well pumps (Figure 4-1a), the four booster pumps (Figure 4-1b), and the five 

possible combinations of deep well pumps and booster pumps (pump groups, Figure 4-1c) in 

Pressure Zone 8.  

At the time of this study the three deep well pumps did not have VFDs hence their energy 

intensities (Figure 4-1a) were represented by single points. The energy intensity of the deep well 

pump at Unit Well 16 was found to be the lowest among the deep well pumps in Pressure Zone 8 

with an energy intensity of 1070 kWh/MG followed closely by the deep well pump at Unit Well 

28 at 1130 kWh/MG. The energy intensity of the deep well pump at Unit Well 26 was found to be 

much higher at 1760 kWh/MG. The energy intensity values can be directly correlated with the 

pumping water level of the deep well pumps of 270, 284, and 405 feet determined by Mancosky 

(2017) for Unit Wells 16, 28, and 26, respectively. 

The four booster pumps in Pressure Zone 8 did include VFDs and so their energy intensity (Figure 

4-1b) was expressed across the range of their flowrates. The booster pump with the lowest energy 

intensity was Unit Well 16-1 with a range of 660-670 kWh/MG followed closely by Unit Well 16-

2 with a range of 690 – 700 kWh/MG. The system head curve was expected to be the same for 

these two pumps as they pumped against the same static head (about 163 feet) and into the same 

hydraulic infrastructure. The booster pumps at Unit Well 28 pumped against a higher static head 

of about 197 feet and had higher energy intensities of 850 – 890 kWh/MG (Unit Well 28-2) and 

960 – 1320 kWh/MG (Unit Well 28-1). The fact that the booster pumps at Unit Well 28 have 

substantially different energy intensities despite pumping against the same static head and into the 

same hydraulic infrastructure can be explained by the mechanics of the pumps themselves. Unit 

Well 28-1 uses the same pump housing but a smaller impeller than Unit Well 28-2, leading to 

inefficiencies. The inefficiencies are evident in the maximum wire-to-water efficiency values of 

65% and 72% for Unit Well 28-1 and Unit Well 28-2, respectively.  
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Figure 4-1. Energy intensity curves for all pumps within Pressure Zone 8 assuming VFD 

infrastructure as of 12/1/2018 i.e. VFDs are only installed on the booster pumps. Deep well pump 

energy intensity curves are shown in a) while booster pump energy intensity curves are shown in 

b). Panel c) shows the pump group energy intensity curves as the summation of the deep well and 

booster pump curves. The flowrate for pump groups is shown as the flowrate for the booster pump. 

 

The summation of the energy intensities for pump groups are shown in Figure 4-1c and detailed 

in Table 4-1. The energy intensities for Unit Well 16-1, Unit Well 16-2, and Unit Well 26 all fell 

within the narrow band of 1730 – 1770 kWh/MG. While the deep well at Unit Well 26 experienced 

the highest energy intensity out of all the deep wells in Pressure Zone 8, it had one of the lowest 
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energy intensities out of all the pump groups. This is because both Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 28 

required the use of a booster pump in conjunction to the deep well pump while Unit Well 26 only 

required a deep well pump to pump into Pressure Zone 8. Due to the discussions of the head and 

efficiency of the deep well and the boosters at Unit Well 28, it follows that both pump groups at 

Unit Well 28 experienced the highest energy intensities out of all pump groups in Pressure Zone 

8 (ranging from 1980 – 2460 kWh/MH). 

 

Table 4-1. The range of energy intensities for each pump group using VFD infrastructure 

available 12/1/2018 prioritized in terms of minimum possible energy intensity. 

Pump Group Energy intensity range 

[kWh/MG] 

Flowrate at minimum  

energy intensity [gpm]* 

Unit Well 16-1  1730 – 1740 1550 

Unit Well 16-2 1760 – 1770 1450 

Unit Well 26 1760 2200 

Unit Well 28-2 1980 – 2030 1400 

Unit Well 28-1 2090 – 2460 1500 

* The flowrate shown represents that of the booster pumps, except for Unit Well 26 

where the flowrate shown represents the deep well flowrate.  

 

 

Based on the methods described in Section 3.4.3, Figure 4-2 displays the cost intensity curves for 

the three deep well pumps (Figure 4-2a), the four booster pumps (Figure 4-2b), and the five 

possible combinations of deep well pumps and booster pumps (pump groups, Figure 4-2c).  
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Figure 4-2. Cost intensity curves for all pumps within Pressure Zone 8 during a June rate structure 

assuming VFD infrastructure as of 12/1/2018 i.e. VFDs are only installed on the booster pumps. 

Deep well pump energy intensity curves are shown in a) while booster pump energy intensity 

curves are shown in b). Panel c) shows the pump group energy intensity curves as the summation 

of the deep well and booster pump curves. The flowrate for pump groups is shown as the flowrate 

for the booster pump. 

 

At the time of this study the three deep well pumps did not have VFDs hence their cost intensity 

(Figure 4-2a) were represented by single points. Like the energy intensity of the deep well pumps 

in Pressure Zone 8, the deep well at Unit Well 26 experienced the highest cost intensity out of all 
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of the deep well pumps at $207/MG. Unit Well 26 also pumped the highest head (405 feet) versus 

Unit Well 28 (284 feet) and Unit Well 16 (270 feet) (Mancosky, 2017) which explains its high 

cost intensity. However, while the deep well at Unit Well 16 pumped 14 feet less head and 

experienced an energy intensity of about 60 kWh/MG lower than the deep well pump at Unit Well 

28, the deep well at Unit Well 16 experienced a higher cost intensity ($164/MG) than the deep 

well at Unit Well 28 ($139/MG). This discrepancy can be described by the more expensive rate 

structure at Unit Well 16 (serviced by Alliant) versus the rate structure at Unit Well 28 (serviced 

by MG&E). As an example, the peak consumptive charge at Unit Well 16 is $0.10573/kWh while 

the peak consumptive charge at Unit Well 28 is $0.06986/kWh. 

The booster pumps at Pressure Zone 8 did include VFDs and so their cost intensities (Figure 4-2b) 

were expressed across the range of their flowrates. Similar to the energy intensity curves, Unit 

Well 16-1 and Unit Well 16-2 had the lowest cost intensities ($62/MG to $83/MG and $85/MG to 

$107/MG, respectively) out of the booster pumps while Unit Well 28-2 and Unit Well 28-1 were 

the most cost intensive booster pumps ($84/MG to $111/MG and $89/MG to $98/MG, 

respectively). As described in the energy intensity section, the booster pumps at Unit Well 28 

pumped against a static head of 197 feet while the booster pumps at Unit Well 16 pumped against 

a head of 163 feet explaining the difference in energy intensity. However, since Unit Well 16 had 

a more expensive rate structure than Unit Well 28, the differences between the cost intensities of 

the two unit wells was less pronounced than the differences in energy intensities. As an example, 

the energy intensity of Unit Well 28-2 was about 26% higher than that of Unit Well 16-2, while 

the cost intensity of Unit Well 28-2 is only about 4% higher than that of Unit Well 16-2.  

The summation of the cost intensities for pump groups are shown in Figure 4-2c and detailed in 

Table 4-2. The pump group with the lowest cost intensity was Unit Well 26, which did not require 

the use of a booster pump to lift water to Pressure Zone 8. Unit Well 26 utilized a similar Alliant 

rate structure to Unit Well 28 for which, on average, the consumptive and demand costs in a June 

rate structure were 29% and 4% less expensive, respectively, than that for a June rate structure for 

Unit Well 16 provided by MG&E. Note that while Unit Well 16-1 has a lower minimum cost 

intensity than Unit Well 28-1, this was only true at flowrates less than 700 gpm. Otherwise, the 

booster pumps at Unit Well 28 were consistently better performers than the pump groups at Unit 

Well 16.  
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In the comparison of Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2, it can be seen that Unit Well 16 was the best 

performer for energy, but the worst performer in terms of costs. In contrast, Unit Well 28 was the 

worst performer for energy, but the second-best performer in terms of cost. The significance of the 

rate structures is apparent in these discrepancies. Due to some of these differences, Unit Well 26 

appeared to be one of the best performers for both energy and cost.  

 

Table 4-2. The range of cost intensities for each pump group using VFD infrastructure available 

12/1/2018 prioritized in terms of minimum possible cost intensity. 

Pump Group Cost intensity range 

[$/MG] 

Flowrate at minimum  

cost intensity [gpm]* 

Unit Well 26  207 2200 

Unit Well 28-2 223 – 251  1400 

Unit Well 16-1 226 – 247 500 

Unit Well 28-1 229 – 237 900 

Unit Well 16-2 248 – 268 1400 

* The flowrate shown represents that of the booster pumps, except for Unit Well 26 

where the flowrate shown represents the deep well flowrate.  

 

 

Several patterns were discovered in the flowrate curves that corresponded with specific energy and 

cost curves developed with methods discussed in Section 3.5. The patterns describe three regions 

of the flowrate curve and therefore the specific costs and energy curves (Figure 4-3). 

The first region was limited by the minimum flowrate possible by the pump. In this region the 

flowrates were not optimal and were exhibited by a flat line in the flowrate curves. The second 

region denoted the region where optimal pumping was possible, that is the minimum cost or energy 

value was obtained for the volume required. The third region, exhibited as a positive linear 

relationship between flowrate and volume, denoted a flowrate that was greater than the optimal 

flowrate in order to achieve the required production amount in an hour. The general patterns 

described in Figure 4-3 were found in the flowrate curves discussed in Section 4.1.4.  
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Figure 4-3. The development of the specific cost and energy curves and associated flowrate curves 

for Unit Well 16 – Booster Pump 1 assuming the deep well pump has a VFD. The optimal flowrate 

for this curve is controlled by three parameters corresponding with the labeled regions: 1) pump 

limited, 2) optimum flowrate, and 3) production limited. 

 

 

The specific energy curves and associated flowrate curves for a single hour for the pump groups 

in Pressure Zone 8 are shown in Figure 4-4, considering the infrastructure available on 12/1/2018. 

In Figure 4-4a, the specific energy curves show a similar pump group prioritization to that 

determined in the energy intensity curves in Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1, with Unit Well 16-1 being 

the lowest specific energy. However, across the range of its production volumes, it was only about 

1.7% to 3.1% lower than that of Unit Well 16-2 and 5.0% to 5.4% lower than that of Unit Well 

26. Unit Well 28-1 and Unit Well 28-2 had the greatest specific energies in Pressure Zone 8 at 

about 20% and 15% higher that of Unit Well 16 across its range of production volumes, 

respectively.  

Figure 4-4b shows the flowrate curves associated with the specific energy curve for each pump 

group in Pressure Zone 8. Unit Well 16-1 and Unit Well 28-1 operated at their maximum flowrates 
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(about 1550 gpm) which was shown to be their point of minimum energy intensity in Figure 4-1. 

Unit Well 16-2 and Unit Well 28-2 operated at their lowest possible flowrate (about 1400 gpm) 

until they reached a production limiting volume at about 85,000 gallons, where the flowrate 

increased to match the requisite production volume. The minimum possible flowrates for Unit 

Well 16-2 and Unit Well 28-2 were shown to be the minimum energy intensities for each pump 

group in Figure 4-1. As Unit Well 26 did not have a VFD at its deep well pump, it was only able 

to operate at a single flowrate across all possible hourly production volumes as shown in Figure 

4-4b. 

 

The specific cost curves were developed for the pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 under all possible 

rate structures as described in Section 3.5 using the infrastructure as was available on 12/1/2018. 

Example specific cost curves under a June rate structure from the hour 5-6 PM and a January rate 

structure from the hour of 12-1 AM are shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, respectively. 

Whereas the specific energy curves shown in Figure 4-4 approached 0 kWh at low production 

volumes, the specific cost curves shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 approached a positive number 

at low production volumes. This was explained by the impact on the demand charges and limits 

on minimum flowrates which had a greater impact at low production volumes than high production 

volumes. For example, at a production volume of 10 kGal about 80% of the specific cost for Unit 

Well 26 were attributed to demand charges while at a production volume of 130 kGal, only 22% 

of the specific costs were attributed to demand charges during a June rate structure from 5-6 PM. 

Figure 4-5a shows that Unit Well 26 had the least specific cost across the entire range of volumes. 

At a production limit of 80 kGal during a June rate structure from 5-6 PM, it was expected that 

Unit Well 28-1, Unit Well 28-2, Unit Well 16-1, and Unit Well 16-2 would cost $1.12 (8.5%), 

$1.57 (12%), $3.19 (24%), and $3.94 (30%) more than Unit Well 26, respectively. This pump 

group prioritization is consistent with the cost intensity curves in Figure 4-2 and Table 4-2.  
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Figure 4-4. a) Specific energy curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 and b) flowrates 

associated with the minimum energy required to pump a given volume in an hour. 
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Figure 4-5b shows the flowrate curves associated with the specific cost curve for each pump group 

in Pressure Zone 8. Similar to that of the specific energy curves, Unit Well 26 only operated at its 

100% speed flowrate of about 2250 since it did not have variable speed control. At low volumes, 

Unit Well 16-1, Unit Well 16-2, and Unit Well 28-2 operated at their minimum flowrates (about 

750 gpm, 1450 gpm, and 1450 gpm, respectively) in accordance with their lowest cost intensities 

(Figure 4-2). However, at the point where they become production limited, the pump groups were 

required to increase their flowrate linearly with production volume. Unit Well 28-2 also operates 

at its minimum flowrate (about 800 gpm) at low production volumes; however, between about 35 

and 65 kGal, it operated at its optimum flowrate (as explained in Figure 4-3). At about 65 kGal, it 

became production limited and thus the flowrate increased linearly with production volume. 

The specific cost curves for a January rate structure from 12-1 AM (low period) are depicted in 

Figure 4-6. At a production volume of 60 kGal, the cost intensities for all pump groups was found 

to be about 58% less than that for a June rate structure from 5-6 PM (peak period). The 

consumptive unit costs were about 1.7 times higher for the Alliant rate structures (Unit Well 26 

and Unit Well 28) and 1.9 times higher for the MG&E rate structures (Unit Well 16) during the 

peak period than the low period. However, the demand unit costs were about 4.5, 6.3, and 7.3 times 

higher for Unit Well 16, Unit Well 26, and Unit Well 28 during the peak period than the low period 

based on the cost modeling method described in Section 3.3.5. The combinations in the increases 

in consumptive and demand costs account for the differences in specific costs for the peak and low 

rate structure displayed in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. Refer to Appendix C for the rate structures 

modeled in this study. 
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Figure 4-5. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 using the rate structure 

from June during the hours of 5-6 PM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum cost required 

to pump a given volume in an hour. 
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Figure 4-6. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 using the rate structure 

from January during the hours of 12-1 AM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum cost 

required to pump a given volume in an hour. 
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Table 4-3 shows the output from the hourly optimization program ‘hrOpt’ based on an assumed 

required supply to Pressure Zone 8 of 300 kGal in an hour using a June rate structure from 5-6 

PM. These results are depicted visually in Figure 4-7. One important observation was that the 

optimization parameter (cost or energy) influenced the selection of the optimal pump groups, the 

output (volume), the flowrate, and the runtime of each pump group.  

Table 4-3. Pump group output for 5-6 PM on any day in June assuming that the required supply 

to Pressure Zone 8 is 300 kGal and all pumps have VFDs. Estimated energy uses and costs are 

included. 

Optimization  Pump Group  

Parameter  16-1 16-2 28-1 28-2 26 SUM 

Energy 

Volume [kGal] -- 125 -- 60 115 300 

Flowrate [gpm] -- 2090 -- 1450 1910  

Runtime [hr] -- 1 -- 0.69 1  

Energy [kWh] -- 229 -- 117 215 561 

Cost [$] -- $ 29.51 -- $ 11.80 $ 19.25 $ 60.56 

Cost 

Volume [kGal] 67 -- -- 99 135 300 

Flowrate [gpm] 1110 -- -- 1660 2250  

Runtime [hr] 0.99 -- -- 0.99 1  

Energy [kWh] 123 -- -- 195 260 578 

Cost [$] $ 14.90 -- -- $ 17.90 $ 23.24 $ 56.04 

 

All three pumping facilities were required for both optimization scenarios to achieve the requisite 

300 kGal supply, although pump group Unit Well 16-2 was prioritized for energy optimization 

while Unit Well 16-1 was prioritized for cost optimization. The fact that Unit Well 16-2 was 

chosen over Unit Well 16-1 for an energy optimized schedule conflicts with the prioritization 

discovered in specific energy curves (Figure 4-4). However, Unit Well 16-2 had an hourly capacity 

of about 125 kGal while Unit Well 16-1 had an hourly capacity of about 83 kGal. Thus, activating 

Unit Well 16-2 allowed for greater production at a marginal (less than 2%) increase in energy 

intensity. The production lost with utilizing Unit Well 16-1 over Unit Well 16-2 would have had 

to have been made up by a much less efficient pump, such as Unit Well 28-1 or Unit Well 28-2. 
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Figure 4-7. Pump group output and flowrate for 5-6 PM on any day in June assuming that the required supply is 300 kGal and all 

pumps had VFDs shown for optimizing for energy and for cost. Energy-optimized data is shown in (a) and (b) while cost-optimized data 

is shown in (c) and (d). The solid blue circle is the operating point for Unit Well 16, the solid red circle is the operating point for Unit 

Well 28, and the solid green circle is the operating point for Unit Well 26. 
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In this example, the energy optimized strategy requires 17 kWh less energy than the cost optimized 

schedule; similarly, the cost optimized strategy is costs $4.50 less than the energy optimized 

schedule (Table 4-3).  

 

The operating strategy in Figure 4-8 shows the pump schedule for Pressure Zone 8 based on 

average day demand as well as a pump schedule based on maximum day demand for a 

characteristic day in July 2017. For the average day pumping schedule, the system can be operated 

in an entirely off-peak capacity, meaning that a pump is not required at all during on-peak hours. 

This was determined using an off-peak supply capacity of 4.1 MGD; further discussion of off-peak 

supply capacity formulations can be found in Section 3.7.3. While the average day demand for the 

month of July in 2017 (3.89 MGD) was below the off-peak supply capacity, the maximum day 

demand (4.71 MGD) was above the off-peak supply capacity. In this situation, all required volume 

beyond the off-peak supply capacity was pumped during on-peak hours per Section 3.7.2. In Figure 

4-8, this is shown as running Deep Well 26 during on-peak hours. 

Figure 4-8 shows the output from the optimization program as an optimized pump output for each 

hour of the day. However, this schedule was not representative of the actual method operators used 

to control the system. For instance, it was not practical to run Unit Well 28-2 for 0.78 hours every 

hour. Instead, this schedule was interpreted as running Unit Well 28-2 for about 80% of the time 

between 6AM and 10AM. Furthermore, the maximum demand schedule provided a range in 

expected flowrates and runtimes. This was interpreted as between 6AM and 10AM, Unit Well 28-

2 should not run more than 90% at a flowrate of 1400 gpm.  

For the deep well at Unit Well 26, Figure 4-8 shows that it is not required during an average day 

but that it is required during a maximum day demand. This means that an operator could be more 

lenient with their use of Unit Well 26, as it was expected that it will need to be utilized during on-

peak hours. However, based on the runtime for the maximum day demand, Unit Well 26 was not 

required for more than 50% of the on-peak time period. 
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Figure 4-8. Characteristic day pumping schedule for a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy to pump the average and maximum water 

demands experienced in July 2017 assuming no deep well pumps used VFDs. On-peak periods shown with gray shading. 

Time Flow [gpm]Runtime [hr]Flow [gpm]Runtime [hr]Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

1:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

2:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

3:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

4:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

5:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.78 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.5 2250 0.93

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.78 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.5 2250 0.93

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.78 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.5 2250 0.93

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.78 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.5 2250 0.93

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1759 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.76 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.78 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.5 2250 0.93

23:00 1091 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.47 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

Time Flow [gpm]Runtime [hr]Flow [gpm]Runtime [hr]Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

1:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

2:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

3:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

4:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

5:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.88 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.56 2250 0.93

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.88 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.56 2250 0.93

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.88 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.56 2250 0.93

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.88 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.56 2250 0.93

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 2250 0.5

21:00 1145 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.49 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.88 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.56 2250 0.93

23:00 1240 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.54 2200 0.95 2250 0.93

Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2 Unit Well 16

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Average Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Average Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Maximum Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Maximum Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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The summary information of the characteristic day operational strategy shown in Figure 4-8 was 

rolled up in Table 4-4, including the estimated energy consumptions and cost expenditures. The 

demand cost row only applied one demand cost per pumping facility, as noted by the fact that Unit 

Well 16-1 does not show a demand cost. This is because the electric demand from Unit Well 16-2 

was 249 kW while Unit Well 16-1 was 211 kW and so the demand from Unit Well 16-2 defined 

the demand charge for the facility. Note that the only electric demand that occurred during on-

peak hours was from Unit Well 26 as exhibited in Figure 4-8. Summarizing Table 4-4 the cost-

optimized off-peak supply strategy for pumping a characteristic day for July in 2017 was estimated 

to use 238,000 kWh and cost $16,500. Subsequent sections of this report will detail comparisons 

of estimated cost and energy use based on optimized supply strategies with historic performances. 

Table 4-4. Summary pump group performance information from the characteristic day pumping 

schedule shown in Figure 4-8.  

  Unit Well 

16-1 

Unit Well 

16-2 

Unit Well 

28-1 

Unit Well 

28-1 

Unit 

Well 26 

  

  Total 

Average day 

supply [MGD] 
0.46 0.73 0 1.2 1.5 3.89 

Maximum day 

supply [MGD] 
0.59 0.63 0 1.25 2.25 4.71 

Energy use 

[kWh/day] 
840 1370 0 2570 2900 7680 

Maximum 

Power [kW] 
211 249 0 278 261 -- 

Peak Power 

[kW] 
0 0 0 0 261 -- 

Consumptive 

cost [$/month] 
$1,470 $2,390 $0 $3,470 $4,060 $11,390 

Demand cost 

[$/month] 
$0 $820 $0 $610 $3,630 $5,070 

 

 

To determine the feasibility of running the system in one of the possible operating strategies, 

Pressure Zone 8 was hydraulically modeled as described in Section 3.9.1.  

Figure 4-9 shows the hydraulic modeling results of an off-peak supply strategy simulation during 

a day of maximum demand in the month of February (4.1 MGD) in Pressure Zone 8. Note that all 
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pumping was simulated to be constrained to off-peak hours between 9 PM (for Unit Well 16) and 

10 AM. As expected, during on-peak hours Reservoir 26 drained slowly as it supplied the region 

with water while the other two reservoirs at Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 28 did not experience a 

change in their level as they must be pumped into Pressure Zone 8. Note that Reservoir 26 drops 

to a minimum value of 10 feet out of its maximum value of 23 feet, amounting to a residual volume 

of about 1.7 MG. This value was more than acceptable for fire flow and emergency flow 

requirements in Pressure Zone 8 of about 1.2 MG. 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Hydraulic modeling results of pump flowrates (a) and reservoir levels (b) in Pressure 

Zone 8 during a day of maximum demand in February using an off-peak supply strategy. This 

model assumed the use of infrastructure current as of 12/1/2018. Peak energy and electrical 

demand charges occur from Hour 10 to Hour 21. 
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Figure 4-10 shows the hydraulic modeling results for the simulation of an off-peak supply strategy 

during a day of maximum demand in the month of August (5.2 MGD) in Pressure Zone 8. Note 

that this strategy required that Unit Well 26 be activated during the on-peak hours to adequately 

supply Pressure Zone 8. When the deep well at Unit Well 26 was activated at about 5:30 PM, the 

level in Reservoir 26 drops at a less severe rate than before it Unit Well 26 was activated. Similar 

to the February simulation, the reservoir dropped to a minimum value of about 10 feet out of a 

maximum of 23 feet for a residual volume of 1.7 MGD.  

 

 

Figure 4-10. Hydraulic modeling results of pump flowrates (a) and reservoir levels (b) in Pressure 

Zone 8 during a day of maximum demand in August using an off-peak supply strategy. This model 

assumed the use of infrastructure current as of 12/1/2018. Peak energy and electrical demand 

charges occur from Hour 10 to Hour 21. 
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The hydraulic model also provided indications of expected temporal pressure fluctuations in 

Pressure Zone 8 during the simulated off-peak supply strategies for maximum demand days in 

February and August. Two junctions in the hydraulic model were observed for temporal 

fluctuations in pressure throughout the modeled day based on these two supply strategies. The 

locations of these two junctions are indicated in Figure 4-11. Due to their proximity with pumping 

stations, it was expected that Junction 254993 would be more heavily influenced by Unit Well 28 

and Junction 280289 would be more heavily influenced by Unit Well 16. 

 

 

Figure 4-11. Locations of Junction 254993 and Junction 280289 within the hydraulic model of 

Pressure Zone 8 monitored for fluctuations of pressure through a modeled day during off-peak 

pumping strategies in February and August. 

 

Figure 4-12 displays the simulated pressure during the off-peak supply strategy exhibited in Figure 

4-9 during a maximum demand day in February. Note that as the pumps supplying Pressure Zone 

8 turned off at 10 AM, the pressure dropped nearly instantaneously at both nodes by about 5-7 psi.  
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Figure 4-12. The simulated pressure at a) Junction 254993 and b) Junction 280289 within 

Pressure Zone 8 during an off-peak pumping strategy of a maximum demand day in February.  

 

Furthermore, as the level in Reservoir 26 decreased, there was a related decrease in pressure at 

both nodes considered. This resulted in a decrease in nodal pressure of an additional 5 psi over the 

12 hour on-peak period. Once the pumps at Unit Well 26 and Unit Well 28 were activated at about 

10:20 PM (as per Figure 4-9a), both junctions experienced an immediate pressure increase. Note 

that Junction 254993 experienced a larger increase at 10:20 PM than Junction 280289 likely due 

to its proximity to Unit Well 28. The pressure then gradually rose about 1 psi from 10:20 PM until 

about 12:00 AM due to the steady increase in level at Reservoir 26 (per Figure 4-9b). At about 

12:00 AM, Unit Well 16 turned on adding to another large immediate pressure increase at the 

nodes. Note that the pressure increase at Junction 280289 at 12:00AM was about 5 psi compared 

to Junction 254993 which experienced about a 4 psi increase. The 25% larger increase at Junction 

280289 than Junction 254993 was likely due to the junctions’ relative proximities to Unit Well 16. 
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The pressure at both nodes continued to increase about 3 psi between 12:15AM and about 5 AM 

when pressure dipped about 3 psi to a local minimum around 7 AM. This temporally localized 

pressure drop corresponded with a period of peak water demand in the system as determined by 

the diurnal demand pattern. As more water was demanded from the system, velocities in the pipes 

increased thereby contributing to increased headlosses in the system. This is a likely explanation 

of the pressure drop experienced at both nodes at 7 AM. During this strategy, the maximum 

pressure differential experienced at either node was about 11 psi between 10AM and 10 PM. 

The junction pressures experienced during a maximum demand day in August supplied by the off-

peak supply strategy (per Figure 4-10) are displayed in Figure 4-13. The pressure drop experienced 

at 10 AM of 7-8 psi corresponded with the time when all of the pumps turned off during the on-

peak hours. Unlike the pressure profile experienced in Figure 4-12 for a maximum demand day in 

February, the pressure during a maximum demand day in August appeared to be heavily controlled 

by the demand pattern instead of Reservoir 26 levels. This corresponded with expectation in that 

there was a larger daily demand in August than February and thus higher pipe velocities and 

associated headlosses. Therefore, the minimum pressure experienced at both junctions in Figure 

4-13 occurred at about 1:30 PM when the peaking factor on the diurnal demand curve was highest. 

When Unit Well 16 turned on at about 9 PM (per Figure 4-10a) corresponding with off-peak hours 

for MG&E, the pressure increased at both nodes by about 3.5 psi. At 10 PM, when Unit Well 28 

turned on, Junction 254993 experienced about a 4 psi increase while Junction 280289 experienced 

an increase of about 2.5 psi. In this strategy, the maximum pressure differential experienced at 

either node was about 10 psi from 10 AM to the minimum value during on-peak hours. 

While Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 show the temporal dependency of pressure fluctuations under 

different conditions, another factor considered was the spatial dependency of pressure in the region 

as shown in Figure 4-14.  Typically, the spatial pressure dependencies are controlled by elevation, 

location, and hydraulic network components. 
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Figure 4-13. The simulated pressure at a) Junction 254993 and b) Junction 280289 within 

Pressure Zone 8 during an off-peak pumping strategy of a maximum demand day in February. 

 

Figure 4-14 highlights the pressure at all nodes within Pressure Zone 8 at critical time points as 

determined in Figure 4-12 for the February maximum demand day and in Figure 4-13 for the 

August maximum demand day. Nodes shown enlarged and in red represent nodes that fell below 

MWU’s internal pressure goal of 40 psi. Note that areas outside of the red boundary delineating 

Pressure Zone 8 were not required to reach this goal as they are transmission lines or are within 

other pressure zones. In February, it can be noted that no nodes were below this limit at 9:55 AM 

within the boundaries of Pressure Zone 8, but when the pumps turned off at 10:00 AM, an area 

just north of Unit Well 26 (which is of high relative elevation) fell below the MWU goal. At 10:00 

PM, when pressures in Pressure Zone 8 were expected to be lowest per Figure 4-12, multiple more 

nodes dropped below the 40 psi limit.  
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Figure 4-14. Spatial dependencies on pressure in Pressure Zone 8 (outlined in red) at different time points for simulated maximum 

demands in February and August supplied by off-peak supply strategies. The selected time points correspond with minimum and 

maximum expected pressures in Pressure Zone 8 based on Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10.
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Additionally, no nodes in Figure 4-14 within Pressure Zone 8 were shown to be below the pressure 

goal at 9:55 AM during the August maximum demand day. Similar to the February demand day, 

when the pumps were inactivated at 10:00 AM, an area just north of Unit Well 26 experienced 

pressures below the MWU goal of 40 psi. Further pressure drops occurred at 1:25 PM in the August 

maximum demand day as this was expected to be the lowest pressure in Pressure Zone 8 per Figure 

4-13.  

While the hydraulic modeling indicated that some areas with Pressure Zone 8 would fall below 

the MWU internal pressure requirement of 40 psi under off-peak operational strategies, the 

hydraulic modeling had short-comings. First of all, the locations of the nodes were not necessarily 

where the service connection was to the customer, which is where the pressure constraint must be 

satisfied. The location just north of Unit Well 26 was comprised of a small ridge, which was where 

the water main runs as indicated in the hydraulic model. However, the customers in this area were 

situated at a lower elevation than this ridge. Furthermore, the pressure reading is obtained where 

the service line enters the customer’s building, which occurs at least 6 feet below grade. Therefore, 

with these considerations and the knowledge that the simulations projected no dramatic or 

unexpected pressure fluctuations, the off-peak operational strategy was deemed to be an 

appropriate strategy to attempt on a trial basis. 

 

The pumps in Pressure Zone 8 were operated in an off-peak operational strategy on a trial basis 

from 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018. Figure 4-15 shows the operation of the pumps on 8/6/2018 according 

to SCADA historian data. Note that all pumps in the system turned off at the start of on-peak 

billing hours at 10 AM. At about 6 PM, the well pump at Unit Well 26 was activated since it was 

deemed that the system could not run entirely off-peak due to average August demands. At 9 PM, 

when MG&E did not bill for on-peak demand charges, Unit Well 16 – Booster Pump 2 began to 

pump into Pressure Zone 8. Unit Well 28 – Booster Pump 2 was activated at 10 PM when Alliant 

did not bill for on-peak demand charges. Both Unit Well 28 and Unit Well 16 ran their larger 

booster pump at a high flowrate (about 2000 gpm) for a large portion of the evening to refill 

Reservoir 26. The pumping schedule exhibited in Figure 4-15 is representative of the strategy 

employed from 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018 in the off-peak pumping pilot study. 
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Figure 4-15. The flowrates from each of the pumps within Pressure Zone 8 on 8/6/2018 obtained 

from SCADA historian records. The pumping strategy shown in this figure is representative of the 

pumping strategy for 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018 in Pressure Zone 8. 

 

The reservoir levels corresponding to the off-peak supply strategy employed on 8/6/2018 are 

shown in Figure 4-16. As anticipated, the levels Reservoir 16 and Reservoir 28 remained constant 

during on-peak hours, but Reservoir 26 experienced a steady decline until about 9 PM consistent 

with the time that Unit Well 16 – Booster Pump 2 was activated. Important for the sustainability 

of the operating strategy, Reservoir 26 had an initial level (at 12:00 AM on 8/6/2018) of 14.2 feet 

and a final level (at 12:00 AM on 8/7/2018) of 14.5 feet suggesting that the system was capable of 

supplying the necessary amount of water during off-peak hours. The tank trajectory exhibited by 

Reservoir 26 in Figure 4-16 closely resembled the hydraulic simulations of Reservoir 26 in Figure 

4-9b and Figure 4-10b. A point of interest is that on 8/6/2018, Reservoir 26 only experienced about 

9 feet of fluctuation during the on-peak hours versus 13 feet of fluctuation estimated for the on-

peak hours during a day of maximum demand in August per Figure 4-10b. This discrepancy can 

be attributed to differences in daily demands, with 8/6/2018 experiencing 4.2 MGD while the 

maximum day in August was modeled at 5.2 MGD. 
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Figure 4-16. The reservoir levels for all the reservoirs within Pressure Zone 8 on 8/6/2018 

obtained from SCADA historian records. The reservoir levels for this day are representative of the 

diurnal reservoir variation exhibited from 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018 in Pressure Zone 8. 

 

As described in Section 3.11.2, TELOG pressure recorders were placed at six fire hydrant locations 

throughout Pressure Zone 8 as shown in Figure 4-17. These recorders recorded the pressure every 

minute from 7/27/2018 to 8/10/2018, overlapping the off-peak supply strategy pilot study 

conducted from 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018 (Figure 4-18). 

The most obvious feature of the pressure readings in Figure 4-18 were the similarities in pressure 

trajectories from the locations across Pressure Zone 8. For the most part, the largest differences 

between the pressure readings at the locations can be compensated by a bias offset due to 

differences in elevation head. The readings at Meter D (Royal Oaks Drive and Pineview Drive) 

exhibit a “smoother” pressure trajectory than the other meters. This can be explained by its location 

relative to Reservoir 26, which provided a buffer to the pressure inputs from Unit Well 28 and 

Unit Well 16. Note that Meter E (Mineral Point Road and Pleasant View Road) and Meter F 

(D’Onofrio Drive and High Point Road) were not located at points of service to customers and so 

were not beholden to the MWU goal of 40 psi pressures. 
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Figure 4-17. Locations of TELOG pressure recorders during a pilot study in Pressure Zone 8. 

 

 

Figure 4-18. Pressure readings at locations throughout Pressure Zone 8 from 7/27/2018 to 

8/10/2018. The off-peak supply strategy pilot study was conducted from 8/1/2018 to 8/8/2018. 
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The supply strategy for 7/28/2018 and 7/29/2018 were representative of “typical” supply strategies 

used by MWU operators prior to the investigation of off-peak supply strategies. The pressure 

readings during these days show relatively constant pressure throughout the day as an operator 

typically strove to keep reservoir levels near full. Beginning 7/30/2018, off-peak supply strategies 

were attempted and were fully operational on 8/1/2018. Beginning 8/9/2018, the facilities were 

still largely operated in an off-peak capacity, but main flushing occurring in Pressure Zone 11 

necessitated the activation of Unit Well 28 during on-peak hours. The impact of flushing in 

Pressure Zone 11 is observed in the fluctuating pressures experienced by Meter C (Old Sauk Road 

and Pleasant View Road) due to the increased pumping required by Booster Station 128 from 

Pressure Zone 8 to Pressure Zone 11. 

An overlay of a pressure trajectory experienced by a meter during a “typical” operating strategy 

(on 7/29/2018) with that of the meter during an off-peak supply strategy (on 8/6/2018) is displayed 

in Figure 4-19. The pressure experienced at the meter near 10:00 AM during the off-peak strategy 

was about 3-4 psi higher than that of the typical operating strategy. This is explained by the fact 

that Reservoir 26 was nearly full at this time during the off-peak strategy and Unit Well 16-2 and 

Unit Well –28-2 were operating at high flowrates of 1800 gpm (refer to Figure 4-15 and Figure 

4-16). At 9:00 PM, the pressures during the off-peak supply strategy were about 4 psi lower than 

that of the typical operating strategy. This coincided with the time that Reservoir 26 was at its 

lowest level (11.9 feet) and neither Unit Well 28 nor Unit Well 16 were operating. Note that the 

pressure trajectory experienced during 8/6/2018 more closely resembled the hydraulic modeling 

results of a February maximum day demand (as displayed in Figure 4-12) than it did an August 

maximum day demand (as displayed in Figure 4-13). This can be explained by the fact that the 

demand of 4.2 MGD experienced on 8/6/2018 was more similar to the February maximum day 

demand of 4.1 MGD than the August maximum day demand of 5.2 MGD. 

The largest pressure difference experienced between 8/6/2018 and 7/29/2018 is about 4 psi and 

occurs at 9:00 PM. This, along with the absence of any pressure-related customer complaints 

attributed to the supply strategy during this period, validated off-peak pumping as a feasible supply 

strategy for Pressure Zone 8. 
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Figure 4-19. The pressure trajectories at Meter B (Odana Road and Medical Circle) as observed 

by the pressure transducer on 7/29/2018 under a “typical” operating strategy and on 8/6/2018 

under an off-peak supply strategy. 

 

 

In an example of the results of annual performance estimations, Table 4-5 shows the monthly 

pumpage from each facility in Pressure Zone 8, monthly total energy use, monthly consumptive 

cost, and monthly electric demand cost as determined from cost optimized off-peak supply 

strategies based on characteristic days developed from Year 2017 demands using the infrastructure 

available in 2017. Note that the data displayed for the month of July corresponds directly with the 

results shown in Table 4-4.  

Note that the demand charges were consistently about $5000/month in Table 4-5 for each month 

except for January and February, during which Unit Well 26 was not required during on-peak 

hours. All other months of the year required the use of Unit Well 26 during on-peak hours during 

at least the maximum day water demand schedule.  
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Table 4-5. Estimates of annual pumpage, energy use, and costs assuming the demands experienced in Year 2017 were supplied in a 

cost optimized off-peak operational strategy using infrastructure available in Year 2017. 

 Average Day Supply  Energy and Cost 

 UW 16 UW 28 UW 26 Sum  Energy Use Consumptive Cost Demand Cost 

Month [MGD] [MGD] [MGD] [MGD]  [kWh/month] [$/month] [$/month] 

Jan 0.66 1.19 1.50 3.35  207,000 $ 9,600 $ 2,000 

Feb 0.69 1.21 1.50 3.40  189,000 $ 8,800 $ 1,900 

Mar 0.67 1.20 1.50 3.38  208,000 $ 9,700 $ 2,000 

Apr 0.66 1.19 1.50 3.36  200,000 $ 9,300 $ 2,000 

May 0.84 1.32 1.50 3.66  225,000 $ 10,600 $ 5,000 

Jun 1.29 1.27 1.50 4.06  240,000 $ 11,500 $ 5,000 

Jul 1.19 1.20 1.50 3.89  238,000 $ 11,400 $ 5,100 

Aug 1.27 1.32 1.74 4.33  265,000 $ 13,000 $ 5,100 

Sep 1.27 1.32 1.77 4.37  259,000 $ 12,500 $ 5,000 

Oct 0.76 1.26 1.50 3.53  217,000 $ 10,200 $ 5,000 

Nov 0.75 1.26 1.50 3.51  209,000 $ 9,800 $ 5,000 

Dec 0.76 1.26 1.50 3.52  217,000 $ 10,200 $ 5,000 

Annual Supply [MG/yr] 329 457 563 1349 
Annual 2,674 MWh/yr $127,000/yr $48,000/yr 

% of Annual Capacity 28% 39% 48% 
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The consumptive charges and energy use, however, generally varied month to month with the 

greatest energy use and consumptive charges occurring during summer months when both water 

demand was higher and electric rate structures are more costly. In general, the variables affecting 

the monthly energy use and consumptive costs were the average day water demand, the number of 

days in each month, and the rate structures applied to each of the facilities as a function of the time 

of year. 

Operational strategies were developed to supply the demands experienced in 2017 in an energy 

optimized constant supply strategy and a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy. The results 

shown in Figure 4-20 are normalized to modeled results of the actual operational strategy 

employed by MWU operators in 2017 (refer to Table 4-6) as obtained per methods described in 

Section 3.4.2.  

 

Figure 4-20. Comparison of the cost expenditures and energy use for different supply strategies 

using characteristic day information from Year 2017. All values are normalized to the pumping 

strategy utilized by MWU operators in 2017.   

 

As shown in Figure 4-20, had 2017 been pumped in an energy optimized constant supply strategy, 

it was estimated that MWU could have reduced annual costs by 8.6% ($25,000 reduction) and 

annual energy use by 4.2% (110 MWh reduction) versus the operational strategy used by MWU 
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operators in 2017. While difficult to compare between case studies, the energy reduction estimated 

for Pressure Zone 8 is consistent with the energy reduction potential posed by Shu, et. al. (2010) 

of 6.2% in a case study calculation of an optimized pumping schedule. 

Table 4-6. Modeled energy related costs and energy use for Pressure Zone 8 for the Year 2017. 

Modeled Costs Modeled Energy Use 

$291,000 2650 MWh 

 

The cost optimized off-peak supply strategy estimated an increase in energy use of 0.7% (20 MWh) 

but a decrease in cost expenditures of 40%, or a cost reduction potential of $116,000 versus the 

operational strategy employed by MWU operators in 2017. This savings potential is estimated 

without the investment of additional infrastructure or capital. Hayes (2015) had a similar estimate 

of the increase in energy use (1%) in an off-peak pumping strategy but estimated the cost reduction 

potential of 6% in Pressure Zone 4 of MWU. In the case study analyzed by Jowitt and 

Germanopaulos (1992), a cost reduction potential of 15.6% was estimated for an operational 

strategy that was optimized for both consumptive costs and demand costs for the town of 

Buckinghamshire, England. The largest cost reduction attributed to operational strategy 

optimization found in the literature was a model that indicated a reduction up to 17.3% of pumping 

costs in Austin, Texas in a study by Brion and Mays (1991). It is therefore understood that cost 

reduction potentials are highly case dependent as there are numerous variables (such as pressure 

zone size, storage capabilities, pumping capabilities, and rate structures) that can affect the 

outcome. 

 

The impacts of installing VFDs on the deep well pumps in Pressure Zone 8 are exhibited in the 

specific energy curves are shown in Figure 4-21. This figure shows that with the installation of a 

VFD at the deep wells, each pump group was expected to experience a reduction in specific energy.  
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Figure 4-21. The specific energy curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 showing the 

impact of the installation of a VFD on the deep well pump.  

 

The median specific energy percent reduction associated with VFD installation at the deep well 

pump is 4.3% for Unit Well 26, 7.0% for both pump groups at Unit Well 16, and 8.6% and 9.6% 
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for Unit Well 28-1 and Unit Well 28-2, respectively. At higher production volumes, the percent 

reduction of specific energy was shown to decrease. This is intuitive as the pump group becomes 

production limited and must pump at a suboptimal flowrate to supply the necessary production. 

Adding on to this, at the pump groups maximum production, it can be seen that the percent energy 

reduction associated with the installation of a VFD dropped to 0% as the pump was operating at 

its 100% speed flowrate, or the same flowrate that it would operate at without a VFD installed. 

The impacts of deep well pump VFD installations on the specific cost curves are shown in Figure 

4-22. Similar to the reductions experienced in specific energy, each pump group was expected to 

see a reduction in specific cost with the installation of a VFD. The median specific cost percent 

reduction associated with VFD installation at the deep well pump is 22% for Unit Well 26, 22% 

for Unit Well 16-1, 16% for Unit Well 16-2, 30% for Unit Well 28-1, and 20% for Unit Well 28-

2. The estimated cost reductions for the smaller pump groups (Unit Well 16-1 and Unit Well 28-

1) were higher than for the larger pump groups (Unit Well 26, Unit Well 16-2, Unit Well 28-2) 

due to the fact that the small pump groups did not require the deep well to approach its less efficient 

100% speed. The larger pump groups exhibited 0% cost savings at their maximum production 

volumes due to the fact that the deep well pump was required to operate at its 100% speed. 

Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 indicate that VFD installation at each deep well was estimated to have 

a larger impact on cost reduction versus energy reduction. As the consumptive costs corresponded 

directly with energy use under a constant rate structure, the additional cost reductions were 

attributed to reductions in electric demand charges. While the consumptive charges were based on 

the energy use as a function of flowrate and runtime, the demand charges are based on the power 

required, which was solely a function of flowrate. With decreasing flowrate, the runtime 

correspondingly increased to pump a given volume thereby negating some of the benefits in 

reducing the flowrate for energy use (and consumptive charge) reduction. However, the increasing 

runtime did not impact the electric demand charge reduction thereby leading to a more substantial 

reduction.  

The impact of VFD installations on the energy intensity and cost intensity curves in Pressure Zone 

8 can be seen in Appendix E. The specific energy and specific costs with VFD installations can be 

seen in Appendix E to see how each pump group related to the other pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8. 
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Figure 4-22. The specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 8 using a June rate 

structure from 5-6 PM showing the impact of the installation of a VFD on the deep well pump. 
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Table 4-7 shows annual estimates of cost and energy savings potential with 8 VFD investment 

alternatives under 3 different operational strategies. The eight infrastructure strategies shown are 

various combinations of VFD installations at the three deep wells within Pressure Zone 8. The 

three operating strategies shown are: A) an energy optimized constant supply strategy, B) an 

energy optimized off-peak supply strategy, and C) a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy. 

 

Table 4-7. Estimated energy use and cost expenditures in Pressure Zone 8 under 8 different 

infrastructure strategies and 3 different operational strategies.  

    Operational Strategy 

VFD Strategy 

A 

Constant Supply - 

Energy Optimized 

B 

Off-peak Supply - 

Energy Optimized 

C 

Off-peak Supply - 

Cost Optimized 

# VFDs 

VFD 

Location [$/yr] [MWh/yr] [$/yr] [MWh/yr] [$/yr] [MWh/yr] 

No VFD  $266,000 2540 $178,000 2610 $175,000 2670 

1 VFD 

DW 26 $230,000 2490 $167,000 2590 $164,000 2660 

DW 28 $275,000 2530 $168,000 2570 $167,000 2620 

DW 16 $239,000 2450 $177,000 2580 $173,000 2640 

2 VFDs 

DWs 16 & 

28 
$253,000 2440 $164,000 2530 $162,000 2560 

DWs 16 & 

26 
$223,000 2400 $165,000 2570 $160,000 2630 

DWs 28 & 

26 
$258,000 2490 $163,000 2540 $161,000 2600 

All 

VFDs 

DWs 16, 

26, 28 
$216,000 2400 $159,000 2510 $157,000 2540 

All models were run using characteristic day information from Year 2017. Blue shaded cells 

represent the most energy efficient strategy and green shaded cells represent the most cost-

effective strategy for each additional VFD investment. Baseline 2017 performance data was 

a cost of $291,000 and an energy consumption of 2650 MWh. 

 

As expected, Strategy C was always the most cost-effective and Strategy A was the most energy 

efficient out of the three strategies. The estimated costs for operation of Pressure Zone 8 under 

Strategy B were on average about 1.6% higher than the cost estimates for Strategy C, but the 

energy estimates for Strategy B were about 2.0% less than the projected energy use in Strategy C.  
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In accordance with discussion in Section 4.1.11, as more pumps were outfitted with VFDs, there 

was more potential to save energy and costs in the system. This was due to the flexibility that 

VFDs provide in allowing for a large range of potential flowrates (and thus energy and cost 

intensities) for an individual pump. If MWU prioritized energy savings potential, then an 

investment in 1 VFD would best be spent on upgrading the deep well at Unit Well 16 and run the 

system with Strategy A. However, if MWU prioritized cost savings potential, then an investment 

in 1 VFD would be best spent on upgrading the deep well at Unit Well 26 and running the system 

in Strategy C. Regardless of whether MWU prioritized energy or cost, the investment of 2 VFDs 

would be best spent on the deep wells at Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 26.  

Table 4-8 summarizes the optimal location and cost reduction potentials for each VFD investment 

opportunity. Strategy B was ignored in this analysis because it produced neither the most cost 

effective nor the most energy efficient results. Under Strategy A it was assumed that MWU was 

prioritizing energy reductions to guide decisions for VFD investments. Under Strategy C, it was 

assumed that MWU was prioritizing cost reductions to guide decisions for VFD investments. Note 

that the payback periods displayed in Table 4-8 were calculated as a simple payback and were 

estimated as lump investments versus the baseline of no VFD installations. For example, if MWU 

purchased a VFD for installation at the deep well pump at Unit Well 16 and ran Pressure Zone 8 

using Strategy A, they would expect the payback period to be 1.3 years. If MWU then decided to 

purchase a VFD for the deep well pump at Unit Well 26, the payback period of the second VFD 

installation would be 2.2 years (an additional savings of $16,000 per year from the installation of 

1 VFD). However, if MWU had invested in VFDs at both Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 26 as one 

investment, they could expect the payback period of the lumped investment to be 1.6 years as 

shown in Table 4-8. 

The payback periods for investments in VFDs operated per Strategy A were less than half of the 

payback periods for VFD investments operated per Strategy C as shown in Table 4-8. This suggests 

that the VFD investments had greater value when utilized in Strategy A. One possible explanation 

is that the cost-optimized operational strategy was highly constrained due to the off-peak supply 

strategy thereby limiting potential benefits of the VFDs. While VFDs had more value in Strategy 

A, total cost reduction potential is much greater using Strategy C. For instance, in the assumption 

that VFDs were installed on all three deep well pumps in Pressure Zone 8 with a payback period 
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of 2.1 years, a $75,000 savings was expected versus a 2017 operational strategy if the pumps were 

operated in accordance with Strategy A. However, without any capital investment, it is projected 

that Pressure Zone 8 could have saved $116,000 versus a 2017 operational strategy if it was 

operated per Strategy C. 

 

Table 4-8. Summary of the estimated cost performance of optimized supply strategies and VFD 

installation strategies for Pressure Zone 6E. Baseline 2017 performance was a cost of $291,000. 

Operational 

Strategy 

# of 

VFDs 

VFD 

installation 

location 

Capital 

investment 

[$] 

Cost of 

strategy 

[$/year] 

Simple 

payback 

period 

[year]* 

A 

Energy 

optimized 

constant 

supply** 

0 -- -- $ 266,000 -- 

1 DW 16 $ 35,000 $ 239,000 1.3 

2 DW 16 & 26 $ 70,000 $ 223,000 1.6 

3  DW 16, 26, & 28 $ 105,000 $ 216,000 2.1 

C 

Cost 

optimized 

off-peak 

supply 

0 -- -- $ 175,000 -- 

1 DW 26 $ 35,000 $ 164,000 3.2 

2 DW 16 & 26 $ 70,000 $ 160,000 4.7 

3 DW 16, 26, & 28 $ 105,000 $ 157,000 5.8 

* Payback period is calculated as simple payback assuming lump investment versus a baseline 

“no VFD” strategy and assuming the cost of 1 VFD and installation is $35,000. 

**The VFD location is chosen based on energy savings opportunities for Strategy A, while the 

VFD location is chosen based on cost savings opportunities for Strategy B. 

 

 

From the data shown in Table 4-8, MWU decided to operate Pressure Zone 8 in a cost optimized 

off-peak operational strategy. Furthermore, a VFD was installed on the deep well pump at Unit 

Well 26 in January of 2019 partly due to cost and energy reduction opportunities but also for 

additional operational flexibility and sand pumping issue.  

An analysis was conducted to determine the best operational strategy for Pressure Zone 8 with a 

VFD on the deep well pump at Unit Well 26 (Figure 4-23). Table 4-9Table 4-3 provides a summary 

description of the strategies considered according to the methods discussed in Section 3.11.3. The 

variable strategy was only possible with the inclusion of a chlorine and fluoride automated feed 

system as it requires varying the deep well pump flowrates throughout the day. 
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Figure 4-23. Estimated energy use (left vertical axis) and cost expenditures (right vertical axis) 

for use of the VFD at Unit Well 26 under 6 different operational strategies using characteristic 

days determined from data from 2012-2017.  

*Operational strategy descriptions can be found in Table 4-9. 

 

Without the installation of an automated chlorine and fluoride feed system, the constant flowrate 

associated with the minimal cost for the deep well pump at Unit Well 26 is about 1600 gpm 

assuming the system is operated in an off-peak supply strategy. The cost increased for flowrates 

above 1600 gpm since the pump would run at a higher flowrate (and thus demands a higher power) 

during on-peak hours. However, at flowrates less than 1600 gpm for Unit Well 26, costs also 

increased as less-efficient pump groups were activated during on-peak hours to meet the requisite 

demand of Pressure Zone 8.  

The modeled hybrid strategy proved to be the most energy efficient but also the most costly of the 

options displayed in Figure 4-23. This is the most cost intensive of the considered strategies 

because constraining Unit Well 26 to a constant flowrate considerably limited the ability to 

optimize the system for cost. 
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Table 4-9. Descriptions of the various operational strategies possible for Pressure Zone 8 with 

the installation of a VFD at the deep well at Unit Well 26. 

Operational Strategy Name Description 

1500 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 1500 gpm 

1600 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 1600 gpm 

1700 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 1700 gpm 

1800 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 1800 gpm 

1900 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 1900 gpm 

2000 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to flowrate of 2000 gpm 

Hybrid 

Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 constrained to a flowrate of 1550 gpm during 

June-September. In all other months, Unit Well 26 set to run at 

most energy efficient flowrate (1550 gpm) for 80% of the day. 

Variable 
Cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy for all pump groups. 

Unit Well 26 not constrained to a constant flowrate. 

 

Finally, the system was run with the cost optimized off-peak supply strategy assuming the 

installation of a chlorine and fluoride automatic feed system (Variable Strategy). This strategy 

proved to be the most cost-effective strategy but also the most energy intensive out of the options 

displayed in Figure 4-23. Costs were projected to be reduced since the pump would run at low 

flowrates during on-peak hours but high flowrates during off-peak hours to help refill Reservoir 

26. The savings between this strategy and the lowest cost alternative strategy (strategy 1600 as 

described in Table 4-9) was about $3500 per year. Assuming the cost of a chlorine and fluoride 

automated feed system of $12,000, the simple payback period of this investment was estimated to 

be 3.4 years. 
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MWU decided to pursue continued operation of Pressure Zone 8 in a cost optimized off-peak 

supply strategy. This operational strategy proved effective over the course of three billing periods 

in September, October, and November of 2018. The billing data from Pressure Zone 8 during this 

period were compared with billing data from January 2017 to August 2018 in the normalized 

values of cost and energy intensity (Figure 4-24). The data from January 2017 to August 2018 

were used as baseline data as the operational strategies employed during this timeframe were not 

optimized for cost or energy.  

In the months of September to November 2018 during which the system was effectively operated 

in a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy, the cost intensity averaged $160/MG compared to an 

average of $250/MG for the prior year (September 2017 to August 2018). This shows that the cost 

optimized off-peak supply strategy saved $91/MG (36.5% reduction) versus the baseline supply 

strategy amounting to an estimated savings of $10,000 per month. These numbers substantiate the 

modeled expectations presented in Section 4.1.7 of a 40% cost reduction (Figure 4-20) and 

potential annual cost savings of $116,000. These values were observed without the investment in 

any additional infrastructure or capital such as VFDs. 

The mean energy intensity during the months of September 2018 to November 2018 was observed 

to be 310 kWh/MG less than the mean from September 2017 to August 2018 (13% reduction). 

This contradicts with the modeled results in Figure 4-20, which projected an increase in energy 

use of 1%. As mean energy intensity from September 2018 to November 2018 falls just 10 

kWh/MG below the 2.5 percentile value for baseline energy intensity (from January 2017 to 

August 2018), normal variation in energy intensity could explain a large part of this discrepancy. 

There were many other possible causes for this discrepancy. For instance, the actual pumping 

schedule employed did not exactly match the strategy proposed by the cost optimized off-peak 

supply strategy. This was due to issues conveying the modeled operational strategy into usable 

SCADA controls (refer to Section 3.9.2). Furthermore, infrastructure changes could have affected 

baseline energy intensity information. As an example, the deep well pump at Unit Well 26 was out 

of service during the months of May and June in 2018.  During this time, Unit Well 16 and Unit 

Well 28 exclusively supplied Pressure Zone 8. The deep well pump at Unit Well 26 was then 

replaced with a different, more powerful pump in July of 2018 and thus changed the energy 
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intensity of the pump. A final explanation is that the baseline energy intensity modeled in Figure 

4-20 used supply information from only 3 days out of each month (as described in Section 3.4.2). 

These 36 days are a relatively small sample size to represent the operational strategies used for an 

entire year. Thus, the baseline energy intensity modeled in Figure 4-20 may have underrepresented 

the actual baseline energy intensity. 

In January of 2019, a VFD was installed on the deep well pump of Unit Well 26. This deep well 

was installed with the intent to run the system in a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy per the 

results displayed in Table 4-8. However, a two-week trial was conducted to understand the 

potential energy and cost savings of an energy based constant supply strategy on the actual system. 

Since this trial was not conducted for an entire billing cycle, the energy intensity and cost intensity 

was modeled using supply data from the SCADA historian (using the power relationship discussed 

in Section 3.4.1) represented by the green circle in Figure 4-24. While there is error associated 

with comparing billing data to modeled data and for such a short time, the indications were such 

that the energy optimized strategy could save about 280 kWh/MG (11% reduction) from the 

baseline value obtained from September 2017 to August 2018. The expected energy intensity 

savings for this supply and infrastructure strategy was about 6% (based on comparisons with Table 

4-7 and Table 4-6). This discrepancy can easily be described by the difference between billing and 

modeled data and the relatively short, 2-week run time of this operational strategy. It can also be 

explained by many of the same reasons described in the previous paragraph.  

The cost intensity was found to show a decrease of $38/MG from baseline (15% decrease) during 

the energy optimized constant supply strategy. This value is less than the projected cost reduction 

potential of 21% for this operational and infrastructure strategy (based on comparisons between 

Table 4-7 and Table 4-6). Similar explanations can be used to describe this discrepancy between 

modeled and actual cost-intensity savings potential. 
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Figure 4-24. Cost intensity and energy intensity data for Pressure Zone 8 from January 2017 to 

November 2018. Energy and cost data were obtained from billing data (except the January 2019 

Constant Energy data point which was modeled) and demand data were obtained from SCADA.  

Mean and 95 percentile statistics were obtained from baseline data from January 2017 to August 

2018 before operational strategies were optimized for cost or energy. 
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The energy intensity curves for all pumps and pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E were determined 

based on methods in Section 3.5 and are shown in Figure 4-25. This chart includes energy intensity 

curves for all pumps using the VFD infrastructure available as of 1/1/2019, namely that VFDs 

were not available at the following five pumps: the deep well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, 

the deep well at Unit Well 11, the deep well at Unit Well 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 

23. 

The pump groups and their approximate range of energy intensities are presented in Table 4-10. 

Booster Station 115 was shown to have the lowest energy intensity of all the booster pumps at 220 

kWh/MG at a flowrate of 2100 gpm. This was unsurprising because it only needs to lift against a 

static head of about 55 feet while the next lowest static lift required in Pressure Zone 6E was about 

130 feet for the booster pumps at Unit Well 29 (which represents the second lowest energy 

intensity for booster pumps at 530 kWh/MG at 1200 gpm). Since Booster Station 115 also did not 

require the use of a deep well pump, its pump group energy intensity was by far the lowest in 

Pressure Zone 6E. However, this came at the energy expense of having to “repump” the water used 

by Booster Station 115 by the other pump groups in the system. The value of Booster Station 115 

is assessed further in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

The energy intensity curves at the deep wells of Unit Well 7 and 29 were among the highest in 

Pressure Zone 6E with energy intensities in the range of 920 – 1130 kWh/MG and 960 – 1060 

kWh/MG, respectively. These relatively high energy intensities were likely due to the additional 

headlosses imparted due to the iron and manganese filters at these locations as well as a sand 

separator located at Unit Well 29. Mancosky (2017) fit the headloss for the filters at Unit Well 7 

as 0.0027 ft/gpm  and stated that the headlosses for the sand separator were 7 feet to 28 feet 

between the operating range of 650 gpm to 1200 gpm. 
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Figure 4-25. Energy intensity curves for all pumps within Pressure Zone 6E. Booster pump energy 

intensity curves are shown in a) while deep well pump energy intensity curves are shown in b). 

Panel c) shows the pump group energy intensity curves as the summation of the deep well and 

booster pump curves. All energy intensity curves assume the infrastructure as of 1/1/2019, i.e. DW 

8, BP 8, DW 11, DW 13, and BP 23 do not have VFDs. For pump group energy intensity curves 

that only have one VFD, the flowrate on the x-axis is displayed as the flowrate of the pump with 

the VFD. If both pumps in a pump group have a VFD, then the flowrate is assumed to be matched 

for the deep well pump and the booster pump. 
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Table 4-10. The range of energy intensities for each pump group using VFD infrastructure 

available 1/1/2019 prioritized in terms of minimum possible energy intensity. 

Pump Group Energy intensity range 

[kWh/MG] 

Flowrate at minimum  

energy intensity [gpm]* 

Booster Station 115 220 – 250 2100 

Unit Well 23 1180 – 1270 650 

Unit Well 13 1420 – 1500 2050 

Unit Well 8 1440 1600 

Unit Well 29 1530 – 1650 1000 

Unit Well 11 1600 – 1790 2050 

Unit Well 7 1700 – 1970 1600 

Unit Well 15 1770 – 2130 2200 

* The flowrate shown represents the flowrate of the pump with a VFD. If both pumps have 

a VFD, then the flowrate is assumed to be matched for the deep well pump and booster 

pump. The flowrate shown for Unit Well 8 is for the booster pump. 

 

Only the deep well at Unit Well 15 experienced a higher energy intensity than the deep wells at 

Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29. The energy intensity curve for the deep well pump at Unit Well 15 

was unique in that it experiences a jump from 1770 kWh/MG at 1100 gpm to 2130 kWh/MG at 

1200 gpm. This was due to the inclusion of a second blower at flowrates beyond 1100 gpm as 

described in Section 3.12.3. A note of interest is that the energy intensity for Unit Well 15 at 1100 

gpm was very similar to that at 2200 gpm (about 1770 kWh/MG and 1750 kWh/MG respectively). 

Without blowers, the lowest expected energy intensity was 1250 kWh/MG at about 1600 gpm, a 

difference of about 500 kWh/MG from the lowest energy intensity with blowers (Figure 4-26). 
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Figure 4-26. Impact of blowers on the energy intensity for the Unit Well 15 pump group. 

 

Referring back to Figure 4-25, the booster pumps at Unit Well 11 had an energy intensity ranging 

from 950 – 1100 kWh/MG, the highest out of all the booster pumps in Pressure Zone 6E. This is 

likely because these booster pump lifted against the highest static head in Pressure Zone 6E of 220 

feet. The booster pump at Unit Well 13 also lifted against a static head of 220 feet and experiences 

an energy intensity of 850-930 kWh/MG, the second highest out of all the booster pumps in 

Pressure Zone 6E. One explanation for the differences in energy intensity curves between the 

booster pumps at Unit Well 13 and Unit Well 11 lifting against the same head is that the maximum 

efficiency of the booster pump at Unit Well 11 was about 72% within its operating range while 

the booster pump at Unit Well 13 has a maximum efficiency of about 76% in its operating range. 

Unlike in Pressure Zone 8, the energy intensity curves and cost intensity curves largely agree on 

pump prioritization. One of the reasons for this agreement is that all pump facilities within Pressure 

Zone 6E are serviced by MG&E, whereas one pump facility was supplied by MG&E and the other 

two by Alliant in Pressure Zone 8. This means that the rate structures between facilities were much 

more similar in rates and relative contribution of demand versus consumptive charges to the overall 

bill. However, it should be noted that while all facilities in Pressure Zone 6E are serviced by 
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MG&E, there are two different rate structures that are applicable to these facilities (see Table 2-2 

for a breakdown of the rate structures at all facilities). 

One general observation evident in Figure 4-25 is that the pump group energy intensity curve did 

not necessarily capture the minimum possible energy intensity due to its limitation on matching 

flowrate. For example, the minimum energy intensity for the pump group Unit Well 29 was found 

to be 1530 kWh/MG where both the deep well and the booster pump run at 1000 gpm. However, 

if the deep well were to run at its least energy intensive point (960 kWh/MG at 900 gpm) and the 

booster pump were to operate at its least energy intensive point (530 kWh/MG at 1200 gpm), the 

resultant pump group energy intensity would be 1490 kWh/MG for a reduction of 40 kWh/MG. 

This observation highlights one of the limitations of the modeling method discussed in this report. 

 

 

The cost intensity curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E were determined based on the 

methods described in Section 3.5 and are shown in Figure 4-27. This chart includes cost intensity 

curves for all pumps using the VFD infrastructure available as of 1/1/2019, namely that VFDs 

were not available at the following five pumps: the deep well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, 

the deep well at Unit Well 11, the deep well at Unit Well 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 

23. The pump groups were prioritized by their minimum cost intensities and are displayed in Table 

4-1.  

Unsurprisingly, Booster Station 115 had the lowest cost intensity out of all booster pumps and thus 

pump groups ranging between $29/MG and $32/MG across its operating range. This result was 

similar to that discussed in the energy intensity section (Section 4.2.1).   
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Figure 4-27. Cost intensity curves for all pumps within Pressure Zone 6E for a rate structure 

during the month of June. Booster pump energy intensity curves are shown in a) while deep well 

pump cost intensity curves are shown in b). Box c) shows the pump group cost intensity curves as 

the summation of the deep well and booster pump curves. All cost intensity curves assume the 

infrastructure as of 1/1/2019, i.e. DW 8, BP 8, DW 11, DW 13, and BP 23 do not have VFDs. For 

pump group cost intensity curves that only have one VFD, the flowrate on the x-axis is displayed 

as the flowrate of the pump with the VFD. If both pumps in a pump group have a VFD, then the 

flowrate is assumed to be matched for the deep well pump and the booster pump. 
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Table 4-11. The range of cost intensities for each pump group using VFD infrastructure 

available 1/1/2019 prioritized in terms of minimum possible cost intensity. 

Pump Group Cost intensity range 

[$/MG] 

Flowrate at minimum  

cost intensity [gpm]* 

Booster Station 115 29 – 32 1200 

Unit Well 23 124 – 140 550 

Unit Well 29 161 – 183 800 

Unit Well 8 185 1600 

Unit Well 13 196 – 210 1250 

Unit Well 15 200 – 255 1100 

Unit Well 7 211 – 282   1200 

Unit Well 11 230 – 234 1250 

* The flowrate shown represents the flowrate of the pump with a VFD. If both pumps have 

a VFD, then the flowrate is assumed to be matched for the deep well pump and booster 

pump. The flowrate shown for Unit Well 8 is for the booster pump. 

 

Similar to the energy intensity curves, the deep wells at Unit Well 7, Unit Well 15, and Unit Well 

29 experienced the highest cost intensity curves for deep well pumps in Pressure Zone 6E at 

$114/MG - $186/MG, $102/MG - $160/MG, and $99/MG - $122/MG respectively. Both Unit 

Well 7 and Unit Well 29 used iron and manganese filters contributing to additional headlosses of 

about 0.0027 ft/gpm according to Mancosky (2017). Furthermore, Unit Well 29 used a sand filter 

contributing to an additional headloss of 7 feet to 28 feet between the operating range of 650 gpm 

to 1200 gpm (Mancosky, 2017). Unit Well 15 requires the use of air strippers which were 

incorporated into cost intensity as described in Section 3.12.3. The impact of the blowers for the 

air strippers at Unit Well 15 is shown in Figure 4-28. This figure highlights that the blowers 

increased the minimum energy intensity for Unit Well by $106/MG. Thus, it is expected that the 

additional infrastructure of filters, sand separators, and blowers at Unit Well 7, Unit Well 15, and 
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Unit Well 29 contributed to their respective cost intensity and help explain why these pump groups 

had the highest cost intensity for all deep wells in Unit Well 15. 

 

 

Figure 4-28. Impact of blowers on the cost intensity for the Unit Well 15 pump group. 

 

 

Specific energy curves were developed per methods described in Section 3.5 and intermediate 

results were created in a similar way to those shown in Section 4.1.4 for Pressure Zone 8. The 

specific energy curves and associated flowrate curves for Pressure Zone 6E are displayed in 

Appendix F.   

Normalizing the specific energy curve with respect to volume provided an insightful visual for the 

prioritization of pumps across Pressure Zone 6E from an energy perspective as shown in Figure 

4-29. In comparison of Figure 4-29 and the energy intensity curves displayed in Figure 4-25c, it 

can be seen that at most production volumes, the pump group operated at its lowest energy intensity 

point. However, in the case of some pump groups like Unit Well 23, Unit Well 29, Unit Well 7, 

as the pump production increased beyond a limit, the normalized specific energy began to increase. 

The point at which the normalized specific energy began to increase corresponds with the 
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production volume in which flowrates were required to increase away from the point of lowest 

energy intensity; which were at about 40 kGal, 58 kGal, 98 kGal, for Unit Well 23, Unit Well 29, 

and Unit Well 7, respectively.  

At production volumes less than about 40 kGal, the prioritization of pump groups presented in 

Figure 4-29 is the same as that posed in Table 4-10, with Unit Well 23 and Unit Well 13 having 

the lowest energy intensity at 1180 kWh/MG and 1420 kWh/MG, respectively, after Booster 

Station 115. At production volumes greater than 90 kGal, the prioritization of pumps based on 

lowest normalized specific energy values were Unit Well 13 (1420 kWh/MG), Unit Well 8 (1460 

kWh/MG), Unit Well 11 (1600 kWh/MG), Unit Well 7 (1700 kWh/MG) Unit Well 15 – 2 (1750 

kWh/MG). 

 

Figure 4-29. Specific energy curves normalized with respect to volume pumped in an hour for the 

pump groups within Pressure Zone 6E assuming VFD installations as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs 

at the deep well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the 

booster pump at Unit Well 23. 

 

 

Specific cost curves were developed and example results similar to those shown in Section 4.1.5 

for Pressure Zone 8 are displayed in Appendix F for Pressure Zone 6E.  
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The specific cost curves were normalized with respect to volume pumped as shown in Figure 4-30. 

Unlike the normalized specific energy curves shown in Figure 4-29Figure F, the normalized 

specific cost curves approached infinity as the volume pumped approached zero. This was the 

result of the application of demand charges and the constraint that a pump had a minimum flowrate. 

As it was modeled, a pump experienced a demand charge regardless of the volume pumped. 

Therefore, it is logical that as more volume was produced from a pump group within the hour, the 

relative impact of the demand charge would decrease and subsequently so would the total 

normalized specific cost. However, some normalized specific cost curves began to tail up at higher 

production volumes as the pump group departed from its most cost-effective flowrate to meet 

supply requirements. This upward tail is most evident in Unit Well 23 and Unit Well 29 in Figure 

4-30 as their most cost-efficient flowrate is relatively low (about 550 gpm and 900 gpm, 

respectively) and the tail of their cost-intensity curves (Figure 4-27) are relatively steep.  

 

 
Figure 4-30. Specific cost curves normalized with respect to volume pumped for the pump groups 

within Pressure Zone 6E using a) a June rate structure from 5-6 PM assuming and b) a January 

rate structure from 12-1 AM. Note the different scale of the y-axes to better display pump group 

prioritizations and variations. 

 

In examining the differences between the normalized specific cost curves shown in Figure 4-30a 

and Figure 4-30b, it is evident that the rate structure had a substantial impact on the expected costs 

for each pump group. In general, the normalized specific costs during the June 5-6 PM rate 
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structure were about 2 to 3 times more than the normalized specific costs during a January 12-1 

AM rate structure. Furthermore, there are differences in the prioritization of the pump groups 

between these two times of the year. For example, during the June from 5-6 PM rate structure at 

60 kGal, the most cost-effective pump group was Booster Station 115 ($33.3/MG), followed by 

Unit Well 23 ($170/MG), Unit Well 29 ($210/MG), Unit Well 13 ($210/MG), Unit Well 8 

($220/MG), Unit Well 7 ($240/MG), Unit Well 15 – 1 ($240MG), Unit Well 11 ($250/MG), and 

Unit Well 15 – 2 ($270/MG). However, during the January rate structure from 12-1 AM at 60 

kGal, the most cost-effective pump group was Booster Station 115 ($15/MG), followed by Unit 

Well 23 ($70/MG), Unit Well 8 ($85/MG), Unit Well 29 ($85.0/MG), Unit Well 13 ($94/MG), 

Unit Well 15 – 1 ($100/MG), Unit Well 15-2 ($104/MG), Unit Well 11 ($105/MG), and Unit Well 

7 ($108/MG).  

In general, the prioritization of pump groups using normalized specific cost curves was highly 

dependent upon the required volume, the time-of-year, and the time-of-day.  

 

 

The ‘hrOpt’ function for Pressure Zone 6E produced similar results as shown in Section 4.1.3 for 

Pressure Zone 8. Characteristic day pumping strategies were determined per the methods described 

in Section 3.7; however, an additional supply strategy was considered to understand the impacts 

of utilizing Booster Station 115 during on-peak hours. The methods for this additional supply 

strategy are discussed in Section 3.12.4. The output of average day and maximum day operating 

schedules for Pressure Zone 6E were output in a similar format to that shown in Figure 4-8 for 

Pressure Zone 8. 

 

 

From the Year 2017, the billing costs and energy use for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E are 

shown in Table 4-12. Note that the costs and energy use shown in Table 4-12 for Pressure Zone 

6E were from bills, while the cost and energy use shown in Table 4-7 for Pressure Zone 8 were 

modeled results. The total bill data included energy use and costs associated with all pieces of 

equipment at the facilities, such as lights, electronics, and air conditioners, while the modeled data 

only included the pump information. However, these additional energy consumers were minimal 
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based on studies by Baniel (2013) that determined that 99% of the energy consumption from a 

pumping facility at MWU was attributed to pumping operations.  

Additionally, the costs for billing data included costs such as line connection fees and customer 

service fees which are charged independently of the energy or power consumption of a facility. 

Table 2-4 shows that these additional costs amounted to 4% of the total energy related costs in 

Pressure Zone 8 and 10, which are expected to be similar for Pressure Zone 6E. The billing data 

for Booster Station 115 was not included in Table 4-12 because it was only used to pump into 

Pressure Zone 6E for 374 hours, while a majority of its billing data (958 hours) was attributed to 

pumping into Pressure Zone 3 in 2017. Furthermore, the entirety of Booster Station’s 115 bill 

amounted to 5% of the total costs and 4% of the total energy use of Pressure Zone 6E and so its 

impact was determined to be negligible. 

 

Table 4-12. Billing data from Pressure Zone 6E during the Year 2017. 

Costs [$] Energy Use [kWh] 

559,000 4,797,000  

 

An example of the estimation of annual energy use and cost from the modeled operational 

strategies was shown in Section 4.1.6 for Pressure Zone 8, but the estimations for Pressure Zone 

6E were conducted in a similar manner. 

Figure 4-31 displays a comparison between baseline values shown in Table 4-12 and three 

proposed optimized strategies under different optimization conditions: Strategy A) an energy 

optimized constant supply strategy, Strategy B) a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy, and 

Strategy C) a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy which utilized Booster Station 115 during 

on-peak hours. Note the off-peak supply strategies were used with an off-peak supply capacity of 

6 MG. This value was chosen because it was equivalent to the storage capacity of Reservoir 229, 

the largest in Pressure Zone 6E. Note that none of the supply strategies shown in Figure 4-31 were 

hydraulically simulated and thus their hydraulic feasibility was uncertain.  
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Figure 4-31. Comparison of the cost expenditures and energy use for different operational 

strategies using characteristic day information from Year 2017 in Pressure Zone 6E. All values 

were normalized to the pumping strategy utilized by MWU operators in 2017.   

 

Strategy A was estimated to save about 5.2% (251,000 kWh/year reduction) in energy use and 

about 16% ($96,000/year reduction) in cost versus baseline billing data in Pressure Zone 6E. The 

energy savings potential for Pressure Zone 6E was similar to the energy savings potential for 

Pressure Zone 8 of 4.2% under a similarly optimized operational strategy. However, under an 

energy optimized constant supply strategy, the estimated cost savings in Pressure Zone 8 was about 

8.6% versus baseline, or about half the estimated cost savings for Pressure Zone 6E. The 

discrepancy between the cost savings potential between the two pressure zones could be attributed 

to the issues previously described with using billing data instead of modeled data as a baseline. 

Another potential cause of the discrepancy could be that the prioritization of pump groups for cost 

was very similar to the prioritization of pump groups for energy in Pressure Zone 6E, implying 

that an energy optimization routine would additionally optimize for cost. This was not the case in 

Pressure Zone 8, where Unit Well 28 included the most energy intensive pump groups, but unit 

Well 16 included the most cost intensive pump groups. 

Strategy B was estimated to save about 2.5% (122,000 kWh/year reduction) in energy used and 

about 27% ($151,000/year reduction) in cost versus baseline billing data in Pressure Zone 6E. 

Therefore, this strategy was estimated to consume about 129,000 kWh more per year but save an 
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additional $55,000 per year than Strategy A. The result that Strategy B would utilize more energy 

than Strategy A is understandable because the pump groups must be operated at suboptimal 

flowrates during off-peak hours to obtain the desired off-peak supply capacity. As a comparison, 

using a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy, Pressure Zone 8 was estimated to use 0.8% more 

energy while saving 40% in costs versus the operating strategy. One reason Pressure Zone 6E was 

estimated to save energy in this strategy versus baseline was that the cost optimization and energy 

optimization were similar, while the cost optimization and energy optimization in Pressure Zone 

8 were different. Finally, the cost savings potential was higher in Pressure Zone 8 versus Pressure 

Zone 6E under this optimized strategy because Pressure Zone 8 was capable of operating in an 

entirely off-peak capacity, while Pressure Zone 6E was not understood to achieve this capability. 

The last operational strategy considered was a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy which 

utilized Booster Station 115 during on-peak hours (Strategy C). Strategy C was estimated to save 

minimal energy (0.4% or a 22,000 kWh/year reduction) versus baseline; however, this strategy 

was estimated to reduce costs by 30% ($170,000/year reduction) from the baseline billing data. In 

comparison with Strategy B, this strategy was projected to use 101,000 kWh/year more but cost 

about $19,000/year less. When compared to Strategy A, Strategy C was estimated to use 229,000 

kWh/year more but cost about $74,000/year less. 

 

 

The impact of VFD installation on energy intensity curves, cost intensity curves, specific energy 

curves, and specific cost curves was assessed in a similar way as it was for Pressure Zone 8 

(Section 4.1.11). These resultant curves are displayed in Appendix F.  

As a summary figure, the impacts of VFD installations in Pressure Zone 6E at sites did not have 

VFDs as of 1/1/2019 (the deep well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 

11 and 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 23) on normalized specific energy curves are shown 

in Figure 4-32. This figure indicates that Unit Well 13 experienced the most significant change in 

normalized specific energy with the inclusion of a VFD with a maximum decrease of 80 kWh/MG 

across its range of hourly volumetric production. The inclusion of a VFD at the deep well pump 

and booster pump at Unit Well 8 resulted in the second most significant change in normalized 

specific energy with the inclusion of a VFD with a maximum decrease of 40 kWh/MG across its 
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range of hourly volumetric production. These were followed by the installation of VFDs at Unit 

Well 11 (20 kWh/MG maximum reduction) and Unit Well 23 (3 kWh/MG maximum reduction). 

 

 

Figure 4-32. Normalized specific energy curves and the impact of VFD installations at the deep 

well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster 

pump at Unit Well 23. All other pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E not displayed in this figure 

(Unit Well 7, Unit Well 15, Unit Well 29, and Unit Well 15) already had VFDs as of 1/1/2019. 

 

From Hayes (2015) and Mancosky (2017), it is understood that the deep well pump is expected to 

have the largest potential for energy savings with the installation of a VFD due to the changing 

static head that the pump must lift resulting from well drawdown. It is therefore unsurprising that 

the installation of VFDs on the deep well pumps had the greatest impact on the energy intensity 

reduction. While the installation of a VFD at the deep well at Unit Well 11 allowed for an energy 

intensity reduction of about 50 kWh/MG more than that of Unit Well 13 (170 kWh/MG versus 

120 kWh/MG, respectively), the energy intensity of the booster pump at Unit Well 11 increased 

more dramatically than the booster pump at Unit Well 13 (180 kWh/MG versus 75 kWh/MG) 

across the decreasing flowrates 2050 gpm to 1250 gpm. The steepness of the booster pump energy 
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intensity curve at Unit Well 11 enabled Unit Well 13 to receive the greatest energy intensity 

reduction potential with the installation of a VFD in Pressure Zone 6E. 

In the same way, the impact of VFD installation on the normalized specific cost curves is shown 

in Figure 4-33. The cost reduction potential at half of the maximum pump production for each 

pump group shown in Figure 4-33 was used as a means to compare the impact of the VFD on the 

expected costs across pump groups. The maximum cost reduction potential with the installation fo 

a VFD was at the deep well pump at Unit Well 13 was estimated to save $34/MG at a production 

volume of about 62 kGal. Unit Well 11 was estimated to save $26/MG at 63 kGal with the 

installation of a VFD at its deep well, Unit Well 8 was estimated to save $19/MG at 49 kGal with 

the installation of VFDs at its booster pump and deep well pump, and Unit Well 23 was estimated 

to save $11 at 33 kGal with the installation of a VFD at its booster pump. Note that all of these 

savings are estimates for the hour 5-6 PM under a June rate structure. 

 

 

Figure 4-33. Normalized specific cost curves and the impact of VFD installations at the deep well 

and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster pump at 

Unit Well 23. All other pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E not displayed in this figure (Unit Well 

7, Unit Well 15, Unit Well 29, and Unit Well 15) already had VFDs as of 1/1/2019. 
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Running the optimization program for all 32 (2^5) different VFD installation combinations under 

the three operational strategies discussed in Figure 4-31 produced results for 96 model-years as 

displayed in Appendix G. Figure 4-34 shows a summary of this data based on choosing the best 

location for each respective VFD investment. 

 

 
Figure 4-34. Estimated energy use a) and cost b) for the three supply strategies under 6 different 

VFD strategies normalized to 2017 baseline billing data. Strategy A is an energy optimized 

constant supply strategy, Strategy B is a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy, and Strategy C 

is a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy which utilized Booster Station 115 during on-peak 

hours. The data points shown for each VFD strategy represents the minimum value of energy (for 

Strategy A) or the minimum value of cost (for Strategy B and Strategy C). 
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For Strategy A, the best location for each additional VFD investment was found by choosing the 

VFD strategy that required the lowest amount of energy, while the best location for each additional 

VFD investment using Strategy B and Strategy C was determined by choosing the VFD strategy 

that resulted in the lowest estimated cost expenditure. 

One striking feature of Figure 4-34 is the relative savings in cost versus energy for all VFD and 

operational strategies considered. The maximum estimated decrease in energy use of all strategies 

is about 6% (289 MWh reduction) found in Strategy A with 3, 4, and 5 VFDs while the maximum 

estimated decrease in cost expenditures is 32% ($178,000 reduction) found in Strategy C with 2, 

3, 4, and 5 VFDs. Even Strategy A, which was created with the goal to exclusively minimize 

energy use, had a greater relative cost reduction (17%; $96,000 reduction with no VFDs) than 

energy reduction (5%; 251 MWh reduction with no VFDs) with respect to 2017 baseline data. As 

the consumptive costs were estimated to correlate very closely with changes in energy 

consumption, it is posed that the demand charges were the major driver in greater cost reductions, 

especially in the off-peak supply strategies. However, another cause of the greater cost reductions 

than energy reductions could be that the baseline 2017 data was obtained from billing information 

and included extra charges which were not included in the modeled strategies. These extra charges 

amounted to 4% of the total bill in Pressure Zone 8 and it is therefore expected to be similar for 

Pressure Zone 6E. 

Furthermore, Figure 4-34 shows that different operational strategies have a much greater impact 

on both energy and cost reductions than VFD installations. For instance, the largest energy and 

cost reductions as a percent of 2017 baseline data obtained from the installation of all 5 possible 

VFDs were 1.0% (Strategy B; 45 MWh/yr reduction with installation of 5 VFDs versus no VFDs) 

and 1.4% (Strategy C; $8,000/yr reduction with installation of 5 VFDs versus no VFDs), 

respectively. Meanwhile the largest energy and cost reductions as a percent of 2017 baseline data 

obtained from switching operating strategies were 4.8% (Strategy C to Strategy A; 229 MWh/yr 

reduction) and 13% (Strategy A to Strategy C; $74,000/yr reduction), respectively. 

Finally, the percent change for cost and energy for all operating strategies were less than 0.5% 

with the installation of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th VFD. This suggests that the benefits of the installation 

of more than 2 VFDs were negligible. Understandably, the value of the further VFDs was 
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minimized as the system was modeled to operate near its optimal performance level, especially 

since the installation of the VFDs is prioritized by highest impact in this analysis 

Table 4-13 displays a summary of the estimated cost performance for all operational strategies and 

for the prioritized placement of up to 3 VFDs based on expected energy savings (Strategy A) and 

cost savings (Strategy B and Strategy C). In general, the payback period increases as more VFDs 

are considered for installation, corroborating the evidence provided in Figure 4-34 showing that 

there are decreasing returns on additional investments.  

 

Table 4-13. Summary of the estimated cost performance of optimized supply strategies and VFD 

installation strategies for Pressure Zone 6E. Baseline 2017 performance was a cost of $559,000. 

Operational 

Strategy 

# of 

VFDs 

VFD 

installation 

location 

Capital 

investment 

[$] 

Cost of 

strategy 

[$/year] 

Simple 

payback 

period 

[year]* 

A 

Energy 

optimized 

constant 

supply** 

0 -- -- $ 463,000 -- 

1 DW 13 $ 35,000 $ 459,000 8.8 

2 DW 8 & 13 $ 70,000 $ 458,000 14 

3  DW 8, 11, & 13 $ 105,000 $ 459,000 26 

B 

Cost 

optimized 

off-peak 

supply 

0 -- -- $ 408,000 -- 

1 DW 13 $ 35,000 $ 402,000 5.8 

2 DW 11 & 13 $ 70,000 $ 400,000 8.8 

3 DW 8, 11, & 13 $ 105,000 $ 400,000 13 

C 

Cost 

optimized off-

peak supply 

with BS115 

0 -- -- $ 389,000 -- 

1 DW 13 $ 35,000 $ 384,000 7.0 

2 DW 11 & 13 $ 70,000 $ 381,000 8.8 

3 DW 8, 11, & 13 $ 105,000 $ 381,000 13 

* Payback period is calculated as simple payback assuming lump investment versus a baseline 

“no VFD” strategy and assuming the cost of 1 VFD and installation is $35,000. 

**The VFD location is chosen based on energy savings opportunities for Strategy A, while the 

VFD location is chosen based on cost savings opportunities for Strategy B and Strategy C. 

 

Strategies B and C followed the same prioritization of VFD installation, with the highest priority 

for cost savings being the deep well at Unit Well 13, followed by the deep well at Unit Well 11 

and the deep well at Unit Well 8. Strategy A was similar in that it favored an installation of a VFD 

at Unit Well 13, but its second highest priority for VFD installation based on energy savings was 
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the deep well at Unit Well 8 followed up by the deep well at Unit Well 11. However, the installation 

of the second VFD at the deep well at Unit Well 8 for Strategy B was only favored over the deep 

well at Unit Well 11 by 2 MWh (0.04% of baseline) and $2000 (0.36% of baseline). It is therefore 

summarized that the best candidate for a VFD in Pressure Zone 6E were the deep wells Unit Well 

13, followed by Unit Well 11, and the deep well at Unit Well 8. Nevertheless, unless other reasons 

prevail, minimal cost reductions were possible with the installation of more than 1 VFD.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

Based on the results from the two case studies at Madison Water Utility, the following general 

conclusions were developed: 

• Energy and cost savings potential with operational strategy management were case 

specific. 

o The most energy efficient supply strategy analyzed for the case studies was a constant 

supply strategy. Using this strategy, modeled energy savings ranged from 4 to 5% 

and cost savings ranged from 8 to 17%. 

o The most cost-effective supply strategy analyzed for the case studies was an off-peak 

supply strategy. Modeled energy-related cost savings for the case studies were 30 to 

40% while energy reduction opportunities were less than 2% in this supply strategy. 

In some scenarios, energy use increased but by less than 1%. 

o Therefore, optimizing a system based on energy related cost yielded little energy 

savings potential, while optimizing to minimize energy use yielded moderate cost 

savings potential. 

• Electric rate structures using time-of-day billing offered the opportunity to save money by 

pumping more water during off-peak hours and utilizing equalizing storage during the on-

peak hours.  

o A complexity of factors determines the capability of a system or region to pump 

off-peak including, but not limited to: 

▪ Operational storage capacity – A system with higher operational storage 

capacity could operate with a larger equalizing storage thereby increasing 

its ability to be pumped off-peak. If sufficient storage is not available, 

additional investment in storage capacity would be required to operate in an 

off-peak capacity. 

▪ Pumping capacity – A system with higher pumping capacity could pumping 

more water during the off-peak hours thereby increasing its ability to be 

pumped off-peak. If sufficient pumping supply is not available, additional 
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investment in pumping capacity would be required to operate in an off-peak 

capacity. 

▪ Hydraulic (pressure) constraints – A system that experienced low pressure 

zones was less capable of running off-peak due to the need to turn on pumps 

during on-peak hours. 

▪ Rate structures – The rate structure defines the off-peak period assuming 

the rate structure changes based on time-of-day. The cost reduction 

potential is heavily dependent on the specific of the rate structure. 

▪ Buy-in from all sections within the water utility – An off-peak supply 

strategy can be disruptive to the daily operation of a pressure zone and 

therefore all affected members (such as maintenance staff and water quality 

staff) must approve and be aware of the strategy. 

o Demand charges can contribute a majority of cost savings potential, pending the 

specifics of the region of interest. 

• Pressure zones or regions of multiple pressure zones can be prioritized for their off-peak 

pumping potential by comparing zonal information such as: 

o Regions of higher daily demand exhibit more gross potential to save energy and 

cost 

o Regions with higher hydraulic residence times exhibit higher potential to pump in 

an off-peak supply strategy.  

o Source(s) of water, such as from wells or from other pressures 

• Reducing the speed of a booster pump or deep well pump through the use of a VFD 

produced greater cost savings potential than energy savings potential due to the reduction 

of demand charges. 

• The installation of VFDs provided opportunities to save energy or cost above the energy 

and cost savings of implementing optimized operational strategies without VFDs, however, 

the savings potential was dependent on both the operating strategy and on which pump the 

VFD was installed. 

• Categorizing pumps into pump groups that supply a specific pressure zone was an effective 

method of comparing the energy and cost requirements of facilities within a pressure zone. 
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• Disregarding hydraulic constraints, the off-peak supply capacity can be estimated with the 

use of a diurnal demand curve, the operational storage capacity, and the pumping capacity 

in the region of interest. The diurnal curve and the operational storage capacity are used in 

the determination of the storage constraints in the system while the pumping capacity is 

used in the determination of the pumping constraints in the system. Refer to Section 3.7.3 

for general methods in estimating the off-peak supply capacity. 

• A system with multiple pump groups was not required to pump entirely off-peak to achieve 

significant benefits from off-peak pumping.  

 

For drinking water utilities interested in optimizing their pumping operations, it is recommended 

to first: 

• Group pressure zones based on their interzonal dependencies. In the case of MWU, the 

pressure zones were grouped into basal single source pressure zones, boosted single source 

pressure zones, and mixed source pressure zones. 

• Focus initial efforts on single source pressure zones before proceeding to mixed source 

pressure zones. 

• Gather necessary region information: 

o Pump information (pump characteristic curves, efficiency curves, minimum and 

maximum flowrates, and general infrastructure layout) 

o System head curves for every pump 

o Operating capacity of floating and pumped reservoirs 

o Characteristic day information (average daily demands and maximum daily 

demands on a monthly basis) 

o Electric rate structure information for all pumps at the hourly time scale 

o Past billing data for comparison 

• Decide whether the utility a) minimize energy consumption, b) minimize cost expenditure, 

or c) attempt to reduce cost expenditure and energy consumption. 

a)  For drinking water utilities interested in minimizing energy consumption exclusively, 

it is recommended to: 
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• Develop pump group (e.g., deep well pump plus booster pump) energy intensity 

curves. 

• Use a constant supply strategy favoring the pump groups with the lowest energy 

intensity.  

b)  For drinking water utilities interested in minimizing cost expenditures exclusively under 

time-of-day electric rate structures, it is recommended to:  

• Determine off-peak supply capacity 

• Follow optimization methods described in this report 

• Use an off-peak supply strategy optimized for cost.  

• Use automatic system controls to ensure accurate operation of the system and 

reduce the risk of pumps inadvertently turning on during on-peak hours 

c) For drinking water utilities interested in reducing both costs and energy use, it is 

recommended to: 

• Develop group energy intensity curves and cost intensity curves 

• Use a constant supply strategy favoring the pump groups with either the lowest 

energy intensity or cost intensity, pending the interests of the utility.  

 

 

 

Based on the work conducted in Pressure Zone 8, the following conclusions were developed: 

• In Pressure Zone 8, both pump groups at Unit Well 28 (Booster Pump 1 and Booster Pump 

2) utilized more energy than the pump groups at Unit Well 16 and Unit Well 26 based on 

the energy intensity curves with infrastructure as of 12/1/2018. 

• However, the pump groups at Unit Well 16 (Booster Pump 1 and Booster Pump 2) were 

more expensive than the pump groups at Unit Well 28 and Unit Well 26 based on the cost 

intensity curves with infrastructure as of 12/1/2018.  

• With the installation of a VFD at the deep well of Unit Well 26 in December of 2018, Unit 

Well 26 was best pump to run from a cost or energy perspective as of 4/1/2019. 
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• The most energy efficient supply strategy studied for Pressure Zone 8 was a constant 

supply strategy. 

• Based on hydraulic modeling and pilot studies, Pressure Zone 8 was hydraulically capable 

of utilizing an off-peak supply strategy up to an off-peak supply capacity of 4.1 MG. Based 

on demands from 2012 to 2017, the average day from June to September exceeded this 

limit and thus would require on-peak pumping. However, the maximum day demand 

exceeded this limit in every month. 

• Based on pilot studies, the operation of Pressure Zone 8 in an off-peak supply strategy was 

feasible assuming the acceptance of all affected sections (namely water supply staff, 

maintenance staff, and water quality staff) within MWU.  

• Under a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy, it was projected that Pressure Zone 8 

could have saved $115,000 in the Year 2017, or about 40% of electric costs for Pressure 

Zone 8. This strategy would not have provided energy savings. 

• The majority (71%) of estimated cost savings were attributed to demand charge reductions 

versus consumptive charge reductions (29%) in Pressure Zone 8 if the Year 2017 were 

supplied in a cost optimized off-peak supply strategy. 

• Under an energy-optimized constant supply strategy, it was projected that Pressure Zone 8 

could have saved $25,000 in the Year 2017, or about 8.6% of electric costs in 2017. This 

strategy would have saved 110 MWh in Year 2017, or about 4.2% of electric consumption 

in Pressure Zone 8. 

• Relating operational strategies developed from the optimization routine (which are 

typically time dependent) to actual operation of Pressure Zone 8 required trial-and-error of 

various tank level controls for the pump groups.  

• An off-peak operational strategy should be utilized for an entire billing cycle, otherwise 

cost-savings potential in demand charges is reduced. For example, the monthly demand 

charge for the deep wells at Unit Well 16, Unit Well 28, and Unit Well 26 were $2190, 

$2270, and $3060, respectively assuming they are operated at 100% speed for at least 15-

minutes during an on-peak period during a summer rate structure. The demand charges for 

Booster Pump 1 and 2 at Unit Well 16 are $840 and $1240, respectively and Booster Pump 

1 & 2 at Unit Well 28 are $1220 and $1620, respectively assuming they are operated at 
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100% speed for at least 15-mintues during an on-peak period during a summer rate 

structure.  

• Future VFD installations in Pressure Zone 8 were prioritized by understanding the annual 

savings potential under optimized operational strategies. 

o Under a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy, the installation of a single VFD 

was most beneficial (from a cost perspective) at Deep Well 26. It was projected to 

save $11,000 and 10 MWh more per year than using a cost-optimized off-peak 

supply strategy without a VFD at Deep Well 26 assuming the installation of 

chlorine and fluoride automatic feed systems. This operational and VFD strategy 

was estimated to save $127,000/year (44% reduction) but use 10 MWh/year more 

(0.4% increase) from 2017 baseline data. 

o Under an energy-optimized constant supply strategy, the installation of a single 

VFD was most beneficial (from an energy perspective) at Deep Well 16. It was 

estimated to save $27,000 and 90 MWh more per year than using an energy-

optimized constant supply strategy without a VFD at Deep Well 16. This 

operational and VFD strategy was estimated to save $52,000/year (18% reduction) 

and 200 MWh/year (7.5% reduction) from 2017 baseline data. 

• Chlorine and fluoride automatic feed systems can increase cost savings potential of VFD 

installation under cost-optimized off-peak supply strategies. 

• Under a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy, Unit Well 16 is the best candidate for 

VFD installation after Unit Well 26. The projected annual cost savings of this installation 

are $4000 per year. 

 

• Utilize a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy in Pressure Zone 8 to minimize energy 

related costs in the region. MWU should attempt to pump completely off-peak for the 

months of January to May and October to December. During these months, the historic 

average water demand is less than the off-peak supply capacity of 4.1 MGD, however the 

maximum water demand is above the off-peak supply capacity. This means that complete 

off-peak pumping may not be possible for every month, pending the actual system water 

demands. 
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• Install a chlorine and fluoride automatic feed system on the deep well at Unit Well 26 to 

enable flowrate modulation at different times of the day. It is recommended that the Deep 

Well 26 run at about 2000 gpm during off-peak hours and about 1200 gpm if it is required 

during on-peak hours, although this may vary based on the specifics of the operational 

strategy. 

• Allow the deep well pumps and the booster pumps to operate at their respective optimal 

flowrates to further minimize energy use and cost expenditures. 

• Optimize the operation of Pressure Zone 8 for weekends and holidays 

• Develop a user-friendly interface for the operational strategy optimization program and 

schedule generator for Pressure Zone 8. 

 

 

 

Based on the work conducted in Pressure Zone 6E, the following conclusions were developed: 

• The pump group prioritization developed based on energy intensity (ranked from lowest to 

highest) as of 1/1/2019 was: 

o Booster Station 115 (220 – 250 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 23 (1180 – 1270 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 13 (1420 – 1500 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 8 (1440 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 29 (1530 – 1650 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 11 (1600 – 1790 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 7 (1700 – 1970 kWh/MG) 

o Unit Well 15 (1770 – 2130 kWh/MG) 

• The pump group prioritization developed based on cost intensity (ranked from lowest to 

highest) as of 1/1/2019 was: 

o Booster Station 115 ($29 - $32/MG) 

o Unit Well 23 ($124 - $140/MG) 

o Unit Well 29 ($161 - $183/MG) 
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o Unit Well 8 ($185/MG) 

o Unit Well 13 ($196 - $210/MG) 

o Unit Well 15 ($200 - $255/MG) 

o Unit Well 7 ($211 - $282/MG) 

o Unit Well 11 ($230 - $234/MG) 

• Booster Station 115 had low energy and cost intensity relative to the other pump groups in 

Pressure Zone 6E, but the water supplied by Booster Station 115 must first be supplied by 

the other pump groups.  

• Unit Well 15 utilized air strippers which increase its minimum energy and cost intensity 

by 500 kWh/MG and $106/MG, respectively. 

• Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29 required the use of iron and manganese filters which added 

0.0027 ft/gpm of headloss thereby inflating their energy and cost intensities. 

• Unit Well 29 required the use of a sand separator which added between 7 and 28 feet of 

head across its operating range of 650 to 1200 gpm thereby inflating its energy and cost 

intensities. 

• Under an energy-optimized constant supply strategy, it was projected that Pressure Zone 

6E could have saved $96,000 in the Year 2017, or about 17% of electric costs in 2017. This 

strategy would have saved 251 MWh in Year 2017, or about 5.2% of electric consumption 

in Pressure Zone 6E. Note that these savings potentials were in comparison with billing 

data from 2017, not modeled energy and cost data. The hydraulic feasibility of this strategy 

was not determined. 

• Under a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy, it was estimated that Pressure Zone 6E 

could have saved $151,000 in the Year 2017, or about 27% of electric costs for Pressure 

Zone 6E. This strategy would have saved 122 MWh in Year 2017, or about 2.5% of electric 

consumption in Pressure Zone 8. Note that these savings potentials were in comparison 

with billing data from 2017, not modeled energy and cost data. The hydraulic feasibility of 

this strategy was not determined 

• In a cost-optimized off-peak strategy that utilized Booster Station 115 during on-peak 

hours, the volume of water pumped by Booster Station 115 must be supplied to the system 

by the other pump groups during off-peak hours. This method was estimated to save 
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$19,000 (3%) but utilize 101 MWh (2%) more energy than a cost-optimized off-peak 

supply strategy without utilizing Booster Station 115. 

• Under both a cost-optimized off-peak supply strategy and an energy-optimized constant 

supply strategy, the deep well at Unit Well 13 is the best candidate for VFD installation in 

Pressure Zone 6E with a strategy dependent annual cost savings of about $6000 and $4000, 

respectively. 

• A user interface for the optimization program was a useful aid in developing operational 

strategies in Pressure Zone 6E. 

 

• Model the energy use and cost expenditures for Pressure Zone 6E for a past year to offer a 

direct comparison with the proposed operational strategies from the optimization model. 

• Simulate the operational strategies in the hydraulic model to understand if they are feasible 

in the system. 

• Run a pilot study in Pressure Zone 6E after hydraulic modeling to understand the 

implications of each operational strategy. 

• Only consider using Booster Station 115 in an off-peak supply strategy to meet on-peak 

water supply requirements. The reservoir at Booster Station 115 must be refilled during the 

off-peak hours by the other seven pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E. 

 

 

• Understand the impact and importance of weekends and holidays in operational strategy 

management. It is recommended to pursue energy optimized constant supply strategies on 

weekends and holidays due to the lack of time-of-day rate structures during these time 

periods. 

• Consider optimizing mixed source pressure zones using embodied energy (in kWh/MG) 

and embodied cost (in $/MG) to represent the cost of using a booster station that pumps 

water from a region of known energy and cost intensity. As an example, Pressure Zone 3 

receives water from Booster Station 129, Booster Station 115 HI, and Booster Station 215 

(all pumping from Pressure Zone 6E) in addition to Unit Well 25. In order to compare the 
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energy use of Unit Well 25 with the booster stations, the energy and cost intensities 

estimated for Pressure Zone 6E must be added to the energy and cost intensities of the 

booster stations. 

• To aid in operating decisions, develop modifications to the optimization program, such as: 

o a user-friendly interface to the optimization program that allows for changing 

parameters such as system head curves, pump curves, and additional pump groups. 

o a water demand predictor for use in the optimization program. Since the operational 

strategy is highly dependent on demand, it is important that the future demand can 

be adequately predicted to provide maximum energy or cost reduction potential. 

o an optimization program that interfaces with a skeleton hydraulic model of the 

distribution system as a means of controlling for hydraulic constraints in the 

optimization program.  

o an optimization model with a SCADA control system to offer and automatic control 

of the pumping strategies. 

o an optimization program that includes water quality because some unit wells may 

contain secondary contaminants (such as iron and manganese) which are typically 

used less often than unit wells of higher quality. Additionally, the consideration of 

water quality would help compensate for the cost of water quality, such as flushing 

operations, the cost of filter installations, and the cost of operating a filter. In this 

way, pump groups such as Unit Well 7 and Unit Well 29 would be rewarded instead 

of penalized for their treatment systems in the optimization program. 

o an operational strategy that will utilize booster pumps and deep well pumps at 

different times during on-peak hours. This would reduce the total on-peak demand 

charge from the facility. 

o an optimization program that includes the MWU policy of limiting annual well use 

to 50% of its capacity.  

o an optimization program that limits the number of pump switches (on-off cycles) 

to encourage longevity of equipment life. 

• Consider purchasing commercial operational strategy optimizing software, such as 

Infowater Scheduler. This software integrates the hydraulic model into its optimizer 
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offering hydraulic constraints such as nodal pressures which are otherwise difficult to 

account for. 

• Allow the deep well pumps and the booster pumps to operate at their respective optimum 

flowrates versus using a pump group optimum flowrate in an optimization program to 

further reduce operational costs and energy use. 

• Consider constructing a pareto optimality diagram between the two conflicting variables: 

cost savings and energy savings. This curve can be developed based on varying levels of 

an off-peak pumping strategy, for instance, from hourly pumping capacities ranging from 

100% of average hourly demand for the entire day (constant supply strategy) to 200% of 

average hourly demand during only the off-peak hours of the day (complete off-peak 

supply strategy). 

• Based on literature reviews, consider developing an optimization program that will 

minimize cost or energy for an entire day, instead of on an hourly basis. This will aid in 

the determination of a true global minimum for cost or energy and eliminate the constraint 

that supply strategies place on objective function minimization. An optimization program 

such as this may require a different method of accounting for demand charges that is 

dependent upon the volume being produced. This also could incorporate a continuous 

output of pump start and stop times not constrained to the hourly timestep.
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APPENDIX A: MG&E ELECTRIC RATE STRUCTURES 

Information obtained from MG&E (2019). 
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APPENDIX B: ALLIANT ELECTRIC RATE STRUCTURES 

 

Information obtained from Alliant (2016). 
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APPENDIX C: RATE STRUCTURE & WATER DEMAND TABLES 

Tables in this section are converted to text files and used in the MATLAB optimization code.
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Table C-1. Table of the summation of all consumptive charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-2 rate 

structure (effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kWh (cents/kWh). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

1-2 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

2-3 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

3-4 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

4-5 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

5-6 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

6-7 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

7-8 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

8-9 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

9-10 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

10-11 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

11-12 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

12-13 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

13-14 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

14-15 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

15-16 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

16-17 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

17-18 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 10.573 10.573 10.573 10.573 9.013 9.013 9.013 

18-19 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

19-20 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

20-21 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.013 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.749 9.013 9.013 9.013 

21-22 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

22-23 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

23-24 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 
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Table C-2. Table of the summation of all demand charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-2 rate structure 

(effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kW-hr (cents/kW-hr). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

1-2 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

2-3 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

3-4 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

4-5 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

5-6 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

6-7 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

7-8 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

8-9 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

9-10 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

10-11 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

11-12 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

12-13 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

13-14 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

14-15 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

15-16 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

16-17 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

17-18 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

18-19 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

19-20 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

20-21 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 1.988 2.321 2.321 2.321 2.321 1.988 1.988 1.988 

21-22 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

22-23 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 

23-24 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 0.442 
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Table C-3. Table of the summation of all consumptive charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-4B rate 

structure (effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kWh (cents/kWh). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

1-2 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

2-3 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

3-4 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

4-5 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

5-6 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

6-7 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

7-8 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

8-9 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

9-10 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 5.197 

10-11 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

11-12 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

12-13 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

13-14 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 11.345 11.345 11.345 11.345 9.814 9.814 9.814 

14-15 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 11.345 11.345 11.345 11.345 9.814 9.814 9.814 

15-16 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 11.345 11.345 11.345 11.345 9.814 9.814 9.814 

16-17 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 11.345 11.345 11.345 11.345 9.814 9.814 9.814 

17-18 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 11.345 11.345 11.345 11.345 9.814 9.814 9.814 

18-19 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

19-20 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

20-21 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 9.814 10.716 10.716 10.716 10.716 9.814 9.814 9.814 

21-22 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

22-23 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 

23-24 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 5.645 
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Table C-4. Table of the summation of all demand charges at the hourly timescale for each month under a MG&E CG-4B rate structure 

(effective 5/1/2018). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kW-hr (cents/kW-hr). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

1-2 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

2-3 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

3-4 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

4-5 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

5-6 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

6-7 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

7-8 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

8-9 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

9-10 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

10-11 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

11-12 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

12-13 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

13-14 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

14-15 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

15-16 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

16-17 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

17-18 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

18-19 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

19-20 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

20-21 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 1.792 2.116 2.116 2.116 2.116 1.792 1.792 1.792 

21-22 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

22-23 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 

23-24 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 0.353 
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Table C-5. Table of the summation of all consumptive charges at the hourly timescale for each month under an Alliant CP-1 rate 

structure (effective 1/1/2017). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kWh (cents/kWh). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

1-2 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

2-3 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

3-4 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

4-5 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

5-6 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 

6-7 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

7-8 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

8-9 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

9-10 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

10-11 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

11-12 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

12-13 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

13-14 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

14-15 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

15-16 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

16-17 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

17-18 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 

18-19 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 

19-20 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 

20-21 6.986 6.986 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 6.986 

21-22 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

22-23 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 5.168 

23-24 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 4.048 
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Table C-6. Table of the summation of all demand charges at the hourly timescale for each month under an Alliant CP-1 rate structure 

(effective 1/1/2017). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kW-hr (cents/kW-hr). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

1-2 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

2-3 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

3-4 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

4-5 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

5-6 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

6-7 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

7-8 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

8-9 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

9-10 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

10-11 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

11-12 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

12-13 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

13-14 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

14-15 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

15-16 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

16-17 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

17-18 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

18-19 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

19-20 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

20-21 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

21-22 2.137 2.366 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.137 2.208 2.137 2.208 2.137 

22-23 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

23-24 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 
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Table C-7. Table of the summation of all demand charges at the hourly timescale for each month under an Alliant CP-1B rate structure 

(effective 1/1/2017) as used by Unit Well 26 in Year 2017 (average peak demand of 336 kW amount to an average charge of $11.70/kW-

day). Values shown are in the units of $0.01/kW-hr (cents/kW-hr). 

Hour 

of Day Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

0-1 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

1-2 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

2-3 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

3-4 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

4-5 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

5-6 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

6-7 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

7-8 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

8-9 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

9-10 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

10-11 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

11-12 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

12-13 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

13-14 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

14-15 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

15-16 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

16-17 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

17-18 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

18-19 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

19-20 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

20-21 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

21-22 1.871 2.071 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.871 1.933 1.871 1.933 1.871 

22-23 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 

23-24 0.296 0.327 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.296 0.306 0.296 0.306 0.296 
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Table C-8. Water demand for Pressure Zone 8 in 2017. 

Month Average Demand 

[MGD] 

Maximum Demand 

[MGD] 

1 3.35 3.89 

2 3.40 4.07 

3 3.38 3.92 

4 3.36 4.06 

5 3.67 4.34 

6 4.05 5.07 

7 3.89 4.71 

8 4.33 5.15 

9 4.36 5.08 

10 3.53 4.55 

11 3.51 4.96 

12 3.52 4.23 

 

Table C-9. Water demand for Pressure Zone 8 based on demands from 2012 - 2017 

Month Average Demand 

[MGD] 

Maximum Demand 

[MGD] 

1 3.19 4.05 

2 3.26 4.14 

3 3.18 4.11 

4 3.23 4.14 

5 3.63 4.62 

6 4.18 5.77 

7 4.55 6.66 

8 4.48 5.57 

9 4.10 5.22 

10 3.41 4.33 

11 3.20 4.09 

12 3.22 4.17 
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Table C-10. Water demand for Pressure Zone 6E based on demands from 2012 - 2017 

Month Average Demand 

[MGD] 

Maximum Demand 

[MGD] 

1 7.88 10.43 

2 6.72 7.41 

3 7.44 8.58 

4 7.93 9.30 

5 7.89 8.62 

6 8.52 9.27 

7 9.16 11.52 

8 8.94 10.12 

9 9.15 10.32 

10 8.70 9.69 

11 8.19 9.15 

12 8.19 9.22 
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB OPTIMIZATION CODE  

Code shown for Pressure Zone 6E optimization. 

All codes published with MATLAB R2017a.
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getPower function 

 

function [ BP_P, DW_P ] = getPower( BP_q, pump, DW_q ) 

%POWER Outputs power vector from input flowrate vector 

%   [ BP_P, DW_P ] = Power( BP_q, pump, DW_q ) 

%   Power formulae obtained from pump testing, mfg curves, and SCADA data 

%   Returns the booster power (BP_P) and deep well power (DW_P) at given 

%   flowrate 

%   The value BP_q represents flowrate from booster 

%   The value DW_q represents operating flowrate for DW 

 

% BP_Coeff and DW_Coeff are coefficients [a, b, c] of polynomials of the form: 

% P = a * q^3 + b * q^2 + c where P is power and q is flowrate. 

 

% BoosterCoeff = [0 0]; 

 

switch pump %power equations are dependent upon the pump 

 

    case 7.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0.00000992 0.01068787 32.67956]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000030954352124  -0.041461331399383  75.273710909466082]; %what are sig 

figs anyway 

 

    case 8.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0.000007655716631   0.013390285870268  38]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000017419722396  -0.004194195552843  19.9]; %what are sig figs anyway 

 

    case 11.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0   0.04016477  35.0279]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000016124641807  -0.000602357640356  11.874925401357627]; %what are sig 

figs anyway 

 

    case 13.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0.000002197324 0.0366678596 20.14256]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000013422796112  -0.000453705639838  11.526249653402608]; %what are sig 

figs anyway 

 

    case 15.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0   0.02638060  28.54365465]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000020729495370  -0.018775393739124  55.817086610203472]; %added 30kW to DW 

for the power of 1 airstrippers at 4250 scfm 

 

    case 15.2 

        BP_Coeff = [0   0.02638060  28.54365465]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000020729495370  -0.018775393739124  85.817086610203472]; %added 60kW to DW 

for the power of 2 airstrippers at 4250 scfm 

 

    case 23.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0.000017303425488   0.016310757057876  12.254321411555278]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000029349226894  -0.010848638370884  10.599705489750665]; 

 

    case 29.1 
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        BP_Coeff = [0.000005427909061   0.012321424340463  15.593177193364557]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0.000069189235599  -0.063384605430191  52.791441147699153]; 

 

    case 115.1 

        BP_Coeff = [0  0.0111988 4.51972440]; 

        DW_Coeff = [0 0 0]; 

 

end 

BP_P = polyval(BP_Coeff,BP_q); %booster pump power 

DW_P = polyval(DW_Coeff,DW_q); %deep well pump power 

end 
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getPumpInfo function 

 

function [ DemandRS, EnergyRS, qmin, qmax, minMGD, maxMGD, DW_noVFD_Q,... 

    BP_noVFD_Q, E_embodied, C_embodied ] = getPumpInfo( pump ) 

%pumpInfo returns useful information related to pumps 

%   DemandRS: demand rate structure 

%   EnergyRS: energy rate structure 

%   qmin: minimum flowrate of pump system (example: pump cannot operate 

%   below x gpm) 

%   qmax: maximum flowrate of pump system (example: pump cannot operate 

%   above x gpm due to some constraint) 

%   minMGD: minimum MGD from pump system - arbitrary 

%   maxMGD: maximum MGD from pump system - this can be used to limit 

%   pumpage from a pump, for instance the WDNR 50% capacity rule 

%   DW_noVFD_Q: operating flowrate of DW without VFD (keep in mind qmax) 

%   BP_noVFD_Q: operating flowrate of BP without VFD (keep in mind qmax) 

%   E_embodied: embodied energy [kWh/MG] in water before it gets to pump system 

%   C_embodied: "embodied cost" [$/MG] in water  before it gets to pump system 

 

hourMin = 4; %min kGal a pump can produce in an hour if it turns on 

switch pump 

 

    case 7.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG2_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG2_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 750; %minimum flowrate for pump system [gpm] 

        qmax = 2100; %maximum flowrate for pump system 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2100; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 8.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 800; %minimum flowrate for pump system[gpm] 

        qmax = 1600; %maximum flowrate for pump system 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 1800; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 1600; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 11.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG2_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG2_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 750; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 2100; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 2100; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 
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        BP_noVFD_Q = 2100; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 13.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG2_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG2_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 950; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 2050; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 15.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 600; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 1100; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 1100; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

     case 15.2 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 1150; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 2200; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 23.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 500; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 1050; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 1200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 1050; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 29.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 700; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 1350; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 
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        DW_noVFD_Q = 1200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    case 115.1 

        DemandRS = load('MGE_CG2_Demand.txt'); %Demand rate structure 

        EnergyRS = load('MGE_CG2_Energy.txt'); %Energy cost rate structure 

        qmin = 850; %minimum flowrate for pump [gpm] 

        qmax = 1250; %maximum flowrate for pump 

        minMGD = hourMin/1000*24; %minimum MGD pumpage 

        maxMGD = qmax*24*60/1000000; %maximum MGD pumpage 

        DW_noVFD_Q = 1200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        BP_noVFD_Q = 2200; %operating flowrate for DW at 100% speed 

        %E_embodied = 1300; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        %C_embodied = 145; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

        E_embodied = 0; %embodied energy in water before it gets to pump 

        C_embodied = 0; %embodied cost in water before it gets to pump 

    otherwise 

        disp('Pump information not entered correctly.') 

 

end % switch end 

 

end % function end 
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getSpecificEC function 

 

function [ pp, BP_q, DW_q, maxVol ] = getSpecificEC( pump, month, time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD 

) 

 

%Returns cubic spline interpolation of specific cost or energy curve and 

%associated flowrate information 

%============================================== 

% Function outputs 

%============================================== 

%   [pp, BP_q, DW_q, maxVol] = getSpecificEC( pump, month, time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD ) 

%   pp holds the cubic spline of specific energy or cost from 'csapi' 

%       function 

%   BP_q returns [x,2] array of values of the form [gpm, Vol pumped] 

%       Represents the flowrate of the booster pump 

%   DW_q returns [x,2] array of values of the form [gpm, Vol pujmped] 

%       Represents the flowrate of the deep well pump 

%   maxVol returns maximum volume pump can produce in an hour 

 

%============================================== 

% Function inputs 

%============================================== 

%   month: (1-12) 

%   time): (0-23) represents hour of day 

%   pump: UW#.PumpNumber (example 16.1) 

%   param: optimize for Cost ('C' or 'c') or Energy ('E' or 'e') 

%   DWhasVFD: array of 1 or 0. 1 is true, 0 is false. Array order: 

%       [7 8 11 13 15 23 29] 

%   BPhasVFD: array of 1 or 0. 1 is true, 0 is false. Array order: 

%       [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

 

 

nsteps = 100; 

%Determine if pump has VFDs 

switch pump 

    case 7.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(1); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(1); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 8.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(2); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(2); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 11.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(3); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(3); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 13.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(4); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(4); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 15.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(5); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(5); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 15.2 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(5); %1 is yes, 0 is no 
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        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(5); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 23.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(6); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(6); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 29.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(7); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(7); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 115.1 

        DW_VFD = DWhasVFD(8); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

        BP_VFD = BPhasVFD(8); %1 is yes, 0 is no 

    case 0 %no pump - assign zero values 

        %coeff = [0 0 0]; 

        pp = csapi([0 100], [0 0.00001]); %returns pp struct of cubic 

        %spline interpolation to be of same format as if there was a pump 

        BP_q = zeros([(nsteps+1) 2]); 

        DW_q = zeros([(nsteps+1) 2]); 

        maxVol = 0; 

        return %leave this function 

    otherwise 

        disp('Pump information not entered correctly.') 

end 

 

%Obtain useful information for pump by calling 'getPumpInfo' 

[ DemandRS, EnergyRS, qmin, qmax, minMGD, maxMGD, DW_noVFD_q, BP_noVFD_q,... 

    E_embodied, C_embodied ] = getPumpInfo( pump ); 

 

ECost = EnergyRS(time+1,month); %Energy Cost for given time period ($/kWh) 

DCost = DemandRS(time+1,month); %Demand cost for given time period (customer and demand) [$/kW-h] 

(=$/kW / days in month / hours in day) 

 

maxVol = maxMGD/24*1000; %returns maxVol of pump prodution in kGal/hr 

MGDstep = (maxMGD-minMGD)/nsteps; %creates a step value 

specificEC = zeros( (nsteps + 1), 4); %pre-allocate for speed 

 

iter = 1; %loop iteration 

 

%Loops to find minimum cost or energy for each volume pumped 

for MGD = minMGD:MGDstep:maxMGD 

 

    %runtime calculations 

    rt_qmin = (MGD/24*1000000) / (60*qmin); %rt calculated using qmin (max rt) 

    rt_qmax = (MGD/24*1000000) / (qmax*60); %rt calculated using qmax (minimum rt) 

 

    %Create vector of possible runtimes based on min and max flowrates from 

    %pump group. Maximum runtime is 1 hour. 

    rt = rt_qmax-0.005 : 0.005 : min(rt_qmin, 1); %vector of runtime in hrs 

 

    %Find runtime in case pump does not have VFD, i.e. nonvarying flowrate 

    BP_noVFD_rt = repelem((MGD/24*1000000) / (BP_noVFD_q*60),length(rt)); 

    DW_noVFD_rt = repelem((MGD/24*1000000) / (DW_noVFD_q*60),length(rt)); 

 

    %Determine BP and DW runtimes based on VFD status 

    if (~BP_VFD) && (~DW_VFD) %BP and DW do not have VFDs 

        BP_rt = BP_noVFD_rt; %runtime is not variable without VFD 
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        DW_rt = DW_noVFD_rt; %runtime is not variable without VFD 

 

    elseif (~BP_VFD) && (DW_VFD) %BP no VFD, DW has VFD 

        BP_rt = BP_noVFD_rt; %runtime is not variable without VFD 

        DW_rt = rt; %vector of runtime values in [hrs] 

 

    elseif (BP_VFD) && (~DW_VFD) % BP has VFD, DW no VFD 

        BP_rt = rt; %vector of runtime values in [hrs] 

        DW_rt = DW_noVFD_rt; %runtime is not variable without VFD 

 

    elseif (BP_VFD) && (DW_VFD) %BP and DW have VFDs, flowrates are matched 

        BP_rt = rt; %vector of runtime values in [hrs] 

        DW_rt = rt; %vector of runtime values in [hrs] 

    end 

 

    %Calculate BP and DW flowrates [gpm] based on rt and MGD 

    BP_q = (MGD/(24*60)*1000000)./BP_rt; 

    DW_q = (MGD/(24*60)*1000000)./DW_rt; 

 

    %determine booster and dw power 

    [BP_P, DW_P] = getPower(BP_q, pump, DW_q); 

 

    %Calculate energy 

    E = BP_P.*BP_rt + DW_P.*DW_rt + E_embodied*MGD/24; %Energy for given rt and q [kWh/hr] 

 

    switch param %run different code for energy and cost 

        case {'E', 'e'} %if energy parameter is selected 

 

            %Finds minimum values for a given MGD 

            [Emin, I] = min(E); %returns minimum Energy value and index of value 

 

            BP_rt_val = BP_rt(I);%returns runtime for the min Cost value 

            BP_q_val = MGD/24*1000000*(1/60)*(1/BP_rt_val); %returns q for min Cost value 

            DW_rt_val = DW_rt(I);%returns runtime for the min Cost value 

            DW_q_val = MGD/24*1000000*(1/60)*(1/DW_rt_val); %returns q for min Cost value 

            %Create array of values 

            specificEC(iter,:) = [(MGD/24*1000) BP_q_val DW_q_val Emin]; %specific Energy 

 

        case {'C', 'c'} %if cost parameter is selected 

 

            P = BP_P + DW_P; %Total power 

            TCost = (ECost * E) + (DCost * P) + (C_embodied * MGD / 24); %Total cost matrix 

 

            %Finds minimum values for a given MGD 

            [TCostmin,I] = min(TCost); %returns minimum Cost value and index of value 

 

            BP_rt_val = BP_rt(I);%returns runtime for the min Cost value 

            BP_q_val = MGD/24*1000000*(1/60)*(1/BP_rt_val); %returns q for min Cost value 

            DW_rt_val = DW_rt(I);%returns runtime for the min Cost value 

            DW_q_val = MGD/24*1000000*(1/60)*(1/DW_rt_val); %returns q for min Cost value 

 

            %Create array of values 

            specificEC(iter,:) = [(MGD/24*1000) BP_q_val DW_q_val TCostmin]; %specific Cost 

    end 
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    iter = iter+1; %increase iteration 

end %end for 

 

    %Return values 

    %coeff = polyfit(specificEC(:,1),specificEC(:,4),2); %returns coefficients of 2 order poly 

    pp = csapi(specificEC(:,1), specificEC(:,4)); %return pp form of the cubic interpolant 

    BP_q = [specificEC(:,1) specificEC(:,2)]; %returns matrix of BP flow values 

    DW_q = [specificEC(:,1) specificEC(:,3)]; %returns matrix of DW flow values 

    %y = polyval(coeff,specificEC(:,1),[],mu); 

    %%eval = fnval(pp, specificEC(:,1)); 

    %range = (minMGD/24*1000:0.001:maxMGD/24*1000)'; 

    %eval = fnval(pp, range); 

 

end %end function 
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hrOpt function 
 

function [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume, solution] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

    time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes) 

%hrOpt Returns the optimal operational strategy for a given hour 

%   function [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume, solution] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

%    time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes) 

 

%============================================== 

% Function outputs 

%============================================== 

% BP_q: [1x8] flow [gpm] of BPs in region in pump order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

% BP_rt: [1x8] runtime [hr] of DWs in region in pump order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

% DW_q: [1x8] flow [gpm] of DWs in region in pump order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29] 

% DW_rt: [1x8] runtime [hr] of DWs in region in pump order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

% volume: [1x8] production of all pump groups in kGal 

% solution: 1 means optimizer reached solution, 0 means optimizer did not 

%       No solution is likely because there are not enough pumps to pump hourSup 

 

%============================================== 

% Function inputs 

%============================================== 

% hourSup: the amount to be supplied in an hour [kGal] 

% month: (1-12) 

% time: (0-23) represents beginning of hour of day 

% param: optimize for Cost ('C' or 'c') or Energy ('E' or 'e') 

% DWhasVFD: array of 1's (yes) and 0's (no) of pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29] 

% BPhasVFD: array of 1's (yes) and 0's (no) of pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

% pList: a list of the pump names (UW.pumpNum) to be considered during hour 

%       of interest 

% numPumpsMax: maximum number of pumps to be considered for optimization 

%       during hour of interest 

% useRes: Sets a max limit to use Reservoir 115 during on-peak hrs [MG] 

%       set this to 0 if you do not want to use Res 115 

 

hourMin = 4; %kGal lower limit that must be pumped in an hour for a pump group to turn on 

fValMin = 10000000; %large number that optimization value needs to be less than 

solution = 0; %no error 

 

%arrays with 8 cols are for 8 pump combinations. ex. [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

index = zeros(1,8); %index associated with flowrate for given volume pumped 

DW_q_opt = zeros([1 8]); 

BP_q_opt = zeros([1 8]); 

DW_rt_opt = zeros([1 8]); 

BP_rt_opt = zeros([1 8]); 

 

%arrays with 8 cols for all 8 pumps in order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

DW_q = zeros(1,8); %VFD flowrate for all pumps, should include 0s 

DW_rt = zeros(1,8); %VFD runtime for all pumps, should include 0s 

volume = zeros(1,8); %volume pumped by each pump 

BP_q = zeros(1,8); %no VFD DW flowrate for all pumps 

BP_rt = zeros(1,8); %no VFD BP flowrate for all pumps 
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if hourSup == 0 %if no pumpage required 

 

    BP_q = zeros([1 8]); 

    BP_rt = zeros([1 8]); 

    DW_q = zeros([1 8]); 

    DW_rt = zeros([1 8]); 

    volume = zeros([1 8]); 

 

else 

 

    %Function creates list of all pump combinations based on inputs 

    pumpCombos = getPumpCombos(pList, numPumpsMax); 

    n = size(pumpCombos,1); 

 

    %loop through all pump combinations 

    for i = 1:n 

 

        %Assign 'i'th pump combo to 'pump' 

        pump = pumpCombos(i,:); %in order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115], will have 

            %zero if pump is not considered 

 

        %preallocate arrays for speed 

        maxVol = zeros([1 8]); 

 

        %Start optimization routine 

        %Obtain eight different functions based on current pump combo 

        for j = 1:8 

 

            %obtain specific energy or cost information 

            [ pp, BP_flow, DW_flow, maxVol(j) ] = getSpecificEC( pump(j), month, time,... 

                param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD ); 

 

            switch j 

                case 1 

                    fun1 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun1 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun1 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow1 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow1 = DW_flow; 

                case 2 

                    fun2 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun2 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun2 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow2 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow2 = DW_flow; 

                case 3 

                    fun3 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun3 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun3 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow3 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow3 = DW_flow; 

                case 4 
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                    fun4 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun4 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun4 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow4 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow4 = DW_flow; 

                case 5 

                    fun5 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun5 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun5 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow5 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow5 = DW_flow; 

                case 6 

                    fun6 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun6 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun6 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow6 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow6 = DW_flow; 

                case 7 

                    fun7 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun7 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun7 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow7 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow7 = DW_flow; 

                case 8 

                    fun8 = @(V) fnval(pp, V); 

                    %fun8 = @(V) polyval(coeff, V); 

                    %fun8 = @(V) coeff(1).*(V.^2) + coeff(2).*V + coeff(3); %cost or energy curve  

                    BP_flow8 = BP_flow; 

                    DW_flow8 = DW_flow; 

            end %end switch 

 

        end %end for 

 

        %Create arrays of flowrates of order [UW7_flow UW7_vol UW8_flow 

        %UW8_vol...] 

        BP_flow = [BP_flow1 BP_flow2 BP_flow3 BP_flow4 BP_flow5 BP_flow6 BP_flow7 BP_flow8]; 

%flow matrix 

        DW_flow = [DW_flow1 DW_flow2 DW_flow3 DW_flow4 DW_flow5 DW_flow6 DW_flow7 DW_flow8]; 

%flow matrix 

 

        %READ UP ON fmincon TO UNDERSTAND THE NINE INPUTS BELOW 

        %The inputs listed below have same nomenclature as matlab help menu 

 

        %Objective Function to be minimized as a function of volume is called obj 

        obj = @(V) fun1(V(1)) + fun2(V(2)) + fun3(V(3)) + fun4(V(4)) + ... 

            fun5(V(5)) + fun6(V(6)) + fun7(V(7)) + fun8(V(8)) ; %summation of all cost or energy 

curves 

 

        %lb defines lower bound. If no pump, lower bound is 0, if there is 

        %a pump, then lb is set to 1 hourMin. This is to eliminate badly 

        %scaled matrices, such as a very low value like 1E-16 

        %lb set to all zeros should also work, it just might have some matrix 

        %scaling issues. 

        lb = pump; 
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        lb( lb ~= 0 ) = hourMin; %if there is a pump, it must pump at least 4 kGal/hr, otherwise 

it will pump 0 kGal/hr 

        %lb = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; %lower bound for volume [kGal/hr] 

        A = []; %No inequalities 

        b = []; %No inequalities 

        ub = maxVol; %upper bound for volume [kGal/hr] 

 

        %======================== 

        %Mass balance (hourSup = production of pump groups) 

        %======================== 

        if any(pump==115.1) && useRes == 0 %if includes 115 but can't use reservoir 

            index = find(pump==115.1); 

            %Aeq = ones([2 8]); % all pumps plus 115 must produce the hourSup plus production of 

115.1 

            %Aeq(2, index) = 0; % all pumps besides 115 must produce the hourSup 

            %beq = [hourSup + V(index); hourSup]; 

            Aeq = ones([1 8]); 

            Aeq(index) = 0; %do not use BS115 in mass balance 

            beq = hourSup; 

 

        elseif any(pump==115.1)&& useRes > 0 %if includes 115 and using reservoir 

            index = find(pump==115.1); 

            Aeq = ones([1 8]); % mass bal: 1*V1 + 1*V2 + 1*V3... = hourDem 

            beq = hourSup; % mass bal: 1*V1 + 1*V2 + 1*V3... = hourDem 

            ub(index) = min(useRes,maxVol(index)); %upper bound of BS115 production 

                    %is minimum of useRes and BS115's max production volume 

 

        elseif any(~(pump==115.1)) %combination does not include pump 115 

            Aeq = ones([1 8]); % mass bal: 1*V1 + 1*V2 + 1*V3... = hourDem 

            beq = hourSup; % mass bal: 1*V1 + 1*V2 + 1*V3... = hourDem 

 

        end %end if 

 

        x0 = [10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10]; %optimizer starting value 

        opt = optimoptions('fmincon','Display','off'); %turn off display from opt function 

 

        %Determine array of volumes (optV) that minimize the total cost or energy 

        optV = fmincon(obj,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,[],opt); %optimize (minimize) obj vased on 

constraints 

        fVal = obj(optV); %objective function value at optV: Total Cost or Energy Use of system. 

 

        volPump = sum(optV); % total volume pumped in this iteration 

 

        %find minimum 'E' or 'C' between the cases (pump combinations) 

        if fVal < fValMin && (volPump > 0.99*hourSup && ... 

                volPump < 1.05*hourSup) %must equal req'd volume pumped 

            fValMin = fVal; %set new optvalue as the current optimization value (E or C) 

            finalPump = pump; %set new pump list 

            optVmin = optV; %set new optimal volumes from each pump 

            %finalDWQ = DW_noVFD_q; %set new dw flowrate (no VFD) 

            %finalBPQ = BP_noVFD_q; %set new bp flowrate (no VFD) 

            solution = 1; %at least one solution is possible 

 

            for j = 1:8 %find gpm and run time for each pump 
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                [ ~, index(j) ] = min( abs( BP_flow( :, (2*j-1) )... 

                    - optVmin(j) ) ); %find the index of volume value closest to the optimal 

volume pumped 

                BP_q_opt(j) = BP_flow( index(j), j*2 ); %find vfd flowrate at the index found 

above 

                BP_rt_opt(j) = optVmin(j)*1/BP_q_opt(j)*1/60*1000; %find runtime required to 

reach needed volume pumped at flowrate found above 

                [ ~, index(j) ] = min( abs( DW_flow( :, (2*j-1) )... 

                    - optVmin(j) ) ); %find the index of volume value closest to the optimal 

volume pumped 

                DW_q_opt(j) = DW_flow( index(j), j*2 ); %find vfd flowrate at the index found 

above 

                DW_rt_opt(j) = optVmin(j)*1/DW_q_opt(j)*1/60*1000; %find runtime required to 

reach needed volume pumped at flowrate found above 

            end % end for 

        end % end if 

    end % end for 

 

    if solution == 0 %no solution 

        DW_q = NaN(1,8); %VFD flowrate for all pumps, should include 0s 

        DW_rt = NaN(1,8); %VFD runtime for all pumps, should include 0s 

        volume = NaN(1,8); %volume pumped by each pump 

        BP_q = NaN(1,8); %no VFD DW flowrate for all pumps 

        BP_rt = NaN(1,8); %no VFD BP flowrate for all pumps 

        X = ['Not enough pumps! Month is: ', num2str(month), '. Time is: ', num2str(time), 

'/n',num2str(pList)]; 

        disp(X) 

        return 

 

    else % a solution has been reached 

 

        %Reorganize information into 1x8 arrays 

        for j = 1:8 

            %Create arrays with 8 columns 

            switch num2str(finalPump(j)) %separate out information into organized row vector by 

pump name 

                %row vector is of the order: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

                case '7.1' 

                    BP_q(1) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(1) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(1) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(1) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(1) = optVmin(j); 

                case '8.1' 

                    BP_q(2) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(2) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(2) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(2) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(2) = optVmin(j); 

                case '11.1' 

                    BP_q(3) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(3) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(3) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(3) = DW_rt_opt(j); 
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                    volume(3) = optVmin(j); 

                case '13.1' 

                    BP_q(4) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(4) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(4) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(4) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(4) = optVmin(j); 

                case {'15.1', '15.2'} 

                    BP_q(5) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(5) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(5) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(5) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(5) = optVmin(j); 

                case '23.1' 

                    BP_q(6) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(6) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(6) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(6) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(6) = optVmin(j); 

                case '29.1' 

                    BP_q(7) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(7) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(7) = DW_q_opt(j); 

                    DW_rt(7) = DW_rt_opt(j); 

                    volume(7) = optVmin(j); 

                case '115.1' 

                    BP_q(8) = BP_q_opt(j); 

                    BP_rt(8) = BP_rt_opt(j); 

                    DW_q(8) = 0; 

                    DW_rt(8) = 0; 

                    volume(8) = optVmin(j); 

            end %switch end 

        end %end if 

    end %end for 

end %if hourDem = 0 

end %function end 
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getPumpCombos function 
 

function pumpCombos = getPumpCombos(pList, numPumpsMax) 

%Returns a matrix of possible pump combinations 

 

%======== 

%Inputs 

%======== 

%pList: a list of the pump group names to be considered 

%numPumpsMax: the maximum number of pumps that can be on at one time 

 

%======== 

%Outputs 

%======== 

%pumpCombos: the output matrix of possible pump combinations 

        %Each row of pumpCombos is a unique combination of pumps 

        %The number of rows therefore is the number of combinations 

 

numFacilities = 8; %num of pumping facilities, or the number of pumps that can be run 

simulatneously 

offList = zeros(1,numFacilities); %a list of zeros because each of the pump stations could be off 

C = [pList offList]; %appends offList to the end of pList 

 

%allCombinations is a matrix of all possible pump combinations. 

%There are always 8 pump facilities, and each one can be either off or on. 

%A zero represents the pump is not running (see getSpecificEC if pump = 0) 

%This is essentially a nCr(16,8) calculation that shows the output combos. 

%pList with all 8 is: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

allCombinations = combnk(C,numFacilities); 

 

%The combination function will return many duplicates because of the 

%list of zeros which are each treated as a unique entry. 

%The duplicate rows are deleted in uniqueCombinations 

uniqueCombinations = unique(allCombinations, 'rows'); 

 

%pre-allocate array for speed 

[x, y] = size(uniqueCombinations); 

binaryCombinations = zeros([x, y]); 

 

%Create logical array of 0's and 1's: 0 if pump # is 0, and 1 if pump # is NOT 0. 

binaryCombinations(:,:) = uniqueCombinations(:,:) ~= 0; %logical array 

 

%Find number of pumps running in each combo by summing across the columns 

numPumpsRunning = sum(binaryCombinations, 2); 

 

%Create logical vector: 

%assign 1 if (numPumpsRunning > numPumpsMax OR numPumpsRunning == 0), otherwise 0 

TF1 = ((numPumpsRunning(:) > numPumpsMax) | (numPumpsRunning(:) == 0)); %logical vector 

 

%copy uniqueCombinations to new variable 

pumpCombos = uniqueCombinations; 
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%Delete rows where TF is true, i.e. numPumpsRunning is > numPumpsMax OR = 0 

pumpCombos(TF1, :) = []; 

 

%============================================================= 

%This next section of code will delete rows that include the operation of 

%two or more pumps from the same facility, i.e. only one pump is allowed to 

%run at a time from each facility 

%============================================================= 

 

%truncates the decimal to look for unique pump facilities 

rounded = round(pumpCombos); 

 

%Replaces 0's with inf (otherwise all rows with 2 or more zeros will be 

%deleted) 

rounded(rounded == 0) = inf; 

 

%sort: orders the rows numerically 

%diff: takes difference across the rows 

%any: returns logical array of any rows that contain a zero (ie, contains 

%two or more pumps from one facility) 

TF2 = any(diff(sort(rounded, 2), [], 2) == 0, 2); 

 

%Delete rows where TF2 = true, i.e. that contain two or more pumps from 

%same facility 

pumpCombos(TF2, :) = []; 

 

%Finds any rows where there is no pump running (sum of all pumps is zero) 

%Marks row with no pump running as true 

TF3 = any(sum(pumpCombos,2)==0,2); 

 

%Deletes any row where the number of pumps running is zero. 

pumpCombos(TF3, :) = []; 

 

end 
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getVFDCombos function 

 

 function [BP_VFD, DW_VFD] = getVFDCombos() 

%Returns a matrix of possible pump combinations 

    %Inputs - 

 

    %Outputs - 

        %BP_VFD: logical matrix of column order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

                %n rows long where n is number of VFD combinations 

        %DW_VFD: logical matrix of column order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

                %n rows long where n is number of VFD combinations 

 

%This list is the potential places to put a VFD. The zeros represent the 

%option that the VFD is not installed for each one. 

VFDList = [8.0, 8.1, 11.0, 13.0, 23.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]; 

 

%allCombinations is a matrix of all possible VFD combinations. 

pumpsWithoutVFDs = 5; %num pumps in system without a VFD (8DW, 8BP, 11DW, 13DW, 23BP) 

%There are always 8 pump possibilities, and each one can be either off or on. 

%This is essentially a nCr(10,5) calculation that shows the output combos. 

%pList with all 8 is: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

allCombinations = combnk(VFDList,pumpsWithoutVFDs); 

 

%The combination function will return many duplicates because of the 

%list of zeros which are each treated as a unique entry. 

%The duplicate rows are deleted in uniqueCombinations 

uniqueCombos = unique(allCombinations, 'rows'); 

 

%number of combos (n) 

n = size(uniqueCombos,1); 

 

%Create list of current VFD set up n rows long 

BP_current = [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1]; %1 represents has VFD 

DW_current = [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0]; %0 represents does not have VFD 

BP_VFD = repmat(BP_current, n, 1); %repeat array for n rows 

DW_VFD = repmat(DW_current, n, 1); %repeat array for n rows 

 

%put the unique combination output into the 8 column format in the order of 

% [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

for i = 1:n %for all possible VFD combinations 

    for j = 1:pumpsWithoutVFDs %for all pumps without VFDs 

        switch uniqueCombos(i,j) %go through uniqueCombos and convert to 1's instead of pump nums 

            case 8.0 

                DW_VFD(i,2) = 1; 

            case 8.1 

                BP_VFD(i,2) = 1; 

            case 11.0 

                DW_VFD(i,3) = 1; 

            case 13.0 

                DW_VFD(i,4) = 1; 

            case 23.1 

                BP_VFD(i,6) = 1; 
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        end 

    end 

end 

 

%make logical arrays 

DW_VFD = logical(DW_VFD); 

BP_VFD = logical(BP_VFD); 
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ConstantSupply script 

 

clear; 

tic; 

%Runs pumps in most energy efficient manner with no regard to Time of Day 

 

%   BPhasVFD is array of the pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%       shows 0 for no VFD and 1 for VFD. 

%       Current VFD set up: [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1] 

%   DWhasVFD is array of the pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%       shows 0 for no VFD and 1 for VFD. 

%       Current VFD set up: [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0] 

 

%DWhasVFD = [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0]; > %of pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%BPhasVFD = [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1]; 

 

%Choose which pumps to be considered and number of pumps to optimize 

%between. These variables are used in getPumpCombos() 

% pList = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 23.1 29.1 115.1]; 

% numPumpsMax = 8; 

 

%set global parameter 

param = 'E';  %'E' or 'C' 

useRes = 0; % do not allow use of Reservoir 115 

 

%Consider all pump options 

 

perc = 0; %percentage of script completion 

h = waitbar(perc,sprintf('Running cost analysis.\n%i%% Complete...',... 

    round(perc*100))); %visual of script completion 

 

%Find all possible combinations of VFDs 

[BP_VFD, DW_VFD] = getVFDCombos(); 

n = size(BP_VFD,1); 

%n=1; 

 

for i = 1:n %loop through all possible VFD combinations in parallel for loop 

 

    %Consider ith VFD combination 

    DWhasVFD = DW_VFD(i,:); 

    BPhasVFD = BP_VFD(i,:); 

 

    %Preallocate arrays for speed 

    BP_q_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for booster pumps on average day 

    BP_rt_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for booster pumps on average day 

    DW_q_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for deep well pumps on average day 

    DW_rt_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for deep well pumps on average day 

    vAVG = zeros([24 8]); %volume matrix for average day 

    BP_q_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for booster pumps on max day 

    BP_rt_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for booster pumps on max day 

    DW_q_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for deep well pumps on max day 

    DW_rt_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for deep well pumps on max day 
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    vMAX = zeros([24 8]); %volume matrix for max day 

 

    WDemandMat = load('water_demand.txt'); %load water demand 

 

    SpreadsheetName = ['Z6E_CC_2017_Combo_', num2str(i), '.xls']; 

    for month = 1:12 

 

        perc = ((i-1)*12 + month)/(12*n); %percentage of script completion visualization 

        waitbar(perc,h,sprintf('Running energy analysis.\nCombo: %i, Month: %i   %i%% 

Complete...',i,month,round(perc*100))); 

 

        switch month 

            case {1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,11,12} %set on-peak pump constraints 

                pList = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                numPumpsMax = 5; 

            case {7,8} 

                pList = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 23.1 29.1]; 

                numPumpsMax = 6; 

        end %end switch 

 

        %perc = month/12; 

        %waitbar(perc,h,sprintf('Running energy analysis.\n%i%% Complete...',round(perc*100))); 

        peakP = zeros([1 5]); %set to zero so peak must be higher 

        AvgDem = WDemandMat(month, 2); %find avg demand for given month 

        MaxDem = WDemandMat(month, 3); %find max demand for given month 

        daysInMonth = WDemandMat(month, 4); %find num days in given month 

 

        %When using E as the parameter, the optimization is not dependent on 

        %time-of-day like cost is, therefore the information can just be 

        %determined for one hour and copied for all hours. 

        %The below line optimizes for a single hour and then the resultant 

        %information is copied for all hours of the day. 

 

        %=========================== 

        %Max Demand schedule 

        %=========================== 

 

        hourSup = MaxDem*1000/24; %demand for calculating peak power consumption 

        %Optimize for one hour of the day 

        time = 0; 

 

        [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

        for time = 0:23 %demand cost peak power 

            % Optimize every single hour of the day - this is more time 

            % intensive and not necessary if optimization does not change based 

            % on time of day. 

            %         [ flowrate, runtime, volume, DWQ ] = hrOpt( hourDem, month,... 

            %             time, param, hasVFD, startIter, endIter ); 

            BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build VFD flowrate matrix 

            BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build VFD runtime matrix 

            DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW no VFD flowrate 

            DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP no VFD flowrate 

            vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 
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        end 

 

        hourSup = AvgDem*1000/24; %the 

 

        %Optimize for one hour of the day 

        time = 0; 

        [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

 

        for time = 0:23 %energy cost and consumption 

            % Optimize for a single hour 

            %         [ flowrate, runtime, volume, DWQ ] = hrOpt( hourDem, month,... 

            %             time, param, hasVFD, startIter, endIter ); 

            BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build VFD flowrate matrix 

            BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build VFD runtime matrix 

            DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW no VFD flowrate 

            DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP no VFD flowrate 

            vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

        end 

 

        %Display values in excel using Tabler function 

        Tabler( month, BP_q_AVG, BP_rt_AVG, DW_q_AVG, DW_rt_AVG, ... 

            vAVG, BP_q_MAX, BP_rt_MAX, DW_q_MAX, DW_rt_MAX, vMAX,... 

            DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, SpreadsheetName ) 

 

    end % end for 

end % end for 

close(h); %close waitbar 

toc % print out runtime of program 
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offPeakSupply script 

  

clear; 

tic; 

%This program plans for off-peak pumping 

%It will pump most energy efficient pumps off-peak 

%If needed, it will pump most cost efficient pumps on-peak 

 

%   BPhasVFD is array of the pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%       shows 0 for no VFD and 1 for VFD. 

%       Current VFD set up: [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1] 

%   DWhasVFD is array of the pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%       shows 0 for no VFD and 1 for VFD. 

%       Current VFD set up: [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0] 

 

%DWhasVFD = [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0]; %of pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

%BPhasVFD = [1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1]; %of pump order [7 8 11 13 15 23 29] 

offPeakCap = 6.000; %MGD that can be pumped off-peak 

% pList = [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115]; 

% numPumpsMax = 8; 

%SpreadsheetName = 'Z6E_OPC_2017_CurrentVFD.xls'; %name of output spreadsheet 

%totPumps = 8; %a list using all of the pumps possible 

%fullList = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 23.1 29.1 115.1]; %full list of all 8 pumps 

 

param = 'C'; %optimize for cost 

WDemandMat = load('water_demand.txt'); %load water demand 

 

Res115_cap = 1.0; %reservoir capacity [MG] 

%useRes_master = Res115_cap/11*1000; %use up to Res115_cap on peak 

        %[kGal/hr] 

useRes_master = 0; %do not use Res 115 on-peak 

catchup_115 = 0; %determine how much volume needs to be pumped off-peak by 

    %other pump groups to make up BS115 on-peak pumping 

 

allPumpList = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 23.1 29.1 115.1]; 

 

%Pre-allocate arrays 

BP_q_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for booster pumps on average day 

BP_rt_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for booster pumps on average day 

DW_q_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for deep well pumps on average day 

DW_rt_AVG = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for deep well pumps on average day 

vAVG = zeros([24 8]); %volume matrix for average day 

BP_q_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for booster pumps on max day 

BP_rt_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for booster pumps on max day 

DW_q_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %flowrate matrix for deep well pumps on max day 

DW_rt_MAX = zeros([24 8]); %runtime matrix for deep well pumps on max day 

vMAX = zeros([24 8]); %volume matrix for max day 

 

perc = 0; %percentage of script completion 

h = waitbar(perc,sprintf('Running cost analysis.\n%i%% Complete...',... 

    round(perc*100))); %visual of script completion 
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%Get all VFD combinations 

[BP_VFD, DW_VFD] = getVFDCombos(); 

n = size(BP_VFD,1); 

%n=1; 

 

for i = 1:n %for all VFD combinations 

 

    %consider 'i'th VFD combination 

    DWhasVFD = DW_VFD(i,:); 

    BPhasVFD = BP_VFD(i,:); 

 

    SpreadsheetName = ['Z6E_OPC_2017_Combo_', num2str(i), '.xls']; 

 

    for month = 1:12 

        perc = ((i-1)*12 + month)/(12*n); %percentage of script completion 

        waitbar(perc,h,sprintf('Running cost analysis.\nCombo: %i, Month: %i   %i%% 

Complete...',i,month,round(perc*100))); 

 

        AvgDem = WDemandMat(month, 2); %find avg demand for given month 

        MaxDem = WDemandMat(month, 3); %find max demand for given month 

        daysInMonth = WDemandMat(month, 4); %find num days in given month 

 

        offPeakPump = min(AvgDem, offPeakCap); %amount pumped off-peak 

 

        %Different months may require different pump considerations. 

        %For instance UW23 and UW8 only run in July and August 

        switch month %choose different pump considerations based on month 

            case {2,3,4,5,10,11,12} %set on-peak pump constraints 

                pList_MAX = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                numPumps_MAX = 5; 

                pList_AVG = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                numPumps_AVG = 4; 

                fullList = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                totPumps = 5; 

 

            case {1,6,9} %set on-peak pump constaints 

                pList_MAX = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                numPumps_MAX = 5; 

                pList_AVG = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                numPumps_AVG = 4; 

                fullList = [7.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 15.2 29.1]; 

                totPumps = 5; 

 

            case {7,8} 

                pList_MAX = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 23.1 29.1]; 

                numPumps_MAX = 5; 

                pList_AVG = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 23.1 29.1]; 

                numPumps_AVG = 5; 

                fullList = [7.1 8.1 11.1 13.1 15.1 23.1 29.1]; 

                totPumps = 6; 

        end %end switch 

 

        catchup_115 = 0; %reset catchup 

        %============================================== 
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        % 100% Off-Peak Pumping (both max and avg dem) 

        %============================================== 

 

        if (MaxDem < offPeakCap) %100% offpeak pumping 

 

            %=========================================== 

            %Find pumping schedule for average demand 

            %=========================================== 

 

            useRes = 0; %cannot use Res 115 off-peak 

            pList = fullList; %assign pList 

            numPumpsMax = totPumps; %assign numPumpsMax 

            hourSup = AvgDem*1000/(13); %demand for off-peak period 

            time = 0; 

            %Optimize for a single hour 

            [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

 

            for time = 0:9 %off peak hours 

                %Copy single hour off peak for all off peak hours 

                BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for avg dem 

                vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

            for time = 10:20 %no on peak pumping 

                BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix  of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of DW runtime for avg dem 

                vAVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

 

            for time = 21:23 %off peak hours 

                %Copy single hour off peak (hour 0) to all hours 

                BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for avg dem 

                vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

 

            %========================================= 

            %Find pumping schedule for max demand 

            %========================================= 

 

            useRes = 0; 

            pList = fullList; %Consider all pumps 

            numPumpsMax = totPumps; 

            hourSup = MaxDem*1000/(13); %demand for off-peak period 

 

            time = 0; 

            %Optimize for a single hour 
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            [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

            for time = 0:9 %off peak hours 

                %Copy off-peak results for all off-peak hours 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

            for time = 10:20 %no on peak pumping 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of DW runtime for max dem 

                vAVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

            for time = 21:23 %off peak hours 

                %Copu off-peak results for all off-peak hours 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

 

       %======================================= 

       % Need to pump during on-peak hours 

       %======================================= 

 

        else % need to pump onpeak for max demand 

 

            param = 'C'; 

 

            %=================================== 

            % On peak pumping for max demand 

            %=================================== 

 

            useRes = useRes_master; %possibly use Res 115 on-peak 

            pList = pList_MAX; %set pList 

            numPumpsMax = numPumps_MAX; 

            hourSup = (MaxDem - offPeakPump) * 1000 / 11 ; 

 

            time = 10; 

            [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

 

            for time = 10:12 %on peak pumping 10AM-1PM 

                %copy single hour optimization to hours of same rate structure 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 
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            end % end for 

            for time = 18:20 %on peak pumping 6PM-9PM 

                %copy single hour optimization to hours of same rate structure 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of DW runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end % end for 

 

            %set pList based on pumps previously used on-peak 

            %this eliminates switch pumps during on-peak hours which would 

            %cause expensive demand charges 

            onPkList = any(vMAX(11,:)>0,1); 

            pList = allPumpList(onPkList); 

 

            %find how much needs to be pumped off-peak to make up for BS115 

            numHours = 6; 

            catchup_115 = catchup_115 + (BP_q_MAX(time,8)*BP_rt_MAX(time,8)*60*numHours)/1000000; 

 

            time = 13; 

            [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

            for time = 13:17 %on peak pumping 1PM-6PM 

                %copy single hour optimization to hours of same rate structure 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end % end for 

 

            %find how much needs to be pumped off-peak to make up for BS115 

            numHours = 5; 

            catchup_115 = catchup_115 + (BP_q_MAX(time,8)*BP_rt_MAX(time,8)*60*numHours)/1000000; 

 

            %=================================== 

            % Off peak pumping for max demand 

            %=================================== 

 

            useRes = 0; %do not use Res 115 off-peak 

            time = 0; 

            pList = fullList; 

            numPumpsMax = totPumps; 

            %Optimize for a single hour 

            %include possible volume pumped by BS115 

            hourSup = (offPeakPump + catchup_115) * 1000 / 13; %demand for off-peak period 

            [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

            for time = 0:9 %off peak hours 

                %Copy off-peak hourly schedule for all off-peak hours 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 
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                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

 

            for time = 21:23 %off peak hours 

                %Copy off-peak hourly schedule for all off-peak hours 

                BP_q_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for max dem 

                BP_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                DW_q_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for max dem 

                DW_rt_MAX(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for max dem 

                vMAX(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

            end %end for 

 

            catchup_115 = 0; %reset catchup 

 

            %=================================== 

            % Average demand can be pumped completely off-peak 

            %=================================== 

 

            if (AvgDem < offPeakCap) %Do all pumping off peak for average demand 

 

                useRes = 0; 

                pList = fullList; 

                numPumpsMax = totPumps; 

                hourSup = AvgDem*1000/(13); %demand for off-peak period 

                time = 0; 

                %Optimize for a single hour 

                [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

                for time = 0:9 %off peak hours 

                    %Optimize for a single hour 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

                for time = 10:20 %no on peak pumping 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = zeros([1 8]); %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

                for time = 21:23 %off peak hours 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

 

            %=================================== 

            % Average demand needs to have on-peak pumping 
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            %=================================== 

 

            else %need to pump on peak for average demand 

 

                %=================================== 

                % on-peak pumping for avg dem 

                %=================================== 

 

                useRes = useRes_master; 

 

                %use same pumps as used during maximum day to avoid 

                %additional demand charges 

                onPkList = any(vMAX(11,:)>0,1); 

                pList = allPumpList(onPkList); 

 

                numPumpsMax = numPumps_AVG; 

                param = 'C'; 

                hourSup = (AvgDem - offPeakPump) * 1000 / 11; 

                time = 10; 

                [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                    time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

                for time = 10:12 %on peak pumping 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

 

                for time = 18:20 %on peak pumping 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

 

                %find how much needs to be pumped off-peak to make up for BS115 

                numHours = 6; 

                catchup_115 = catchup_115 + 

(BP_q_AVG(time,8)*BP_rt_AVG(time,8)*60*numHours)/1000000; 

 

                time = 13; 

                [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

                for time = 13:17 %on peak pumping 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

 

                %find how much needs to be pumped off-peak to make up for BS115 
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                numHours = 5; 

                catchup_115 = catchup_115 + 

(BP_q_MAX(time,8)*BP_rt_MAX(time,8)*60*numHours)/1000000; 

 

                %=================================== 

                % on-peak pumping for avg dem 

                %=================================== 

 

                %param = 'E'; 

                %off peak pumping 

                %Consider all pumps 

                useRes = 0; 

                pList = fullList; 

                numPumpsMax= totPumps; 

                hourSup = (offPeakPump+catchup_115) * 1000 / 13; %demand for off-peak period 

 

                time = 0; 

                [ BP_q, BP_rt, DW_q, DW_rt, volume ] = hrOpt( hourSup, month,... 

                    time, param, DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, pList, numPumpsMax, useRes); 

 

                for time = 0:9 %off peak hours 

                    %copy off peak pumping schedule for all off-peak hours 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

 

                for time = 21:23 %off peak hours 

                    %copy off peak pumping schedule for all off-peak hours 

                    BP_q_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_q; %build matrix of BP flowrate for avg dem 

                    BP_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = BP_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    DW_q_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_q; %build matrix of DW flowrate for avg dem 

                    DW_rt_AVG(time+1,:) = DW_rt; %build matrix of BP runtime for avg dem 

                    vAVG(time+1,:) = volume; %build volume matrix 

                end %for end 

            end %end if (only average off peak pumping) 

        end %end if (all off peak pumping) 

 

        %Display values in excel using Tabler function 

        Tabler( month, BP_q_AVG, BP_rt_AVG, DW_q_AVG, DW_rt_AVG, ... 

            vAVG, BP_q_MAX, BP_rt_MAX, DW_q_MAX, DW_rt_MAX, vMAX,... 

            DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, SpreadsheetName ) 

    end 

end 

 

close(h); %close waitbar 

toc % print out runtime of program 
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Tabler function 

 

function [ ] = Tabler( month, BP_q_AVG, BP_rt_AVG, DW_q_AVG, DW_rt_AVG, ... 

    vAVG, BP_q_MAX, BP_rt_MAX, DW_q_MAX, DW_rt_MAX, vMAX,... 

    DWhasVFD, BPhasVFD, SpreadsheetName ) 

% Creates output tables in excel spreadsheet 

%   function [ ] = Tabler( month, gpmAVG, rtAVG, gpmMAX, rtMAX, vAVG, vMAX, DWopQAVG, DWopQMAX, 

hasVFD, SpreadsheetName ) 

% This function essentially just takes the daily pumping schedule and 

% rearranges it into a different format. It also will calculate the monthly 

% cost and energy use from each site. 

 

WDemandMat = load('water_demand.txt'); %load water demand 

 

%Order of pumps: [7 8 11 13 15 23 29 115] 

 

% %Load rate structures 

% MGE_CG2_Demand = load('MGE_CG2_Demand.txt'); 

% MGE_CG2_Energy = load('MGE_CG2_Energy.txt'); 

% MGE_CG4B_Demand = load('MGE_CG4B_Demand.txt'); 

% MGE_CG4B_Energy = load('MGE_CG4B_Energy.txt'); 

 

%Pre-allocate arrays 

hrOutputBP = zeros([24, 16]); 

hrOutputDW = zeros([24, 14]); 

pumpOutput = zeros([7 8]); 

P = zeros([24 8]); 

P_AVG = zeros([24 8]); 

P_MAX = zeros([24 8]); 

E = zeros([24 8]); 

ECost = zeros([24 8]); 

DemCost = zeros([1 8]); 

BP_P = zeros([24 8]); 

DW_P = zeros([24 8]); 

peakP = zeros([1 8]); %set to zero so peak power must be higher 

 

AvgDem = WDemandMat(month, 2); %find avg demand for given month 

MaxDem = WDemandMat(month, 3); %find max demand for given month 

daysInMonth = WDemandMat(month, 4); %find num days in given month 

 

%Cost and Power Calculator (for each pump system at each hour of the day) 

for i = 1:24 %row iterations 

    for j = 1:8 %column iterations 

        switch j 

            case 1 

                pump = 7.1; 

            case 2 

                pump = 8.1; 

            case 3 

                pump = 11.1; 

            case 4 

                pump = 13.1; 
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            case 5 %choose one pump for 

                if DW_q_MAX(i,j) > 1150 

                    pump = 15.2; 

                else 

                    pump = 15.1; 

                end 

            case 6 

                pump = 23.1; 

            case 7 

                pump = 29.1; 

            case 8 

                pump = 115.1; 

        end 

 

        %Find Energy Rate Str, embodied energy, and embodied cost of pump 

        [ ~, EnergyRS, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, E_embodied, C_embodied] = getPumpInfo( pump ); 

 

        %Calculate energy matrix for cost use 

        if vAVG(i,j) <= 1 %if less than 1kGal pumped during time period for avg demand 

            BP_P(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_P(i,j) = 0; 

            BP_rt_AVG(i,j) = 0; 

            BP_q_AVG(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_rt_AVG(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_q_AVG(i,j) = 0; 

        else 

            [BP_P(i,j), DW_P(i,j)] = getPower(BP_q_AVG(i,j), pump, DW_q_AVG(i,j)); 

        end 

        P_AVG(i,j) = BP_P(i,j) + DW_P(i,j); %Power for average day demand 

        E(i,j) = (BP_P(i,j) * BP_rt_AVG(i,j)) + (DW_P(i,j) * DW_rt_AVG(i,j)); %Create Energy 

Matrix 

 

        %Calculate energy related costs, including embodied costs 

        ECost(i,j) = E(i,j) * EnergyRS(i,month) + (C_embodied/1000 * vAVG(i,j)); %Energy costs w/ 

embodied costs 

 

        %Calculate energy (kWh) matrix with embodied energy 

        E(i,j) = E(i,j) + (E_embodied/1000 * vAVG(i,j)); %added in embodied energy 

 

        %Calculate power matrix (kW) - used to calc demand charges 

        %Power matrix is the maximum power seen by a pump, either on max 

        %day or average day 

        if vMAX(i,j) <= 1 %if less than 1kGal pumped during time period for avg demand 

            BP_P(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_P(i,j) = 0; 

            BP_rt_MAX(i,j) = 0; 

            BP_q_MAX(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_rt_MAX(i,j) = 0; 

            DW_q_MAX(i,j) = 0; 

        else 

            [BP_P(i,j), DW_P(i,j)] = getPower(BP_q_MAX(i,j), pump, DW_q_MAX(i,j)); 

        end 

        P_MAX(i,j) = BP_P(i,j) + DW_P(i,j); %Power for maximum day demand 

        P(i,j) = max(P_AVG(i,j),P_MAX(i,j)); 
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    end 

end 

%End Cost and Power Calculator 

 

%Table 2 sum of variables for each pump 

%Return row vector of summations for each pump 

sumE = sum(E); %sum of energy consumption for each pump per day 

sumECost = sum(ECost)*daysInMonth; %Energy Cost per pump per month 

sumMaxV = sum(vMAX); 

sumVol = sum(vAVG); %sum of volume pumped for each pump per day 

maxP = max(P); %maximum power on peak and off peak 

 

for i = 11:21 %Find on peak power for each pump (from 10AM-9PM) 

    for j = 1:8 %for all pumps 

        if P(i,j) > peakP(j) 

            peakP(j) = P(i,j); 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

% %Create a new matrix to find the maxP draw from a UW (such as UW16) 

% if maxP(1) <= maxP(2) || maxP(1) == 0 %max power for UW16 comes from 16.2 

%     stationMaxP(1) = 0; 

%     stationMaxP(2) = maxP(2); 

% else %max power for UW16 comes from 16.1 

%     stationMaxP(1) = maxP(1); 

%     stationMaxP(2) = 0; 

% end 

% if maxP(3) <= maxP(4) || maxP(3) == 0 %max power for UW28 comes from 28.2 

%     stationMaxP(3) = 0; 

%     stationMaxP(4) = maxP(4); 

% else %max power for UW28 comes from 28.1 

%     stationMaxP(3) = maxP(3); 

%     stationMaxP(4) = 0; 

% end 

% stationMaxP(5) = maxP(5); 

 

% %Create a new matrix to find the peakP draw from a UW (such as UW16) 

% if peakP(1) <= peakP(2) || peakP(1) == 0 %peak power for UW16 comes from 16.2 

%     stationPeakP(1) = 0; 

%     stationPeakP(2) = peakP(2); 

% else %peak power for UW16 comes from 16.1 

%     stationPeakP(1) = peakP(1); 

%     stationPeakP(2) = 0; 

% end 

% if peakP(3) <= peakP(4) || peakP(3) == 0 %peak power for UW28 comes from 28.2 

%     stationPeakP(3) = 0; 

%     stationPeakP(4) = peakP(4); 

% else %peak power for UW28 comes from 28.1 

%     stationPeakP(3) = peakP(3); 

%     stationPeakP(4) = 0; 

% end 

% stationPeakP(5) = peakP(5); %UW 26 
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%Find total demand cost 

for i = 1:8 

    switch i 

        case 1 

            pump = 7.1; 

        case 2 

            pump = 8.1; 

        case 3 

            pump = 11.1; 

        case 4 

            pump = 13.1; 

        case 5 

            pump = 15.1; 

        case 6 

            pump = 23.1; 

        case 7 

            pump = 29.1; 

        case 8 

            pump = 115.1; 

    end 

 

    DemandRS = getPumpInfo( pump ); 

 

    %Determines total demand cost (maxP*customerDemCharge + 

    % peakP * ((cust + peak demand) - cust demand) 

    DemCost(i) = (maxP(i)*DemandRS(1,month)*24+peakP(i) ... 

        *(DemandRS(12,month)-DemandRS(1,month))*24 )*daysInMonth; %Total demand cost for each 

pump/month 

end 

 

%Table 1 hourly operational schedule Max Day 

rowNames = {'00:00','01:00','02:00','03:00','04:00','05:00','06:00',... 

    '07:00','08:00','09:00','10:00','11:00', '12:00','13:00','14:00',... 

    '15:00','16:00','17:00','18:00','19:00','20:00','21:00','22:00','23:00'}; 

varNames = {'GPM_7BP','RT_7BP','GPM_8BP','RT_8BP','GPM_11BP',... 

    'RT_11BP','GPM_13BP','RT_13BP','GPM_15BP','RT_15BP',... 

    'GPM_23BP','RT_23BP', 'GPM_29BP','RT_29BP', 'GPM_115BP','RT_115BP'}; 

 

for i = 1:8 %create matrix of values to be displayed in table 

    hrOutputBP(:,(2*i)-1) = round(BP_q_MAX(:,i)); 

    hrOutputBP(:,(2*i)) = round(BP_rt_MAX(:,i),2); 

end 

 

%Build Table 1 

T1BoosterMax = array2table(hrOutputBP,'VariableNames',varNames,'RowNames',rowNames); 

 

%output(:,1)=time'; 

for i = 1:8 %create matrix of values to be displayed in table 

    hrOutputBP(:,(2*i)-1) = round(BP_q_AVG(:,i)); 

    hrOutputBP(:,(2*i)) = round(BP_rt_AVG(:,i),2); 

end 

 

T1BoosterAvg = array2table(hrOutputBP,'VariableNames',varNames,'RowNames',rowNames); 
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rowNames = {'00:00','01:00','02:00','03:00','04:00','05:00','06:00',... 

    '07:00','08:00','09:00','10:00','11:00', '12:00','13:00','14:00',... 

    '15:00','16:00','17:00','18:00','19:00','20:00','21:00','22:00','23:00'}; 

varNames = {'GPM_7DW','RT_7DW','GPM_8DW','RT_8DW','GPM_11DW',... 

    'RT_11DW','GPM_13DW','RT_13DW','GPM_15DW','RT_15DW',... 

    'GPM_23DW','RT_23DW', 'GPM_29DW','RT_29DW'}; 

%build columns in table 

for i = 1:7 %create matrix of values to be displayed in table 

    hrOutputDW(:,(2*i)-1) = round(DW_q_AVG(:,i)); 

    hrOutputDW(:,(2*i)) = round(DW_rt_AVG(:,i),2); 

end 

 

%Table 1 DW hourly operational schedule 

T1DWAvg = array2table(hrOutputDW,'VariableNames',varNames,'RowNames',rowNames); 

 

for i = 1:7 %create matrix of values to be displayed in table 

    hrOutputDW(:,(2*i)-1) = round(DW_q_MAX(:,i)); 

    hrOutputDW(:,(2*i)) = round(DW_rt_MAX(:,i),2); 

end 

 

%Table 1 DW hourly operational schedule 

T1DWMax = array2table(hrOutputDW,'VariableNames',varNames,'RowNames',rowNames); 

monthCost = sumECost + DemCost; %monthly total cost 

 

%Create Table 2 

rowNames ={'Avg V Sup [MGD]','Max V Sup [MGD]','Energy [kWh/d]',... 

    'Max Pwr [kW]','Peak Pwr [kW]','Energy $ [$/m]', 'Dem $ [$/m]'}; 

varNames = {'UW7','UW8','UW11','UW13','UW15','UW23','UW29','BS115'}; 

 

%build rows in table 

pumpOutput(1,:) = round(sumVol/1000,3); 

pumpOutput(2,:) = round(sumMaxV/1000,3); 

pumpOutput(3,:) = round(sumE); 

pumpOutput(4,:) = round(maxP,1); 

pumpOutput(5,:) = round(peakP,1); 

pumpOutput(6,:) = round(sumECost,2); 

pumpOutput(7,:) = round(DemCost,2); 

T2 = array2table(pumpOutput,'VariableNames',varNames,'RowNames',rowNames); 

 

%Create table 3 monthly summary 

varNames = {'Avg_Sup_Def','Max_Sup_Def','Energy_Use_kWh','Month_Cost'}; 

totVol = sum(sumVol)/1000;  %volume pumped in a day [MGD] 

Avg_Sup_Def = round(AvgDem-totVol,3); %average demand supply deficit 

Max_Sup_Def = round(MaxDem-(sum(sumMaxV)/1000),3); %max demand supply 

totE = round(sum(sumE)*daysInMonth); %total energy consumed in a month (from average demand) 

totCost = round(sum(monthCost),2); %total cost for a month 

 

T3 = table(Avg_Sup_Def,Max_Sup_Def,totE,totCost, 'VariableNames',varNames); 

 

%Create table of pumps with VFDs installed so we know what VFD combination 

%it is 

hasVFD = [BPhasVFD; DWhasVFD]; 

 

%Write to excel file 
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writetable(T1BoosterAvg, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','A2'); 

writetable(T1DWAvg, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','S2'); 

writetable(T1BoosterMax, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','A29'); 

writetable(T1DWMax, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','S29'); 

writetable(T2, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','B56'); 

writetable(T3, SpreadsheetName,'WriteRowNames',true,'Sheet',month+1,'Range','B66'); 

xlswrite(SpreadsheetName,hasVFD,1,'C21'); 

 

%ResModel( month, vAVG, vMAX, SpreadsheetName ); 

 

end %function end 
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APPENDIX E: PRESSURE ZONE 8 ENERGY/COST INTENSITY & SPECIFIC 

ENERGY/COST CURVES 
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Figure E-1. Energy intensity for (a) deep well pumps, (b) booster pumps, and (c) pump groups in 

Pressure Zone 8. Empty markers represent the energy intensity of pumps and pump groups 

assuming no new VFD installation as of 12/1/2018 (no deep well pumps have VFDs and all booster 

pumps have VFDs) while filled markers represent the energy intensity of pumps and pump groups 

assuming all pumps in Pressure Zone 8 use VFDs. 
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Figure E-2. Cost intensity for (a) deep well pumps, (b) booster pumps, and (c) pump groups in 

Pressure Zone 8 for a June rate structure. Empty markers represent the cost intensity of pumps 

and pump groups assuming no new VFD installation as of 12/1/2018 (no deep well pumps have 

VFDs and all booster pumps have VFDs) while filled markers represent the cost intensity of pumps 

and pump groups assuming all pumps in Pressure Zone 8 use VFDs. 
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Figure E-3. (a) Specific energy and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 assuming infrastructure as of 12/1/2018 (only the booster pumps have VFDs). 
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Figure E-4. (a) Specific cost and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 for any day in June from 5-6 PM assuming infrastructure as of 12/1/2018 (only the booster 

pumps have VFDs). 
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Figure E-5. (a) Specific cost and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 for any day in January from 12-1 AM assuming infrastructure as of 12/1/2018 (only the 

booster pumps have VFDs). 
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Figure E-6. (a) Specific energy and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 assuming all pumps use a VFD. 
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Figure E-7. (a) Specific cost and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 for any day in June from 5-6 PM assuming all pumps use VFDs. 
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Figure E-7. (a) Specific cost and (b) associated flowrate curves for all pump groups in Pressure 

Zone 8 for any day in January from 12-1 AM assuming all pumps use VFDs. 
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APPENDIX F: PRESSURE ZONE 6E ENERGY/COST INTENSITY & SPECIFIC 

ENERGY/COST CURVES
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Figure F-1. Energy intensity for (a) deep well pumps, (b) booster pumps, and (c) pump groups in 

Pressure Zone 6E. Empty markers represent the energy intensity of pumps and pump groups 

assuming VFD infrastructure as of 1/1/2019 (the booster and deep well pump at Unit Well 8, the 

deep well pumps at Unit Well 11 and Unit Well 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 23 do not 

have VFDs) while filled markers represent the energy intensity of pumps and pump groups 

assuming all pumps in Pressure Zone 6E use VFDs. 
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Figure F-2. Cost intensity for (a) deep well pumps, (b) booster pumps, and (c) pump groups in 

Pressure Zone 6E for a June rate structure. Empty markers represent the cost intensity of pumps 

and pump groups assuming VFD infrastructure as of 1/1/2019 (the booster and deep well pump 

at Unit Well 8, the deep well pumps at Unit Well 11 and Unit Well 13, and the booster pump at 

Unit Well 23 do not have VFDs) while filled markers represent the cost intensity of pumps and 

pump groups assuming all pumps in Pressure Zone 6E use VFDs. 
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Figure F-3. a) Specific energy curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E and b) flowrates 

associated with the minimum energy required to pump a given volume in an hour. 

*VFD installation is current as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs at the deep well and booster pump at 

Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 23. 
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Figure F-4. a) Specific energy curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E and b) flowrates 

associated with the minimum energy required to pump a given volume in an hour. All pumps in 

Pressure Zone 6E are assumed to have VFDs in this figure. 
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Figure F-5. Specific energy curves normalized with respect to volume pumped for the pump groups 

within Pressure Zone 6E assuming a) VFD installations as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs at the deep 

well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster 

pump at Unit Well 23 and b) assuming all pumps have VFD installations.  
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Figure F-6. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E using the rate 

structure from June during the hours of 5-6 PM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum cost 

required to pump a given volume in an hour.  

*VFD installation is current as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs at the deep well and booster pump at 

Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 23. 
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Figure F-7. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E using the rate 

structure from January during the hours of 12-1 AM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum 

cost required to pump a given volume in an hour.  

*VFD installation is current as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs at the deep well and booster pump at 

Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the booster pump at Unit Well 23. 
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Figure F-8. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E using the rate 

structure from June during the hours of 5-6 PM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum cost 

required to pump a given volume in an hour. All pumps in Pressure Zone 6E are assumed to have 

VFDs in this figure. 
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Figure F-9. a) Specific cost curves for all pump groups in Pressure Zone 6E using the rate 

structure from January during the hours of 12-1 AM.  b) Flowrates associated with the minimum 

cost required to pump a given volume in an hour. All pumps in Pressure Zone 6E are assumed to 

have VFDs in this figure. 
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Figure F-10. Specific cost curves normalized with respect to volume pumped for the pump groups 

within Pressure Zone 6E. A June rate structure from 5-6 PM was used in a) and b) while a January 

rate structure from 12-1 AM was used in c) and d). VFD installation as of 1/1/2019, i.e. no VFDs 

at the deep well and booster pump at Unit Well 8, the deep wells at Unit Wells 11 and 13, and the 

booster pump at Unit Well 23 is shown in a) and c). Charts b) and d) are shown assuming all 

pumps have VFDs. Note the different scale of the y-axis in c) and d) to better display pump group 

prioritizations and variations. 
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APPENDIX G: PRESSURE ZONE 6E OPERATIONAL STRATEGY AND VFD 

STRATEGY COMPARISON TABLE
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Table G-1. Estimated energy use and cost expenditures for all operational and VFD strategies 

considered for Pressure Zone 6E. 

 # of 

VFDs 

Strategy A: 

 

Energy optimized 

constant supply 

Strategy B: 

 

Cost optimized 

off-peak supply 

Strategy C: 

Cost optimized off-

peak supply with 

BS115  

New VFD Locations MWh/yr $/yr MWh/yr $/yr MWh/yr $/yr 

None 0      4,546  $ 463,000     4,675   $ 408,000       4,775  $ 389,000  

8DW 1      4,541  $ 462,000     4,666   $ 408,000       4,773  $ 389,000  

8BP 1      4,546  $ 463,000     4,675   $ 408,000       4,775  $ 389,000  

11DW 1      4,543  $ 463,000     4,667   $ 405,000       4,772  $ 385,000  

13DW 1      4,517  $ 459,000     4,641   $ 402,000       4,750  $ 384,000  

23BP 1      4,546  $ 463,000     4,670   $ 408,000       4,776  $ 389,000  

8DW, 8BP 2      4,541  $ 462,000     4,667   $ 408,000       4,771  $ 389,000  

8DW, 11DW 2      4,537  $ 462,000     4,662   $ 404,000       4,771  $ 385,000  

8DW, 13DW 2      4,511  $ 458,000     4,637   $ 401,000       4,738  $ 383,000  

8DW, 23BP 2      4,540  $ 462,000     4,666   $ 407,000       4,772  $ 389,000  

8BP, 11DW 2      4,543  $ 463,000     4,667   $ 405,000       4,772  $ 385,000  

8BP, 13DW 2      4,517  $ 459,000     4,641   $ 402,000       4,749  $ 384,000  

8BP, 23BP 2      4,546  $ 463,000     4,670   $ 408,000       4,776  $ 389,000  

11DW, 13DW 2      4,513  $ 460,000     4,634   $ 400,000       4,740  $ 381,000  

11DW, 23BP 2      4,543  $ 463,000     4,666   $ 405,000       4,773  $ 385,000  

13DW, 23BP 2      4,517  $ 459,000     4,641   $ 402,000       4,747  $ 384,000  

8DW, 8BP, 11DW 3      4,538  $ 463,000     4,663   $ 404,000       4,770  $ 385,000  

8DW, 8BP, 13DW 3      4,512  $ 458,000     4,637   $ 401,000       4,740  $ 383,000  

8DW, 8BP, 23BP 3      4,541  $ 462,000     4,666   $ 407,000       4,772  $ 388,000  

8DW, 11DW, 13DW 3      4,507  $ 459,000     4,630   $ 400,000       4,732  $ 381,000  

8DW, 11DW, 23BP 3      4,537  $ 462,000     4,662   $ 404,000       4,769  $ 385,000  

8DW, 13DW, 23BP 3      4,511  $ 458,000     4,637   $ 401,000       4,737  $ 383,000  

8BP, 11DW, 13DW 3      4,513  $ 460,000     4,634   $ 400,000       4,740  $ 381,000  

8BP, 11DW, 23BP 3      4,542  $ 463,000     4,666   $ 405,000       4,773  $ 385,000  

8BP, 13DW, 23BP 3      4,516  $ 459,000     4,640   $ 402,000       4,747  $ 384,000  

11DW, 13DW, 23BP 3      4,513  $ 459,000     4,634   $ 401,000       4,740  $ 381,000  

8DW, 8BP, 11DW, 13DW 4      4,508  $ 459,000     4,630   $ 400,000       4,733  $ 381,000  

8DW, 8BP, 11DW, 23BP 4      4,538  $ 463,000     4,663   $ 404,000       4,769  $ 385,000  

8DW, 8BP, 13DW, 23BP 4      4,512  $ 458,000     4,637   $ 401,000       4,740  $ 383,000  

8DW, 11DW, 13DW, 23BP 4      4,507  $ 458,000     4,627   $ 400,000       4,731  $ 380,000  

8BP, 11DW, 13DW, 23BP 4      4,513  $ 459,000     4,634   $ 401,000       4,740  $ 381,000  

8DW, 8BP, 11DW, 13DW, 23BP 5      4,508  $ 459,000     4,630   $ 400,000       4,733  $ 381,000  
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APPENDIX H: PRESSURE ZONE 8 COST OPTIMIZED OFF-PEAK SUPPLY 

MONTHLY STRATEGIES 

Cost optimized off-peak supply strategies based on average and maximum demands obtained from 

2012 to 2017 and infrastructure available as of 4/1/2019.
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Figure H-1. Pressure Zone 8 January pump schedule based on 3.19 MGD average and 4.05 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.6 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.6 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.6 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.6 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1448 0.99 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.63 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.6 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

23:00 800 0.19 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.69 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.69 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.69 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.69 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1200 1

21:00 1207 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.52 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.69 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

23:00 800 0.34 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2 Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand
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Figure H-2. Pressure Zone 8 February pump schedule based on 3.25 MGD average and 4.14 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.66 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.42 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.66 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.42 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.66 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.42 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.66 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.42 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1462 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.64 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.66 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.42 2092 1

23:00 800 0.29 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.1 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.75 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.48 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.75 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.48 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.75 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.48 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.75 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.48 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

21:00 1231 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.54 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.75 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.48 2092 1

23:00 800 0.44 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.15 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2 Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-3. Pressure Zone 8 March pump schedule based on 3.18 MGD average and 4.11 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1448 0.99 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.62 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.38 2092 1

23:00 800 0.17 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.06 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.68 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.43 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.68 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.43 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.68 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.43 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.68 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.43 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1290 1

21:00 1294 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.56 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.68 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.43 2092 1

23:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.11 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-4. Pressure Zone 8 April pump schedule based on 3.23 MGD average and 4.14 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.64 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.41 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.64 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.41 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.64 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.41 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.64 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.41 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1462 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.63 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.64 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.41 2092 1

23:00 800 0.25 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.09 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.73 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.46 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.73 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.46 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.73 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.46 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.73 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.46 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1269 0.99

21:00 1270 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.55 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.73 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.46 2092 1

23:00 800 0.41 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.14 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-5. Pressure Zone 8 May pump schedule based on 3.63 MGD average and 4.62 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1448 0.99 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.65 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1448 0.99 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.65 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1448 0.99 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.65 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1448 0.99 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.65 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1638 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.71 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1448 0.99 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.65 2092 1

23:00 800 0.92 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.32 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1582 0.99 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.71 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1582 0.99 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.71 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1582 0.99 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.71 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1582 0.99 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.71 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1384 1

21:00 1380 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.6 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1582 0.99 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.71 2092 1

23:00 879 0.99 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.38 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-6. Pressure Zone 8 June pump schedule based on 4.18 MGD average and 5.77 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.21

21:00 800 0.31 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.11 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.78 10:00 0 0 2200 0.5 1369 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 11:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 12:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 13:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 14:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 15:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 16:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 17:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 18:00 0 0 2200 0.45 1462 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.78 19:00 0 0 2200 0.5 1369 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.78 20:00 0 0 2200 0.5 1369 1

21:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.6 0 0 1200 0.89

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2 Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-7. Pressure Zone 8 July pump schedule based on 4.55 MGD average and 6.66 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.64

21:00 800 0.96 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.33 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1836 1 10:00 0 0 2200 0.83 1877 0.99

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 11:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 12:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 13:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 14:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 15:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 16:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 17:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1716 1 18:00 0 0 2200 0.78 1991 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1836 1 19:00 0 0 2200 0.83 1877 0.99

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1836 1 20:00 0 0 2200 0.83 1877 0.99

21:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.91 0 0 1619 1

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-8. Pressure Zone 8 August pump schedule based on 4.48 MGD average and 5.57 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.56

21:00 800 0.84 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.29 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.65 10:00 0 0 2200 0.42 1269 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 11:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 12:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 13:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 14:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 15:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 16:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 17:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.59 18:00 0 0 2200 0.37 1369 0.99

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.65 19:00 0 0 2200 0.42 1269 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1400 0.65 20:00 0 0 2200 0.42 1269 1

21:00 1341 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.58 0 0 1200 0.7

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-9. Pressure Zone 8 September pump schedule based on 4.10 MGD average and 5.22 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1200 0.12

21:00 800 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.06 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 6:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

7:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 7:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

8:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 8:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

9:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 9:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1698 1

21:00 0 0 1703 0.99 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.74 0 0 0 0

22:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 22:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

23:00 0 0 2090 1 0 0 1400 0.99 23:00 2300 0.91 2200 0.63 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-10. Pressure Zone 8 October pump schedule based on 3.41 MGD average and 4.33 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.81 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.51 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.81 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.51 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.81 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.51 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.81 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.51 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1540 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.67 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.81 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.51 2092 1

23:00 800 0.55 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.19 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.9 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.57 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.9 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.57 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.9 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.57 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.9 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.57 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1269 1

21:00 1279 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.55 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.9 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.57 2092 1

23:00 800 0.71 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.25 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-11. Pressure Zone 8 November pump schedule based on 3.20 MGD average and 4.09 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.61 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.39 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.61 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.39 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.61 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.39 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.61 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.39 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1448 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.63 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.61 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.39 2092 1

23:00 800 0.2 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.07 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.7 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.7 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.7 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.7 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1233 1

21:00 1231 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.53 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.7 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.44 2092 1

23:00 800 0.35 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.12 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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Figure H-12. Pressure Zone 8 December pump schedule based on 3.22 MGD average and 4.17 MGD maximum demands. 

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.63 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.4 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.63 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.4 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.63 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.4 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.63 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.4 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0

21:00 0 0 1448 1 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.63 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.63 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.4 2092 1

23:00 800 0.23 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.08 2200 0.95 2092 1

Time Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Row Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr] Flow [gpm] Runtime [hr]

0:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 0:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

1:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 1:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

2:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 2:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

3:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 3:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

4:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 4:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

5:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 5:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

6:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 6:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.45 2092 1

7:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 7:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.45 2092 1

8:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 8:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.45 2092 1

9:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 9:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.45 2092 1

10:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

11:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

12:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

13:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

14:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

15:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

16:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

17:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

18:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

19:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

20:00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20:00 0 0 0 0 1326 0.99

21:00 1318 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21:00 2300 0.57 0 0 0 0

22:00 1395 1 0 0 0 0 1400 0.71 22:00 2300 0.6 2200 0.45 2092 1

23:00 800 0.38 0 0 0 0 2090 1 23:00 2300 0.13 2200 0.95 2092 1

Unit Well 26

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28 Unit Well 26Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2

Unit Well 16 Unit Well 28

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Avg Demand

Booster Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand Deep Well Pump Operating Schedule - Monthly Max Demand

Unit Well 16 - 1 Unit Well 16 - 2 Unit Well 28 - 1 Unit Well 28 - 2
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APPENDIX I: PUMP TESTING AT PRESSURE ZONE 8 BOOSTER PUMP
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Figure I-1. Results of pump testing for Booster Pump #1 at Unit Well 28 on June 1, 2018.
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Figure I-2. Results of pump testing for Booster Pump #2 at Unit Well 28 on June 7, 2018.
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Figure I-2. Results of pump testing for Booster Pump #1 at Unit Well 16 on June 12, 2018.
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Figure I-2. Results of pump testing for Booster Pump #2 at Unit Well 16 on June 14, 2018
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APPENDIX J: USER INTERFACE FOR OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM FOR 

PRESSURE ZONE 6E
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Figure J-1. User interface application for pumping schedule optimizer for Pressure Zone 6E. 


